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PREFACE

Acknowledgment has been made of the sources
relied upon for the study here presented, but this is
not possible with/ regard to friends, in various
Dominions, who made valuable suggestions to me.
This particularly applies to many important facts
and opinions presented to me last autumn when I
was one of the fortunate guests of the Bar of the
Dominion of Canada and of the Bar of the United
States of America in their respective countries. I
take this opportunity of thanking them in a general
way, but in parHcular I wish to express my appreciation of those friends there in the legal profession,
many occupying judicial and other official positions,
whose conversation was the seed f~om which this
little work sprang.
It is right to add, however, that the inferences
which I have drawn and the arguments I have built
do not necessarily accord with those of the persons
whose valuable information was placed at my disposal. I alone, therefore, am responsible for them
and for the· opinions expressed in this work, which
was undertaken to show that the Judicial Committee
can still serve in the British Empire as distinguished
from the Commonwealth of Nations, the original
purposes for which it was created by statute, without
conflict with the judicial autonomy of the Dominions,
and that the proposed Inter-Dominion Tribunal has
an entirely separate function in the British Commonwealth of Nations.
I wish to express my thanks to Mr. Kevin Dixon,
Barrister-at-Law, who kindly helped in the laborious
work of checking the references and proofs.
HECTOR HUGHES.
FouR CouRTS, DuBLIN.
LoNDON.
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.PREPACE
fHis' book touches justiciable 'disputes not only ,
Jetween individual litigants but .also between the· :
Dominions of the British Commonwealth. of Nations
inter se·. Its object is to adumbrate. the present:
provision for th,e ultimate heafiJJg and dete1;:mina- :
tion of such ,d¥;putes' and' to suggest, .as much\ in.
the interest of the"orninary)itigant, as in 'that of
the Dominions and the Commonwealth as a.:whole, ·.
improvements arid.developments in accord ~th the'.
trend of Commonwealth· constitutional pra,ct1ce.
.
It does not pretend to be an exhaustive treaJise, · ,
nor is it intended only f6r -law¥ers, as the subject:
LS one of mterest to many other pe17sons. !h1s,and·
also the exigencies of the argument, acqmnt for tw0
matters as to ·wpich the author hopes for' the indul-.
gence of the technical reader.· ·One. is the ·occasionai
statement ,of .some proposition ~th ··W~ich t~e 31;bn...:
lawyer could not be expected to,·'be familiar, 'and
another is the reference mpre than on~e to ali I .
authoritative dictum· ·because it is relevant to
different ,aspects of the_ problem under c6nsidera~
tion. For ~instance, t~~ speeches in the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council in the leading case
of Hull v. M'Kenna might.possibly h~ve been set
out in ·ext?nso in an appendix, _but the ·general
principles there dearly enunciated affect so v~tally
different divisions of ·the argument of this · work
that it was found more .logic"al to ,incotpo:~;:ate th~
relevant ~icta in the text.
·
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'CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
GRlvE dissatisfaction exists to-day in som~ of th~ autonombus nations which are freely associated in the British·
· Corlnmonwealth of Nations as to certain functions of the
, Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. Amongst these
furfctions are the hearing and determination of appeals
frob the courts in the British Empire, one 'of the-purposes
fo~ which it was ori&inally designed by its relevant statutes, '
ana concerning which no question arises Jhere. The dissa~isfaction arises where ·it touches Dominion affairs; which
_ it /~o.es .by. hearin~ ~ppeals of ordinary litiga11ts froiD: ~he
debswns of Dor~umon Supreme .Courts and by hearmg,
inter-Dqminio11 disputes, 'either as a court' of first instance
-orl otherwise. It is important, therefore, in the' interest
of continued Commonwealth co-operation, to consider, m
some' detail, the source and nature of that dissatisfaction
fo~ the purpose of eliminating it by finding a remedy..
The Privy Council and its Judicial Committee existed)
b fore there was either a British Dominion or a British
C~mmoriwealth ~f Nations. Its jurisdictioJ?,, procedure and
·practice in that earlier period earned for it the profound
rkspect of lawyers and litigants. The iudgments of the
distinguished and able la\Vyers, who in the paSt and present
aldornits history, comprise the most authoritative expositions.
df. Bri~ish law in. the British Empire. •
· ·
/ The rise of the British Com~onwealth' of Nations, how-:ever, caused, to use a modem expression, a new orientation
.iln the study and development of law. ~ach of the seven
·~utono'mous
nations,
.equal .in status, which are associated
I
•
in .the Commonwealth .ha~ full legislative and judicial
~quipment. _Each has well· laid the ,fo1111datio~ and (~

l

I
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JUDICIAL AUTONOMY IN THE DOMINIONS
I

since rapidly built the superstructure of its own individual
legal edifice. Each has its own internal Supreme Court
well equipped by local and legal knowledge for the functionF
of a final appellate tribunal. One, the Irish Free State, has
the distinction of being an elder nation newly restored to •
sovereignty, but with its earlier traditions and laws carefully
preserved.
In these circumstances, objections have grown up on the
part of the Dominions to having the judgments of their
.Supreme Courts reviewed and sometimes overridden and
set aside by an extra-Dominion, though intra-Commonwealth,
Court, even though it have the prestige and capacity of the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. Its jurisdiction~
to do this has been, very naturally, qu-stioned before itself
in argument and even elsewhere by a refusal to follow its
decisions.
To the translation of these objections into practice no real
or reasoned opposition is apparent.
It has been argued by some that it provides some kind
of safeguard for minorities, but this is, of course, entirely
illusory as it could not prevent tyranny in any self-governing
Dominion without resorting to armed force, which is not
at its command. Its rights, as will be shown, being purely
theoretical, and having no practical force in the Dominions,
are more likely to divide than to unite the free nations of
_the Commonwealth. These nations have so many interests
in common that matters in which to co-operate rather than
questions upon which to disagree should be sought. It is
obvious that the objections mentioned should be dealt with
frankly . and scientifically. Even the principle of the
Imperial Conference, rgz6, was carried no farther than a
mere pious declaration which laid down that "it was no
part of the policy of His Majesty's Government in Great
Britain that questions affecting judicial appeals should be
determined otherwise than in accordance with the wishes
of the part of the Empire primarily affected." 1 But this
principle has never been implemented, although it had been
1

Cmd. 2768 1926.

INTRODUCTION
; previously expressed by the learned and far-seeing Viscount
Haldan~ in the Judicial Committee of. the Priyy Council~
aS far ~aCk aS 1923, When ~e Said I' it iS ,ObViOUSly proper'
· that the Dominions should more and more dispose of their
• owh cases . . . it be,comes with the ,Dominions more and
more or less ~~d less 'as 'they please." 1 Btif although
"several of the Dominions have shown unmistakably that
. they wish to reduce its power over their affairs to the
absolute minimum " 2 the situation so created has not yet ~
been ade_quately 'dealt with,' It has been· left to 1 the·
Dominions to ta.ke ·~~finitive ac~ion themselves, as will be
shown.
,
~
·
·
, : Lord Balfour, pointed out that "law without loyalty can~ not st;engthen tb,~ bonds Of Empire,'~ and, thinking no
doubt of the Goinri1ortwealth, he ad,ded significantly, "nor
can we 'co-operate in handcuffs.'? There are not ·wanting
signs that the fleeting zephyr of self-determination, which
· in this' regard inspired alike the ~learn.ed Judicial Committ~e · in 1923 , and the Imperial <;:onference in f926, ·
may in course of time be followed by a stronger wind' from
the more vigorous and iconoclastic Dominions.
· To preclude this exercise of the prerogative complet~ly ·~
like the theory of the. King's own omnipotence, 4 would be
certain to reduce differences between the Dominions inter se
and between: them and the' Priyy' Coup.cil by preve!l,ting its
. interference with ordinary, Dominion litigation and larger
issues. · ~
,
But what is to be substituted for it? . '
,
The. extension of national indivi<:Juality s~ems to ,be the
outs,tanding characteristiC of the Dominions to-day, aild
any restraint, judicial or otherwise, upon thqt development
:would, obviously, tend to negative that ?-mity and co-9peration which, ha:?pily, are part ·of the graQ.ually irowing
traditions of the Commonwe<l:lth of Nations.
How then, it _must be asked, do these charac_teristics and
I.

Per Viscount Haldane in Hull v .. M'Kenna (1926),. I.R. at p. 404.
Per New Imperial Ideals (1930), by Robert Stokes, with an introduction
by t]J.e ~ght Hon. Lord Lloyd,. P:C., G.C.S.I., etc., at p. 86;
3 Per South Africa (1931), by Jan H ..Hofmeyr.
..
'• Cf. Viscount Haldane in Hull v. M'Kenna (supra) 1at p. 408 ..
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traditions bear upon the peculiar jurisdiction of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council ?
The problem may be considered in three aspects, namely,
in its bearing, first, upon Dominion citizens, secondly, upon
persons in the British Colonies and Dependencies, and,
thirdly, upon inter-Dominion questipns; and its solution
depends upon the ability to reconcile the principles of
Dominion autonomy with the practice of Commonwealth
association.
Each aspect has an importance of its own and therefore
merits examination in its relation to the two classes of
citizens mentioned, on the one hand, and to the interDominion questions, on the other.
Clarity requires it to be said that t~e steps which were
recommended by the Imperial Conference of 1930 1 towards
the creation of a new type of Commonwealth representative
institution would affect only the third aspect of the problem.
It would leave untouched both classes of the ordinary
litigant whose aim is to secure sure, speedy, inexpensive
and conclusive justice. There is no reason, so far as the
Dominion citizen is concerned, why this ordinary right of
citizenship should not be his within his Dominion, pari passu
with the larger Commonwealth evolution, the growth of
which is so slow as to be inappreciable except to the student.
The problem is the removal of the existing dissatisfaction
in the Dominions upon the subject of justiciable disputes
and it is one which should be capable of scientific adjustment.
It is unfortunate that this has not yet been done effectively
notwithstanding frequent and not always constructive
discussion at many Imperial Conferences and elsewhere.
Some of the features which emerge from a consideration
of the three aspects mentioned help in the solution of the
problem.
One is that the purposes for which the Judicial Committee
was instituted by statute still exist-amongst which are,
as already stated, appeals from Empire as distinct from
Dominion Courts-and there is no reason why it should
1

q.v. in Chapter X post.
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not, without any conflict withthe development or traditions
of. the Commonwealth, c~mtinue usefully to ful~l them.
A second is that if complete Dominion· autonomy involves
that no appeal should lie from any pominion Supreme·
Court, every care should be taken to ensure the independence
and competence of the Dominion Judiciary so as to _safeguard
against injustice not' only the ordinary litigant but any
vulnerable minority in any Dominion.'
.
" T,he third concerns possible inter.:.Domihion controversies
and is that if the international tribunals at present available
are considered il).adequate and a Commonwealth Tribu~a!,
which would not necessarily be a court of appeal, be desirable,
then it sho~ld be a really common court, the constitution,
pn:lcedure and praitice of which should be agreed upon by
alL the Dominions.
, On broad lines and in an int~oductory way, this seeins
to be the solution most in keeping with the co,nstitutional_
practice of the seven autonomous nations ~hich, united by
a common' allegiance to the Crown, are freely associated as
.
members of the Commonwealth of Nati<ms. .
That constitutional practice, in its relation to the principle
of Dominion autonomy ~ahd to the' historical development
of the Dominions, on the one ha~d, and of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, on ;the "other, will 1.be
adumbrated in, the following chapters. It will· from.:this
be evident that the judicial sovereignty of th,e Dominions,
an essential element in th~ir autonomy,' is the logical outcome
of the constitutionaL development of the ,nations freely
associated in the Commonwealth.

CHAPTER II

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE DOMINIONS
§ I.

THE SovEREIGNTY OF THE DoMINIONS.-§ 2. THEIR jUDICIAL So¥-EREIGNTY.-§ 3· OBJECTIONS TO THE JURISDICTION OF \THE JUDICIAL
CoMMITTEE.-§ 4· ITs INFRINGEMENT oF DoMINION SovEREIGNTY.§ 5· ITS EXPENSE, DELAY AND GENERAL UNSUITABILITY.§ 6. REPLIES TO THESE OBJECTIONS: SOVEREIGNTY.-§ 7· FURTHER
REPLIES: UTILITARIAN.-§ 8. THE jUDICIAL COMMITTEE AND MINORITIES.-§ g. OBJECTION TO THE CoMPOSITION OF THE CoURT.§· 10. THE IMPERIAL CoNFERENCE AND ABOLJ!ION.

§ I.

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE DoMINIONS

THE sovereignty of each of the self-governing nations 1 which
form the British Commonwealth of Nations became a
juridical fact of international law when it was declared by
the Imperial Conference of rgz6 2 that
" they are autonomous communities within the British Empire,
equal in status, in no way subordinate one to another in any
aspect of their domestic or external affairs, though united by
a common allegiance to the Crown, and freely associated as
members of the British Commonwealth of Nations."

Long before that declaration, they had already acquired the
capacity to exercise all the rights of autonomy; indeed,
that capacity had, inter se, been admitted by their Constitutions and otherwise, and in· international affairs by their
respective positions in the League of Nations and other
The nations now forming the British Commonwealth of Nations are:
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
Dominion of Canada.
The Commonwealth of Australia.
The Dominion of New Zealand.
The Union of South Africa.
The Irish Free State.
Newfoundland .
.,..Cnid. 2768 (rgz6), p. I4·
1
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.

world ~ctivities. Their sovereignty, a~ a juridical ',f~d:,
how~ver, was recognised after this express declaration, not
only/ ~n national constitutional law and practice, brit also _ .
by most, if not all, 'the States which are subject to inter- ·
' natibnal law.
" ' ,
•
•
' ~;·..

§ 2.

!HEIR JUDI.CIAL SOVEREIGN;Y

'I

'

"

· 11his sovereignty extended and extends,. of course, to the
. ap~ointment of judges. In each Dominion, the· judges are /
appointed. by. the. Governor-General solely on the advice of
th~ Dominion Government, as pn,)vided in each Of their
res~ective constitutions. The judges' independ,ence in office
is secured by the specific application of the sarrie principles
as jthose obtaini~gjn Gre?-t ~dtain,., namely, that they .~hall
-on~y be,r.emoveo from office by the Governor~General upon
ani address of both houses of the legislature and that their
rehmneration shall not be diminished during theif continuM
artce in office. All the Dominions thus posse~s their own
cdurts, administering systems~of iaw 'which vary greatly
frbm each other, and in each there is a Supreme· Court of
Alppeal ofwhich the decision is final except in so tar as there
niay be provision, by petition to the. 1King or otherwise, for
·a!n appear to the Royal prerogative of justice 'Yhich' is-now~
~nderstatute,• exercised by the King on the advice of the

:e

-~J~di~·:, ~:~~:~::: ~:~u~:::;ON ~. ~
,

'JUDICIAL COMMITTE~

.) ; ,

.

The authority and juriSdictio'n of the Judicial Ccnninittee of
the Privy Council to advise as to the exercise of this preroga-1
tive in reJation to such autonomous Dominions, as distinct
from. colonies, dependencies . and plantations, :has been
challenged and. has formed tlie subject of discussion at
. Imperial Conferenc~s in rgrl, rgr8, r9:z6, and r930~ Its
right ~o hear and determfne appeals from judgments of
Dominion Courts was there raised as a question of col1stithtional principle.
.
Objections to such an appeai from. Dominion Couits to
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council were and~
1
,I
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made on three main grounds : the first is constitutional ; 1
the second may be called utilitarian, 2 and the third relates,
from a Dominion viewpoint, to _defects inherent in its
composition. 2 These lines of objection and the replies to
them, so far as there are replies, will be indicated briefly
in this chapter and will be more fully considered in the
following chapters.

~

§ 4· ITS INFRINGEMENT OF DOMINION SOVEREIGNTY
The constitutional objection is that any appeal from a
Dominion Supreme Court to an extra-Dominion Court, such
as the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, is an
infringement of the effective Sovereignty of that Dominion ; •
that it is the exercise of a Royal prerogitive which, having
become merely theoretical, sh<;mld no more be exercised than
the prerogative of the King's omnipotence; and that it is
repugnant to the autonomy of the seven nations which,
equal in status, are in no way subordinate one to another
in any aspect of their domestic (which, of course, includes
judicial) or external affairs and, united by a common
allegiance to the Crown, are freely associated as members
of the British Commonwealth of Nations. As pointed out
by a very recent English constitutional writer,
"the Dominions regard the present Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council with a profound but often grudging respect . . .
it is to them essentially an English or United Kingdom institution. Several of the Dominions have shown rmmistakably that
they wish to reduce its power over their affairs to the absolute
minimum. The expense and delay of bringing Australian appeals
to it have often been felt, and some complaint is also made of
the age of some of its members. It has not been free from
criticism in Canada; South Africa limits appeals to it; and
the Irish Free State has deliberately sought to reduce its influence." 3

It will be shown later that this criticism, stringent though
it be, ignores the fact that such appeals amount to a repugnant exercise ?f a merely theore~ical prerogative which is
1

See Chapter V post.

~tokes, New Imperial Ideals, with
j':C., G.~.S.I., G.C.I.E., D.S.O. (1930),

2 See Chapter VIII post.
an introduction by Lord Lloyd,
p. 86.
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the essential ground for criticism of ·tlie tribunal in this
'respect.
§ 5· ITS EXPENSE,· DELAY .-AND GENERAL UNSUITABILITY
The utilitarian obje~tion i~ based on several specific al.}d. ·
practical grounds, namely, that owing' to their cost, such
appeals give the rich an advantage over the poor suitor,_
whose right may be barred by expense ; that the delay
inseparable from appeals to successive tribunals' tends to ·
defeat justice; that 'they amount to an irrtpli~d aspersion
upon the ability or integrity of Dominion· Appeal 'Courts ; 1
that the· Privy Council's detachment fro111, 2 or defecti;ve
knowledge of, local J?ominion conditions makes adequate
con?ideration of a(j case impossible or too expensive; that
this also reduces tlie usefulness and. increases the expense
of counsel conducting the ~ppeal; whether they are from
the Dominion concerned or not ; and that where the issue
is one between a Dominion arid the British Government or
between a Dominion person or firm _anc! a British person
or: firm possible ,partiality is not entirely nega#ved.
'
-

I

-

§ 6.. REPLIES TO THESE OBJECTiONS : · SOVEREIGNTY

The replies which -have been made to the .constitutional
objection liave been various and inconclu.sive and; though
this aspeet of the. matter will be dealt with in some detail
later, 3 a~t~ntion- may be drawn in passing to Professor
Berriedale Keith'p opinion which accords in this respect
with the views of the Governments of the Union, of' South
Africa and the Irish Fretf State, that such appeals are an
·infringement of Dominion Sovereignty, but which;· differs
from that of certain other distinguished authorities ~ho take
contrary view: On the one hand, there ·is Professor•
· '·Berri~dale Keith's dictum that
\·

a

K6ith, Dominion.Autonomy in .Practice, p. 46.
1.
A similar ~bjection has been made to Scottish appeals to the House
of Lords by a recent writer who says, " practically the House of Lords
as' a Supreme Court for Scotland has worked extreme hardship on litigants
and has given the law of .Scotland a bias quite foreign to its .own genius,"
per Andrew Dewar Gibb, Barrister-at-Law, in Scotland in Eclipse (I~l.~
3 § 36 post.
p. 86. ·
,
1
2
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" it is obviously absurd to declare that Canada is autonomous
and an equal member of the Commonwealth of Nations and
at the same time hold that the Courts of the Dominions are unfit
to do justice to an unfortunate lady who has an accident whilst
seeking to enter a Canadian Railway station, to take one of
the issues recently decided by the Privy Council overruliiig the
Dominion Courts." I
Declarations on behalf of the Government of the Union
of South Africa by General Hertzog and other statesmen
express a similar view. The Minister for External Affairs
of the Irish free State, Mr. McGilligan, in a. broadcast
message from London to America, during the sitting of the
Imperial Conference, on the gth November rg3o, speaking
of Privy Council Appeals said, " you will be glad to hear
that we in Ireland have no intention v:hatever of allowing this infringement ,of our sovereignty to continue."
Antagonism to such appeals had earlier been expressed
by other Irish Ministers including Mr. Blythe, the Minister
for Finance, and the late Mr. Kevin O'Higgins, who represented the Irish Free State at the Imperial Conference in
rg26. On the other hand, Dr. Manfred Nathan, K.C., the
distinguished South African commentator, says: 2
" It does not, however, seem to follow that the existence of the
Judicial Comrillttee constitutes a derogation from the autonomy
of the Dominions. The Judicial Committee is a court of appeal
for the Empire or Commonwealth of Nations as a whole, as
distinguished from Great Britain, with regard to whose courts
it does not sit in appeal, except in certain cases which are relics
of the ancient jurisdiction of the Privy Council-namely,
Admiralty appeals and appeals from the Ecclesiastical Courts.
In so far as the Judicial Committee is a court of appeal for
English cases, this places the Dominion courts on a level of
equality with the English courts, from which an appeal lies to
the same tribunal. The appeal to the Judicial Committee no ·
more renders the Dominion Courts ' unfit to do justice ' than
the appeal from the English Court of Appeal to the House of
Lords Court renders the Court of Appeal 'unfit.' The Judicial
Committee, in other words, is simply the final court of resort
for the whole Empire, and in this respect the courts from which
appeals lie all stand on an equal footing. It is, however, true

-

1

1

In an article in The Outlook, 5th February 1927.
In Empire Government, p. 56.
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that the Judicial Commihee is constituted and regulated by
Acts of the Imperial Parliament. The reason for this, however,
is purely historical, and this fact .flo more interferes with selfgovernment in the Dominions ,than does the fact that the. succession to .the Crown, which is tlie Head of each Dominion, is
regulated ·by an Act of the Imperial. Parliament." 1
·

..

.,

.

The' Ron. J. G. Latham, K.C., Attorney-General of the'
Commonwealth of Australia, recently'pointed 'out that while
this question ;was, in Australia, the subject of vigorqus
controyersy at an earlier pe~iod, there is "at the presel?-t
time no indication ~f .any particular public opinion ori the
matter," 2 but mentions significantly that the Australian
HiglYCourt did not tr:eat the decisions in cert~in matters
of the JudiciaJ. Com~ittee of the PriVy Council as authori~a
tive and binding. • For instance, the ruling of the Privy
Council, in the important case' of Webb v: 0'/,jtrim, 3 that the
Commonwealth of ·.Australia ·Constitution Act 4 did ·not
authoris.e the Com~onwealth Parliament to take away th~
right of appeal to the King ih Council,·was not followed oy
,the Australian High ·court.
·
'
- ·~
,

§ 7· FURTHER REPLIES: UTILITARIAN
'The replies to the util!tarian objectl.ons have n·ot been·
adequate. Various attempts have been made,•however, to
relegate them to a comparative unimportance by p~eseilting.
'by,~ay of reply some important but different corisidera~ions
in favour of retention of the present system. It has been
urged that
'

•

1

-

'

'-'its merits are . . ·: undeniable. ~n. the vexed issues of Pr~
vincial rights, especially as regards education and language· in
Canada, it lias played the part of an impartial authority,
.

.

~

1 The force of this argument is weakened by the recommendation qf
the Imperial Conference, •.1930, " that any alteration in the law touching
the Succession to the Throne or the Roya! Style and Titles shall hereaft,er
require the assent as well of the Parliaments of all the Dominiphs as of tlie.
Parliament of the United Kingdom " (Cmd. 3717).. ,
f
2 Australia atJd the British~Commonwealth (1929), pp. n6, II7.
3. Webb v. Oittrim (1907), A.C. 81.
'
.- 63 & 64 Vic. c.' 12; cf. Baxter's Case (4 C.L.R. 1087); The Engineer's ·
Case (28 CtL.R. 139) ; The Limerick Case (35 C.L.R. 69) ; Pirrie v·. MacFarlane (36 CL.R. 171) ; The Commonwea~th of 4ustralia v. Kreglinget:4l}d·
Others (37 C:L.R. 393), there referred to.
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unswayed by political consideration ; it helped to secure uniform
interpretation of so much of the Common Law as remains
untouched by Dominion reforming zeal and of statute Jaw
adopted in similar terms in diverse parts of the Empire, such
as legislation on marine insurance and negotiable instruments.
It possesses the highest authority on the prerogative of the
Crown and it upholds the supremacy of Imperial legislation over
Dominion enactments." 1

§ 8. THE jUDICIAL COMMITTEE AND MINORITIES
The more important point in its favour has been made
that it operates to protect minorities and this point is made
with some force on behalf of the French Catholics of Quebec
and the Irish Protestants in the Irish Free State.
" In Canada, Quebec considers the fma.J. voice of the Privy
Council as the best safeguard for her Provincial rights, her
language and her religion. It may seem that autonomy is
inconsistent with compulsory appeals, but this is not so if it
is remembered that the appeal to the Privy Council is considered
necessary for the protection of the rights won by minorities in
certain Dominions ; and it is a right, not imposed by the Imperial
Parliament, but desired by the Dominions." 2
In the Irish Free State the same point has been made on
behalf of the Protestants who form a minority there. During
the Imperial Conference of 1930 the Primate of the Church
of Ireland and the Archbishop of Dublin jointly protested
against' the abolition of such appeals. Their protest took
the form of vigorous objection to any proposal that Great
Britain should consent to any limitation of the constitutional
rights granted by the Irish Treaty of rgzr, and secured by
the Constitution of the Irish Free State. The particular
safeguard in question was contained in the proviso to
Article 66 which " provided that nothing in this Constitution
shall impair the right of any person to petition His Majesty
for special leave to appeal from the Supreme Court to His
Majesty in Council or the right of His Majesty to grant such
leave." The protest put the position of the minority in the
following way :
-

1
2

Keith, Dominion Autonomy in Practice, p. 46.
Schlosberg, The King's Republics, p. n6.
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" We dp not impute to the present government_of the Irish Free
State any desire to invade our rights' either of property or relig!9us
liberty, but the present government will not always.be
office,
and Ireland is a .country in which religious distinctions and
prejudices exercise a dominating influence of a kind of which
those not living in Ireland can ·have little or no experience.
· The position of the minority, a minority viewed ~th jealous
hostility by elements of~ the population far from 'negligible,
needs; therefore, the protection of' such a- safeguard for its
fundamental treaty rights as is -provid~d by the portion of
'
Article 66 which we have quoted. -~
" The minority in the Irish Free State -have loyally 'accepted
the new order of things in Ireland ; but we would remind you
that memories in Irelan_d· are long and that the removal from the ·
Constitution of the safeguarq referred to, or the consent of Great
Britain to its exercise only with the consent of the Supreme Co~rt
in Ireland (as has ~en suggested), or any similar abrogation or
limitation, while it may gratify· the desire of Irishmen for in~
dependence, will ineV-itably weaken the security· enjoyed by the
members of a vulnerable minority, and as time passes lead most
certainly to infringements of their liberty which they would be
powerless to withstand." 1
1
'

in

§ 9· - OBJECTION TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE COURT

The third objection is that- even if a Commonwealth
Court- is necessary there are
defects inherent in the J udieial
I
Committe~ which render it unsuitabk as a final cour-t of
appeal for a Commonwealth of freely associated Nations
who did not create it and do not control its law,; p'ractice,
' procedure, or composition. Efforts have been ;made to
reform it, but it still remains i:tnsuiteci to the needs of the
Commonwealth of to-day.
, These very briefly are the three objections to such-C~;ppeals
and the_ replies to them._
·
§ 10.
'

THE IMPERIAL"'CONFERENCE AND ABOLITION
-

-

-

-

~

- J

The aqvisability of abolishing or restricting such appeals
was raised and-discussed at the Imperial Conference of 1926, ·
but the delicate questions of -principle and expediency
involved were not determined. ·
' I

1

This point is dealt with in Chapter VIII post.

,_>
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"From the discussions it became clear that it was no part
of the policy of His Majesty's Government in Great Britain that
questions affecting Judicial Appeals should be determined otherwise than in accordance with the wishes of the part of.the Empire,
primarily affected." 1
Sir Robert Borden interpreted this to mean that " questions affecting Judicial appeals are to be determined in
accordance with the wishes of the Dominions primarily
affected." 2 This right of appeal was, however, not then,
nor since, abolished. The Conference merely expressed the
somewhat vague, and, because not mentioning the
Dominions, not clearly relevant view that where changes
in the existing system were proposed which, while primarily
affecting " one part of the Empire " raised issues in which
other parts were also concerned, such c'hanges ought only
to be carried after consultation and discussion.
There the matter was left except that the right was
reserved to bring up the matter again at the next Imperial
Conference for discussion in relation to the particular case
of the Irish Free State. 3
The matter developed, so far as the Irish Free State was
concerned, a little further, in an unexpected way, before the
next Imperial Conference by means of applications for leave
to appeal to the Judicial Committee by some dissatisfied
litigants 4 and by legislation declaratory of and amending
the law in that Dominion. This legislation, which was
adversely criticised, as being ex post facto legislation, is
dealt with in some detail later, 5 in its proper place, where
the facts on examination negative this criticism. It may,
however, be observed here in passing, that the enactment of
ex post facto legislation, whether as a gesture of national
independence of an external,- though intra-Commonwealth,
1 The Report of the Inter-Imperial Relations Committee of the Imperial
Conference, 1926 (Crud. 2768, 1926).
'
2 Journal of the R.I.I.A., July 1927, p. 205; per Baker on The Present
Juridical Status of the British Dominions in International Law, at pp.

23!-2.
3 Crud. 2768, 1926.
' Wigg and Cochrane v. The Attorney-General (1927), I.R. 285; Lynham v.
Bt,~tlel' (1925), 2 I.R. 231; Bray Urban District Council v. Performing Right
~ Chapter VII post.
Society (1930), I.R. 509.
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Co~rt,

or otherWise; would be calculated to dissatisfy
litigants and to discredit the administration of justiCe.
very, The .que~tirn 9f appeals 'Yas, however, left .iii
m:tsatisfactory and unfinished condition by the Imperjal
, Conference, rgz6, where, .although "it was not pressed/'- 1
it was strongly argued 2 that they amounted to an infringement of Dominion Sovereignty.. As contemplated :by that
Imperial Conference the matter was br~ught VP again: at
later Cop.ferences, 3 particularly at the I1:11perial _Coriferen:ce
of 1930,. with results which are discussed in Chapter; X.
In order,1however, to appreciate the difficulty of the problem
involved in the conflict between the exercise of the _Royal
prerogatiV-e of justice through the St~tuf9ry chartnei of the
Judicial. Committee, and the present autonomy of the
' · Dommions, it is il~cessary to consid~r in gre\1-ter d,etail its
histqry, development _and potentialities. This. is done in
~·
:
the following chapters.

a

•

1

I

r

Cmd. 2_76.8, 1926.
a By Mt;. Kevin O'Higgins.
3 _ Cf. the Repott of the Conference on the Operation ·of :Dominion
Legislation, 1929 (Cmd. 3479), and the Report of, the Imperial <:;onference,
1
1930 (Cmd. 3717).
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CHAPTER III
THE NATURE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE
§ rr.

THE PRIVY CouNciL.-§ 12. ITs ORIGIN.-§ I3. !Ts EARLY JuRIS·
DICTION.-§ 14· THE JuDICIAL CoMMITTEE oF THE PRIVY CouNCIL.
- § 15. THE CoMPOSITION oF THE jUDICIAL CoMMITTEE.-§ r6. THE
jURISDICTION OF THE JUDICIAL COMMITTEE.-§ 17. To GRANT SPECIAL
LEAVE TO APPEAL.-§ r8. To HEAR APPEALS BROUGHT AS OF RIGHT.
- § I g. ITS PECULIAR PROCEDURE.-§ 20. IT~ GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
- § 2I. THE WISHES OF THE DOMINIONS.-§ 22. RESTRICTIONS ON
ITS JURISDICTION.

§ rr. THE PRIVY CouNCIL
THE Privy Council was not scientifically created or instituted
for the purpose which it now fulfils. It grew, like many
other EngE;;h institutions, into a sphere of usefulness for
which it was and is in many respects admirably suited.
Part of that sphere has, however, outgrown it in such a way
as to render a certain statutory jurisdiction which was
conferred on its Judicial Committee no longer .appropriate.
While its application to the British Empire, which application will be indicated more particularly later, remained the
same as before, the evolution of that new conception, the
British Commonwealth of Nations, introduced new elements
limiting its jurisdiction where that jurisdiction conflicted
with their sovereignty.

§ I2. ITS ORIGIN
A brief glance at some of the relevant aspects of the origin
and history of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
will help to clear the ground for an adequate estimate of
its present position and jurisdiction in regard to the autonomous nations freely associated as members of the British
Commonwealth of Nations. The Privy Council came into
r6

•
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\ existence in that adolescent period of British history whe.n
the British Empire was, as yet, irt the rriaking and long before
either of the distinctively modern ideas of/British Dominion
•or British Commonwealth of Nations had been evolved.
§ i3. Irs EARLY JuRISDICTION
./
Its jurisdiction aro'Se from the common. law and the'
·. pl,'erogative .of the King, ·as the fountain of justice, to hear
and determine the petitions and cm;nplairits ofhis subjects.
Most of this jurisdiction has been transferred to the ordinary
courts of law, J?ut an appeal to the King in Council still lies
in certain cases as of right 1 and in certain other <.;ases py.
, special leave. 2 The steps by which. this was effected can
be indicated shortly.
·
·
' ,
· · The feudal English kings early adopted the idea of devolution in their administration. ~-The Curia Regis by the time
of Henry II had become a 3 permanent board of expert
judges and lawyers from which sprang the Courts of
Exchequer, CommonPleas, King's Bench, and so on, dealing
With the judicial business of the kingdom. In the King
remained vested his prerqgative, which has been defined
by a lea~ed con?titutional writer as :·the residue of discretionary or arbitrary authority which at any givep time
·i.e legally left in the .hands of the Crown."~ The same
· process of deyolution continried in the course of time and the
Royal prerogative was to a large_..extent dealt with in the
King's na~e by the periodiC meetings of the• ",Great
Council" oflhis tenants-in-chief, which council, summoned·
by writs under the Privy Seal, was held in secret, Concilium
Secretum, and later became known as the Privy Council,
its present name.
I

§ 14.

THE } UDICIAL COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL

The judicial jurisdiction of the Privy Council remained·
comparatively vague and expansive until the nineteenth ,
-~

'

This is dealt more fully at § 18 post.
2
3 Hall's Constitutional History, p. 55·
lb., § 17 post.
4 Per Lord Dune<,iin in Attorney-General v. De Keyser's Royal Hotel, Ltd.
(1920), A.C. at p. 526.
.
.
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century when by statute it was defined, and the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council was constituted a Court
with a consequent differentiation of its judicial from its
other functions. This change, the statutory steps in which
will be indicated below, from a prerogative to a statutory
jurisdiction is important, 1 because of the limitations {t
imposes.
" Inasmuch as the Crown is a party to every Act of Parliament
it is logical enough to consider that when the Act deals with
something which, before the Act, could be effected by the prerogative, and specially empowers the Crown to do the same
thlng, but subject to conditions, the Crown assents to that,
and by that Act to the prerogative being curtailed." 2
" Those powers which the executive exercises without Parliamentary authority are comprised under t~ comprehensive term
of the prerogative. Where, however, Parliament has intervened
and has provided by statute for powers previously within the
prerogative being exercised in a particular manner and subject
to the limitations and provisions contained in the Statute they
can only be so exercised. Otherwise what use would there be
in imposing limitations if the Crown could at its pleasure disregard them and fall back on the prerogative ? . . . Where
a matter within the prerogative is provided for by Statute the
prerogative is merged in the Statute." 3
"The general rule as expressed in Bacon's Abridgement
(7th. ed. at p. 462) is that where an Act of Parliament is made
for the public good, the advancement of religion and justice and
to prevent injury and wrong, the King shall be bound by such
Act, though not particularly named therein." 4
The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council is therefore
a statutory creation with a well-defined jurisdiction designed
to hear and determine appeals from courts in the British
Empire, but such courts, it will be submitted in this work,
are subject to considerations different from those in the
Dominions comprising the British Commonwealth of Nations,
all of whose rights to complete self-government were con1
2

Keith\ Sovereignty of British Dominions, p. 225.
Per LOrd Dunedin in Attorney-General v. De Keyser's Royal Hotel, Ltd.

(1920), A.C. at p. 526.
3 Per Swinfen Eady, M.R., in the Attorney-General v. De Keyser's Royal
Hotel, Ltd. (1919), 2 Cli. at 216; also (1920) A.C. 508.
4 Per Sir George Jesse!, M.R., in ex parte Postmaster-GenBral in re Bonham (1879), 10 Ch. D. at p. 6or.
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ceded since. the Judicial e'oiil.mittee was· so constituted.
Before 'distmguishing these ft is as well to ·adumbrate 'the
statutory steps ·by- which the '] udicial Committe~ of the
Privy Counci,l has ,developed to. its present position .

.,

§

r5.

THE CoMPOSITION OF THE JuDICIAL CoMMJ:TTEE

By the Judicial Committee 'Act, ±833/ 'the Judicial.
1
Committee of the Privy Cou,ncil was constituted, but its
original constitution ha~ be~n altered and extended by later
. statutes. It consists of
' '
· " the President, of the Council, the Lord Keeper or first Lord ·
Commissioner .of the Great' Seal of England, and all Privy
.Councillors whq have held these offices, or hold or have held
:high judicial offi,ce, tiat is to. say who have been Lords of Appeal
in ordinary, judges of the Supreme Courts. of England or Ireland;
or of t):le Court of Session in Scotland. The Sovereign may also
·· by sign manual appoint two other privy councillors to be Vlembers
of the committ~e. !Privy Councillors who are or have. been
judges of the Supreme Court of the Dominion of Canada, or of
a superior court 'in any of the provinces of the. Dominion, or of
New South Wal~s, New Zealand, Queensland, South Australia,
Tasmania, Victoria, Western j\ustralia, th~ Cape qf G<?od Hope
or Natal, or of any other British possession fixed by Order in ·
. Counc~l, or chief justice or justices of the High Court_ of Australia,
.or chief justice or:judges of the Supreme Court of Newfoundland,'
or judges of .a superior c'ourt of the Transvaal or of the Orange
River Colony, are also members of the Judicial Committee. .
''Any member bf the Privy Council, being or haVing be~n chief
justice or a judge, of ahy .High Court in British India, can by
direction of His Majesty be mad~ a memb,er of. the Judicial
Committee, but there must not be more than two such members
at the same time." z.
·

,A person '":'ho is or has been a judge of the court appealed
from or of any co11rt to which ari app'eallies from that Court
may b~ appo_intea as assess,or on the hearing of ,such an
appeal. The constitution of this appellate tribunal .Was thus
confined to persons who had held judicial office or had at
least a legal training and the provisions as to Colpnial Judges
were apparently i~tended to give it a. more representative
character.
1
2

3 & 4 WWiam IV, c. 41.
.~
Halsbury's Laws of England, VoL g, 'pp., 27, z8.
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§ 16.

THE jURISDICTION OF THE jUDICIAL COMMITTEE

It was enacted by the Act of 1833 that all appeals or
complaints in the nature of appeals whatever, which, either
by virtue of that Act, or of any law, statute or custom might
be brought before the King in Council from or in respect of
the determination, sentence, rule or order of any court,
judge or judicial officer, and all such appeals as were then
pending and unheard and also any other matters His Majesty
should think fit, should be referred to theJudicial Committee
to report thereon.
By the Judicial Committee Act, 1844, 1 the jurisdiction
and powers of that tribunal were extended to provide
for the admission of appeals from any court in any colony
although such court should not be a oourt of appeal.
Various later statutes and Orders in Council have regulated
the development and the procedure and practice of the
Judicial Committee but they are not relevant here. Suffice
it to say, in passing, that the appeal to the Judicial Committee is itself of two kinds-by special leave and 1.s of
right 2-and between these there is an essential difference.
§ 17.

To GRANT SPECIAL LEAVE TO APPEAL

The manner in which the jurisdiction of the Judicial
Committee to grant special leave to appeal is exercised is
a consequence of the theory on which it is based, that it
is in effect exercising the Royal prerogative of justice delegated to it. This is a right of the sovereign and not of the
subject and is an appeal to the Royal discretion 3 ; it is,
therefore, exercised by the Judicial Committee on that
basis in the form of advice to His Majesty. The procedure
is by petition for special leave to appeal and there are specific
grounds upon which such leave will be granted or refused.
The person wishing to appeal to the prerogative must bring
himself within these on his application for leave to appeal. The
considerations guiding the Judicial Committee in advising the
King to grant such leave vary according to the locality of the
1
2
3

7 & 8 Vic. c. 69.
The question of" special reference" is peculiar and is considered later.
Falklands Islands Company v. The Queen, r Moo., P.C. 299.
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Court of which the dedsion is in question, but conform to
-the g~neral principle that the case ml,rst involve matters of
great public interest, or affect a large number of people, or
ra:ise important points of law or questions of constituti~nal
interest, and not such issues as cari be best. determined by
the local ·co~.rts. Unless the person, seeking to appeal
establishes that the case is thus exceptional in_ some way,
leiwe will not be granted and the appeal will not be heard.
' Thus, appeal by special leave involves the preliminary
decisio.n of whether the case is ·sufficiently important to
justify its b'eing heard. The right to grant 'leave to appeal, ·
though a prerogative right, can be renounced by the Crown
by-legislative enactment, in which, of course, the Ctown
participates.l Fore this purpose the mere provision that
· the decisio-9- of the local court is to be " final and ton~lusive "·
has been held insufficient, 2 express words limiting or abolishing the prerogative being required. 3 When so liinited or
abolished, the Judicial Committee can no longer grant special
leave to appeaL In additio~ to the direct grant by this
body. of leave to appeal many of the local courts have a
delegated power also to grant leave, and in exercising 'this
power they are guided by, similar· considerations to, those
influencing the Judicial Committee. Where. such a: court,
having power to grant leave refuses it, the subject., may
still, Jn. absence of any restrictive provision; petition the
King in Council for special leave.
' ,

To

§ r8.
HEAR APPEALS BROUGHT AS OF. ~iGHT
The' appeal· as otright is a right.of the subject depending
upon a grant by the Sovereign of the right to appeal which
-may be given by,means oply of the royal prerogative expressed either in an Order in' Council or in a statute. Where
1. a grant has been made, and so long as it continues unrevoked,,
the subject possesses the right of appealing without obtaining
special leave. He has 'not to show that the case involves
any speCially important matters but merely that it comes
• 1
2

• 3

in re Marois, is Moo. at p. I93·
. .
.
. ,.
·
Canadian Pacific Railway_ Co:· v. Toronto Corporation (rgu), A. C. 46r.
Woolley v. Attorney-General of Victoria; 2 App. Cas. r63. ·
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within the class of cases in which the right of appeal has
been granted. In this class of case an appeal may be
taken irrespective of the importance of the subject-matter
or the questions involved. Usually, however, appeal as
of right is limited, by the particular Order or an enactment, to matters involving property over a certain value
or questions of a certain type or degree of importance.
In certain cases an appeal lies as of right to the Judicial
Committee from the inferior courts of a part of the British
Empire, without the necessity of first appealing to the higher
courts; and under the Judicial Committee Act, 1844, 1
special leave may be granted by the Judicial Committee to
appeal direct from inferior courts, but this is rarely done .

•

§ 191 ITS PECULIAR PROCEDURE
The origin and history of the Judicial Committee afford
reason for the peculiar nature of the proceedings before it
from the petition for leave to appeal to the determination of
the issues which takes the form not of a judgment but of a
report to His Majesty:delivered in open 'court giving the
reasons for the decision and ultimately embodied not in a
decree but in an Order in Council. In fact, the Judicial
Committee is a court of law, with a great and important
jurisdiction, composed of distinguished judges, who decide
the legal questions before them on the established principles
of law ; in form, it is an advisory committee of the King's
Privy Council advising on questions which are, in effect,
referred to it by His Majesty as the supreme source of justice.
The decision, in fact judicial, takes the form of advice to
his Majesty as to executive action over which he has no
more than merely theoretical control, if even that, in the
Dominions since their autonomy was declared.
§ 20. ITS GENERAL PRINCIPLES
This being so it is obvious that a new situation has been
created by that declaration and this seems to have been
present to the mind of the learned Viscount Haldane when
1

7 & 8 Vic. c. 6g.
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in the 'Judicial Committee of the Privy Council bef~r~ the
first appeal d~om the Irish Fre.e $tate was opened he in
discussing the genera.l principles applicable said,

. " th~ Sovereign retains the anci~nt prerogitive of being the
supreme tr~bunal of justice; I need not observe that the growth
of the Empire and the growth particularly of 'the Dominion?,
has led to a very substantial restriction of the exercise of the
.prerogative by tl}e Sovereign on the advice ... of, the Judicial
Committee. It is obviously proper that. the Dominions 'should
more·and more dispose of their own cases; and in criminal cases
it has been laid down so strictly that it is. only in most eXceptional
cases that the Sovereign\ is advised to intervene. In other cases
the practice which has grown up, or the unwritten usage which,
has grown up, is that the Judicial'~ommittee is.to look closely
into the nature of the case, and, if, in 'their Lordships' opinion,
the question is one !that Gan best be. determined 'on the spot',
then the Sovereign is not, as a 'rule, advised to intervene, nor
is he advised to intervene normally-I am not laying down precise
rules now/ but a!fi)aJ}(ng down the gen~ral. princip~es-unless
the case 1s one mvolvmg some great pnnc1ple or IS of some
very wide public interest." I
,
·

From, th~ s,tandpoint of an al}tonomous nation, freely;
'associated with others, united by a common ailegiance· to
the Crown, this declaration of the Judicial ~ominittee marked
an advance but not, with respect, a suffiCient realisatioh of
the' facts ofthe period. Even though the Sovereign in theory
retain the· ancient prerogative ofbeing the supreme. tribunal
of<justice in each Dominion, it seems clear that' for' the
Sovereign,' .by himself or on the advice ?~ the ~udicial
Committee of his Privy Council, to· attempt· to administer
it in fact ill anyDominio:ri would surely be.repugnant to his
declaration of that"Dominion's full autonomy, including a ·
Supreme Court of its own. By the. concession of comple'te 1
autonomy, to adopt the words. of Lord Dunedin," the Crown
. assents . . . to the prerogative being curtailed," 2 and, in'
fact, Viscount Haldane also declared that "the growth of
the Dominions has, however, led to a very substantial
3
resJriction
of the exercise of
the prerogative."
It is 'certain-·
\
.
.
~

1
2

8

.

Hull v. M'Kenna (r'g26), I.R. 402.
.
Attorney-General v. De. Keyser's Royal Hotel, Ltd. (1920); A.C. at 526.
Hull v .. M'Ifenna {Igz6), I:R. at .p. 404.
·
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that the learned Viscount Haldane recognised different
degrees of Dominion autonomy in this matter, for he draws
a distinction between unitary and non-unitary Dominions.
"It is also necessary," he says, "to keep a certain discretion,
because when you are dealing with the Dominions you find that
they differ very much. For instance, in States that are not
unitary States-that is to say, States within themselvesquestions may arise between the central Government and the
State, which, when an appeal is admitted, give rise very readily
to questions which are apparently very small, but which may
involve serious considerations, and there leave to appeal is given
rather freely. In Canada there are a number of cases in which
leave to appeal is granted because Canada is not a unitary State,
and because it is the desire of Canada itself that the Sovereign
should retain the power of exercising his prerogative : but that
does not apply to internal disputes not coneerned with constitutional questions, but relating to matters of fact. There the rule
against giving leave to appeal from the Supreme Court of Canada
is strictly observed where no great constitutional question, or
question of law, emerges. In the case of South Africa, which is
a unitary State, counsel will observe that the practice has become
very strict. We are not at all disposed to advise the Sovereign ,
unless there is some exceptional question, such as the magnitude
of the question of law involved, or it is a question of public
interest in the Dominion to give leave to appeal. It is obvious
that the Dominions may differ in a certain sense among themselves. For instance, in India leave to appeal is more freely
given than elsewhere, but the genesis of that is the requirements
of India, and the desire of the people of India. In South Africa,
we take the general sense of that Dominion into account, and
restrict the cases in which we advise His Majesty to give leave
to appeal. It becomes with the Dominions more and more or
less and less as they please." 1

§ 2I. THE WISHES OF THE DOMINIONS
It is conceivable that the far-seeing Viscount Haldane
may have visualised, side by side with a merely theoretical
· prerogative, the abandonment of its exercise in this respect by
gradual stages " more and more or less and le-ss as they
please "until the repugnancy disappeared, for he not only says
that " it is obviously proper that the Dominions should more
a~d more dispose of their own cases," but dealing specifically
1

Hull v. M'Kenna (rgz6}, I.R. at p. 405.

',
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With -the .case of the ,Irish Free State the first appeal from
whose Supreme Court was then -before him, heradded:
!

.'

\

'' Frdm ~hat I have'said, lt is obvious that it.i~ not expedient
' that we should lay down too rigidly, to begin with, what the
principles are. It will grow with the unwritten constitution.
You have got a constitution in Ireland which is partly-written,
.but our experience is that alL unwritten constitutions develop
·flesh and blood within the i.mwritten bones; and we have to
see the sort of flesh and blood ·you put on as regards tp.e question
of how much you dispose completely of your·own'judicial questions . . . the appe~.l to the Privy Council is:not as of riglit;
it is an appeal to the King's discretion, and it isfounded on a·
petition that he should exercise his discretion. Well, obviously,
what is a matter otdiscretion is a very different thing from what
is _?. matter 9f right ; · and, accordingly, when you come from a
new Dominion, wit:t. full' Dominion Status, like the Irish Free
'State, it is not by any means ·as of course, even to begin with,
that leave to appea] will .be given. On the contrary, the
Sovereign may be advised to apply the. general principle of
restriction• to which I have alluded." 1
' " One must remember in dealing with what is Dominion
Status, we are dealing with nothing which you ,can· find any
definition of in any law .book-'-there cannot be-it is a question
really of constitutiQ.nal practice.· By the stljcf' legal theory of·
this con,stitution of the Empire, the King is omnipotent ; but
there has grown. up a restriction of a constitutional kind through
Parliaments and through the necessities of responsible representative governments, whkh strictly limits t.he power of th~ King ; \
but you will not find the limitations by searching books ; you
will not find this laid down in. the form of-ari abstract legal
proposition of Statute law, or common law ; they are· just as
real, but... they are constitution.al limitations.': 2 •
§ 22.

RESTRICTIONS '6N ITS jURISDICTION

On these gene~al principles it seems clear that the declaration by the Sovereign of the complete autonomy of any
Dominion amounts to''a complete restraint on. the exercise
·
of his prerogative in that Dominion.
. Further; it seems clear that, upon any such declaration
by the Sovereign, a saving· clause would be pecessary to
'preserve ev~n the theory of the prerogative. " In Ireland,
under_ the Constitution Act, by Article 66,. the prerogative
1

Hull v. M'Kenna (r926), I.R. at p. 405:

2

Ibid., 408.''
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is saved, and the prerogative therefore exists in Ireland just
as it does in Canada, South Africa, India, and right through
the Empire with the single exception that I have mentioned
-that it is modified in the case of the Commonwealth of
Australia in reference to, but only in reference to, constitutional disputes in Australia." 1
On the general principles already quoted the question of
the assertion of this theoretical prerogative, so saved, is one
of constitutional practice. The practice upon this principle
would appear to be that where a unitary Dominion develops
flesh and blood which enables it to " dispose completely "
of its own judicial questions and desires to do so " it is
obviously proper" 2 that it should do so and that its own
.Supreme Court should be supreme. T~ criteria governing
the admission of such appeals appear to be (a) is the particular Dominion unitary? (b) has it a complete judicial
system enabling it to dispose fully of its own cases ? and
(c) does it desire to do so ? In cases where there is an
affirmative compliance with these, the assertion in practice
of the theoretical Royal prerogative would be as repugnant
as the assertion of the theoretical Royal omnipotence, to
which Viscount Haldane referred. It would be equally
repugnant to the sovereignty which each of the freely
associated nations claims for itself and concedes to its
brother. nations in the Commonwealth.
Indeed, one of the great authorities on the subject of the
British Constitution has declared that " the Imperial Government is now ready at the wish of a Dominion to exclude
from its constitution, either partially or wholly, the right
of appeal from the decision of the Supreme Court of such
Dominion to the Privy Council.'' 3
Notwithstanding all this it is strange to observe that this
prerogative has been since invoked in disregard of these
principles with results which will be dealt with m the
following chapters.
1 Ibid., at 404.
Dicey on The Law of the Constitution, at p. xxxi, 8th ed., published in
1927. Cf. Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, rgoo (63 & 64 Vic.
c. 12), s. 74 ; South Africa Act, rgog (9 Ed. VII, c. g), s. ro6.
1 Hult v. M'Kenna (1926), p. 404.
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§ 23.

THE JURIDICAL RIGHtS OF THE. DOMINIONS
THE last chapt~r has summarised the origin, nature and
principles .of the Judical Committee of the Pri:vy Council
in regard/to appeals from the Dominions and it is evident
that the autonomous rights of the Dominions and also their
wishes are relevant factors. It will be important, th~refore;·
to !indicate now briefly tP,e juridical position in this respect
of the Dominions themselves in the British Commonwealth
of Nations 'and their wishes with, regard to jU<;J.icial s~vereignty ;and 'later their efforts tq preserve it. ·
' . ,
This, apparently simple, enquiry· involves an ~xamination
, not only. of the 1 COnstitutio~al Statutes, 'but alSO of the
constitutional practice. and development ·of each Dominion
to see how 'far "there has grown
in each, again: to use
the words of the learned Viscount Haldane; " a restriction
of a co:p.stitutional kind through P~rliaments and through
the necessities of responsible representative governments;
which strictly limits the power of the King," limitations;
he added, which though they are not to' be found in books,
or laid' down in the form of art abstract le'gal proposition
of statute law or ,common law, are just as real but they
are constitutional lirhitations. 1 This insistence upon 1 th~

up:·

· .. 1

Hull v. M'Kenna (1926),
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'

~.R ..

)

at· p. 408.
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unwritten Dominion constitutions developing side by side
with the written constitutions until each Dominion disposed
completely of its own judicial questions, clearly contemplated
the inclusion of the prerogative to hear and determine
appeals in the same category as the theory of the King's
omnipotence. The test laid down was " how much you
dispose completely of your own judicial questions," 1 or in
other words, how much each Dominion by the development
of its own sovereignty restricts the exercise of the theoretical
Royal prer-ogative to hear and determine appeals.
The application of these principles provides a very apt
and very interesting example of the elasticity of the constitutional relations of the autonomous nations which, united
by a common allegiance to the Crown, ire freely associated
as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations.
In all the Dominions the position as to appeals to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council is regulated by
statute, either the Dominion constitution or a Dominion
statute. In all, the prerogative right of the King in Council
to grant leave to appeal exists, but in Australia this is
limited in respect of constitutional disputes. In some, an
appeal as of right, also exists in certain matters ; in others
it does not, as;will be indicated below. The broad principles
applicable depend on the nature of the Dominion-whether
unitary or federal-the development of its judicial system
and the wishes of its government.
§ 24. NoN-UNITARY CONSTITUTipNS
The difference between unitary and non-unitary constitutions has been already referred to as important. In nonunitary states the whole sy~tem of government depends on
a balance between the powers of the central or federal
government, and those of the provincial or state governments. The whole field of government is divided between
the central and local authorities so as to preserve the independence of the latter while achieving, through the former,
a certain unity in important matters. This division of
1

Hull v, M'Kenna (1926), LR. at p. 405.
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power e~tends, ~ot only to the-legislative and executive·
spheres, but also to the judicial. In such non-unitary' sta(es
-that is to say, those which are not states within themselves
.-questions may arise between the central government- and
a subordinate, for instance, a provincial government, which
. on _appeal may prove to involve· constitutional .or; other:
serious issues.
.
,.
The tendency in a non-unitary, or federal' st:ite; is to
limit the action of the central government. and split up its
strength among co-:ordinate and independent -authorities 1
each originating in, and controlled by, the Constitution. A
use can therefore be found for an extra.:.Dominion court
of appeal in such. cases .. In these Dominions leave to appeal
to the Judicial cowmittee is rather freely g~ven.

.

- § 25.

'
UNITARY CONSTITUTIONS

The unitary constitution, on the otf!et hand, concentrates
the strength of the state in one~ central sovereign power,
be that power Parliament or despotic Czar. 2 This centralisa.!
tion obviate_s such disputes and controversies as arise from
divided powers, confliGts .of ip!ernallaws and constitvtional
questions inter se. There is therefore no necessity for a'n
extra-Dominion· court of appeal in such cases. Further,
consistently with Dominion autonomy the Royal prerogative·
of ju_stice, if exercised at all, in a Dominion should be·
exercised on the_ advice and through the mq,chinery of the
Government of that Dominion. The Judicial Committee
has laid it down as a general principle that the mere fact
of a Dominion being a unitary Dominion is of itself sufficient
to restrict the giving of leave to appeal from it. If, in .a
unitary Dominion, there be-added a complete. judicial system
and ·the express wish of its government to abolish such
appeals, the -application of the settl~d principles "of the
J.11dicial Committee would indicate tha:t any such prerogative
'

-

Cf. su·cn federal systems as those, of the Cantons of Switzerland and
the United States of America, upon the latter of which the Constitution
of the Commonwealth of Australia was to some extent based ; per Lord
Halsbury in Webb v."Outrim. (1907), A.C. 8r at 88.
2 Cf. such a unitary system-as that of England: Dicey, The Law of.tke'
Constitution '(1927), p. I53·
1
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vested in it, being purely theoretical, in the circumstances
should be exercised as seldom as that of the King's
· omnipotence.
Each Dominion commenced its autonomous career regulated by statute, but preserved from statutory rigidity by
its unwritten constitution, ever~developing freely according
to the desires of its citizens coupled with the exigencies of
its circumstances, so that each requires separate considera' tion.
§ 26. CANADA
In Canada, the state is organised on a federal basis and
while there is one general court of appeal, the Supreme Court
of Canada, each province has its own courts, varying somewhat in constitution and jurisdiction. •Each province constitutes a separate entity for judicial purposes, except that
there is an appeal from its highest tribunal to the Supreme
Court of Canada. The decision of the latter court is in all
cases final and conclusive and no appeal ·may be brought
to any other court, save in virtue of the royal prerogative. 1
Accordingly, no appeal lies as of right, but only by special
leave, from the Supreme Court to the Judicial Committee,
and this applies to any matter which the Governor-General
in Council refers to the Supreme Court for hearing or consideration under a power conferred by the same Act. 2 The
position, however, is peculiar in that in. many cases an
alternative appeal lies from a decision of the Provincial
Courts direct to the Privy Council, passing over the Supreme
Court, and this appeal is of right. The nature of the cases
in which this appeal lies is regulated by Provincial or British
Statute or by Order in Council and varies in each province.
The effect of this double right of appeal is that a litigant
may, in certain cases, elect to go before either the Supreme
Court or the Privy Council, but if he chooses the former
course, the case can then only come before the Privy Council
by special leave. On an application for such leave, th~
1 Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906, c. 139, s. 59.
The relevant statutes
are referred to more particularly in sections 42 and 48 post.
2 Revised statutes of Canada, 1906, c. 139, s. 6o.
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Ju.dicial Committee· recqgnises a distinc~iori.

}?etween ,cases
ffi;'which t;he petitibner voluntarily chose to appehl·to_the:
Supreme Court and those in which h~ was compelled to
go there. In the former.class, special leave is granted·only
'in ~ .Jery strong case.! ·
·
· '. . ·
., ,·:
, · It' is important to observe that appeals· from Canada. to
·the Judicial Committee have l;>een gradually d,~creasihg fot
some years and that long before the enunciation by;Vis~ount
Haldane of the restrictive principle already quoted, it was
applied to Canada. Before th~ constitution oUhe Sup~eme'
Court of that Dominion, there was right to appeal from
,the courts then in ·existence wfiere the value ofthe.matter
in controversywas b~yopd fsoo. · It was theri ,en~cted by
p. Can"adian Statute 2 that " the judgment· of the Supreme
Court shall in aU c!tses be final and conclusive , . . saving,
any right wh\ch !fer.Majesty may be graciously pleased to
. exercise by virtue of Her Royal Prerogative." The Judic:;ial , ·
Committee of the Privy Council thereupon restricted appeaJs.
a~d dec~ared they ~ere
'
'
•"
· ·
"
" not prepared to advise Her Majesty to exerci~e her prerogative .
. by admitting' an appeal to Her Majesty in Council from the
Supreme Court of the Dominion, save where the case is of gravity
invol~ng matter of public interest .or 's0me important. question
of law, or affecting property of considerable amount, or where "
the case 'is otherwise of some public importance or of a~ very .
substantial character." 3
.
'
r ;' '
further"restriction occurred when the Judicial Committ~e
decided that. " where a nian elects' to g~ to the Supreme
'Cou:rt, h~ving .his choice whether. 'he will go there C?r 110(
this Board·will not give him assistance except under special
Circumstances." 4 Canad~t in -her desire to abofish 'such . ·;appeals Ipassed ~ Statute 5 with thafobje<;t, but it was not
worded with suffiCient precision to restrict the prerog~tive
under- tlie well-known rule. 6 ·Notwithstanding this, the

a

.A

· ~ ~er Lord Davey in Clergue v: Murray (1903), A.C. at p. 521.
,.
2 Revised.Statu,tes of Canada, 1886, c. 135, s. 571, .and The Parliament
1
'
of Canada Act 1875, 38 & 39 Vic. ·C. 38, s~ 47;
·
3 .Prince ·v, Gagnon (I88z), 8 A. C. atp: 105.
. .
:
",
14 Per Lord Havey in Clergue v. Murray (r903), AC. a:t p. 523.
5
Cri~inal ,Code of Canada (R.Si Can. 1906, c. 14.6,~s. 1025). '
6 Nadan v. The King (1926), A.C. 482.
,

I
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Judicial Committee accepted that indication and actually
restricted the granting of leave to appeal from Canada, a
federal state, as if it were a unitary state, following the
desire of the people.
'
§ 27. AUSTRALIA
In Australia, which is also a federal state, the position
is somewhat similar. There is a general federal supreme
court 1 which, however, is called the High Court of Australia
and to which an appeal lies from the Supreme Court, so
called, of each State, and its judgments as an appeal court
are final and conclusive, saving an appeal to the Judicial
Committee by special leave, except in certain cases of constitutional disputes. As in Canada, an alternative appeal
lies from the Supreme Court of most ~f the states to the
Judicial Committee according to the value of the subjectmatter of the suit, the necessary amount being different in
each state.
'
It must be obserEd that, in Australia and also in Canada,
the existence of an appeal as of right from the Provincial
or State Courts does not preclude the right of the Judicial
Committee to grant special leave to appeal, if the prerogatiye
has not otherwise been surrendered, in cases not coming
within the appealable limits. Petitions for such leave,
however, are rare and are discouraged by the Judicial
Committee. The prerogative right to grant leave to appeal
from a decision of. the High Court is excluded in

"any question, howsoever arising, as to the limits inter se of
the constitutional powers of the Commonwealth and those of
any State or States, or as to the limits inter se of the constitutional ·
powers of any two or more States, unless the High Court shall
certify that the question is one which ought to be determined
by Her Majesty in Council."
Except for this exclusion, the Constitution " shall not impair
any right which the Queen may be pleased to exercise
by virtue of her royal prerogative to grant special
leave of appeal from the High Court to Her Majesty in
1

The Constitution of Australia is considered briefly in Chapter VI post.
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Council." 1 ··The existence of an appeal in constitutional
matters direct to the Privy Council from the,dedsiohs of the
-Supreme Courts of the $tatesled inevitably fo·a conflict be-. 'tween the final jurisdiction of the Privy Council and the High ·
Court,2 'Which necessitated Commonwealth legislation alter-·
· ing the position. Its effect could not be more authoritatively · ,
stated than in the "'words· of the Attorney-Genera1 ·of the
Commonwealth of Australia : " the course Of federal legislation· has beln to prevent any constitutional questions from
being dealt with.by t~e SupremeCourts of the St~tes 6th,erwise than upon the condition tha~ any' appeal shall be to
~he High C,ourt only,'' andJie adds,
.
.
-

.

'

" the tendency of judic,:ialdecision has been to extend th~ category
. · of inter se questions t~cover almost any constitutional-question.
Th__e High Court has, in recent years, entert~ined .appeals from
. orders of a Supreme Court granting leave to appeal to the King
in Council, ·and has taken pains to keep the decision of constitutional questions in its own hands, In so doing it 'is· following
the-· evident general intention of Parliament .as disclosed in the
amendments_ made from time to time in the Judic;iary Act,
though there is great ·difference of opinion,both upop ~he Be:p.ch 1
and at the Bar as to whether certain of these amendments are
valid·. : • these questions are. important in prlntiple: . ·. . If
the people of Australia really want to change the position with
respect to appeals to the Privy Council, they ar~' able to. do so I
'
•
by action taken in Australia." 3
I

'

The tendt;nty of ~~vel~pment.in ~ustralia ~as been.inthe ·,
same direction as that of Canada. Although they •a:re both
non-unitary 'states, from' whicli leave to appeal would be
readily granted, it has been restricted on t~e pfinciple already
mentioned, that the completeness. of their jhdicial systems
·and .the wishles of their Governments both -di~~ourage tlie
gr~nting of it.
·
i ·~ ·
"'--!-'
'
§ 28. NEw ZEALAND
,
New Zealand IS a unitary state: but she isii.ri some'Yhat
similar posltiori in that a double right of appeal exists, in

a

1

Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, rgoo;ls. 74 (63 & 64 Vic.

C;- 12).
2 See
3

. .. -

_

.

.-

.

,

- -

Deakin v. Webb, I C.L.R. 585; Webb v. Outrim (1907), A.C. 81.
Latham, Ausiraliacand the British Commonwealth, pp. II6-I7. • - I'

N.S.,

-' •

' ,
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certain cases from the Appeal Court either direct to the
Privy Council or to the Supreme Court. Under an Order
in Council of rgro an appeal from the Supreme Court only
lies to the Judicial Committee when the Court itself grants
leave to appeal. Otherwise special leave must be obtained
from the Judicial Committee and this is the position also
as to the native Appellate Court of which the decisions are
"final and conclusive."
§ zg. THE UNION OF SouTH AFRICA
The Union .of South Africa, 1 although federal in form,
is really unitary in nature, the Provincial Councils being
in the position of local government bodies rather than State
Parliaments and being wholly subordinate to the Parliament
of the Union. Th~ same principle ~as applied to the
judicial sphere and although each province has its own
courts, the superior courts are co-or4inated so that the
judicial system is organised as a unitary whole, rather than
as a series of independent judiciaries. The position as to
appeals to the Judicial Committee is, accordingly, wholly
different, being much more restricted than in the case of
Canada or Australia. The Constitution Act of rgog consolidated all the Supreme Courts of the Provinces into one
Supreme Court of South Africa, consisting of a Supreme
Division and an Appellate Division. The former Supreme
Courts of the Provinces became provincial or local divisions
of the Supreme Court of South Africa, and appeals from
lower courts which might have been taken before the Union
to the Supreme Court of a Province are now taken either
to the corresponding Provincial Division of the Supreme
Court or to the Appellate Division according to the nature
' of the case. An appeal only lies from a provincial division
of the Supreme Court to the Appellate Division by leave
of the latter court. All further appeal as of right, is excluded
by section ro6 of the South Africa Act, rgog, 1which provides :

" there shall be no appeal from the Supreme Court of South
Africa or from any division thereof to the King in Council but
1

1

The relevant Statutes are referred to in Chapters V and VII post.
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nothing herein contained shall 'be construed' to impair any right,
~hich the King ip· Council may be pleased to exerci;;e to gran~
special leave to' appeal from the Appellate Division .to the King
in Council."
'
'
I '
•·
· The effect is that, in 'South Africa, there is no appeal as
o'f right to the JD;dicial Coml}littee, but only by speCial ,
leave and the right 'even to grant special leave:; .is limited to
appeals from the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
~nd will only be given in special circumstances. 1 . Thus,
tpe position is much, mor~ narrowly restricted ·by statute/
than in the case of Canada or AustraJia, and· as we shall
see, it is still more restricted in practice.' The wish of the
Union to discourage such. appeals b,as been expre~sed by
the Prime Minister ap.d o~her Ministers of the South AfriGan
Government.
· '

.

1

(

§ 30. THE IRiSH F~EE STATE
. The Irish Free State is a. comp~etely unitary state with
a fully equipped judicial system. The highest court is 'the
~upreme Court, whiCh is the final court of appeal. , A.rticl~ 66
of the Constitution has been held to preserve the Royal
prerogative by, stipulating that nothing shall impair it,~
although the contrary has been argued. That Article
declares:
,,

;~ the decision of tb,e Supreme' Court shall in all cases be 'final and ·
conClusive, and shall not be reviewed or capable of being reviewed\
by any other court, t.ribunal or authority ,whatsoever ; provided
nothing in this Constitution shall impair the right any person·
to petition His Majesty fo'r special leave to appeal from the
Supreme Court to His Majesty in Council or the right of His
Majesty to grant such leave."
·

of

Accordingly, the only appeal from that Supreme Court which,
even in theory, would lie, would. be by special leave of the'
·
. , Judicial Committee.
1
: Before considering the case of the Irish Free State in any
I

Whittaker v. Durban C~rpor,ation, go L.J. (P.C.) ng; Hull.v. M'Kenna
(1926), I.R. at p. 405.
•
.
.·
2 J;Jray Urban Dis,trict Council v. Performing Right Society (1930), I.R.
at p. 526; per Sankey, L.C. This ca,:;e is discussed at'§ 59 post.
' · .
· .1
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detail it is important to observe that it complies affirmatively
with all the tests, excluding such appeals in being a unitary
Dominion, with a complete judicial system, and has
expressed by its government its desire for such exclusion,
and yet such appeals have been heard in invitum.
Attention should also be drawn to three essential matters
which differentiate the status of the Irish F;ree State from
that of other Dominions. The first is that Ireland long
before its present status was determined was a kingdom,
governed by its Lords and Commons and the ultimate
judicial tribunal of which was the Irish House of Lords and
not the Privy Council, as in the case of the other Dominions,
which were then colonies and all of which are now kingdoms.
The.second is that the Judicial ComrW-ttee Act, 1833, did
not and; from its terms could not apply, to either Ireland
or the Irish Free State. The third is that the Constitution
of the Irish Free State is founded on an International
Treaty solemnly made between the Irish and British peoples
and implemented by statute of both Parliaments while the
Constitutions of the other Dominions are founded only on
Acts of the Imperial Parliament. This is important for
" the constitution indeed of a Dominion in general originates in
and depends upon an Act, or Acts, of the Imperial Parliament ;
and these constitutional statutes are assuredly liable to be
changed by the Imperial Parliament." 1
It is, of course, otherwise where the Constitution originates
in an International Treaty which requires the consent of
both the high contracting parties before it can be altered
or amended.
Whatever historical reasons there may be to support the
old doctrine that anyone in the King's dominions had a
right to appeal to the prerogative, that principle did not
apply to Great Britain or Ireland. While they were separate
Kingdoms the final appeal lay to the respective Houses of
Lords and, after the Union, to the House of Lords of the
United Kingdom. There was not, as there is not at present
in England, any right to petition the King for leave to appeal
l

Pe'f Dicey in The Law of the Constitution (1927), at p. xxvi (8th ed.).
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'to his pr~rogative, since, whatever original jurisdiction h~d
existed in this respect, had passed to the House of Lords.
lt is arguable that the only effective grant Of the right tO I
appeal to the ·prerogative took place when the Judicial
Committee Act of r833, which did not apply to Great Britain
or Ireland, was passed: However that .may be, the creation
of the Judicial Committee and'its jurisdiction to hear appeals .
to the King in Council dates .frorri that Act and the jurisdiction is confined ..to appeals from the Courts in India, "and
in the plantations, colonies and other Dominions of His
Majesty abroad.'~. 1 Cons~quently, unless the Constitution
of the Irish Free State, or sqme oth~t enactment, expressly.
conferred it, the Judicial Committee would seem to be
without jurisdicti9~ to hear appeals· from the Irish Free
. State.
.
,
. ,
.· This point was raised before the Judicial Committee jn
the case of the Bray Urban District Council v. Performing Riglit Society,2 but the JudieiaLCommittee did not,.· as
might have seemed necessary, expressly decide whether the
prerogative had ever existed ip: Ireland or· whether the
Constitution conferred jurisdict!9n on the Judicial Committee
in the case of the Irish Free State. They held that the
point as to the existence of the prerogative in the case of·
the Irish Free State had " been concluded by the Constitution of the Irish Free State itself."
'
·•
"It will be observed," said the Lord Chancellor, "that this

proviso declares 'that nothing in the Constitution shall impair
the right of any person to petition His Majesty for special leave
to appeal from the Supreme Court to His Majesty in Council
' or the right of His Majesty to grant "such leave ..' Although .
these words would appear to he plain and bey9nd dispute as
applied to a case in which such special leave has been duly given,
it was contended by th~1 respondents· that the proper reading
of the words was, that nothing should impair the right, if any,
of any'person to petition His Majesty for 'special leave to appeal,
and that there ,was no right at any time for any person ffom
Ireland so to petition His Majesty in Council. Appeals from
Ireland lay to the House of Lords, and th'erefore there was nothing
for the proviso to operate upon. ,
1
2

The Judicial Committee Act, 1833 (3' & 4 W~. IV, c. 41).
(1930) A.C. 377 ; .(1930) I.R. 509.
·
.
'· · •
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"Their Lordships think that this is a wrong reading of the
proviso which is found in the clauses of the Constitution which
are to be construed with reference to the Articles of Agreement
for a treaty between Great Britain and Ireland, and therefore
with a reference to Article 2 of the Treaty, which provides that
the position of the Irish Free State in relation to the Imperial
Parliament and government and otherwise shall be that of the
Dominion of Canada and that the law, practice and constitutional
usage governing the relationship of the Crown or the representative of the Crown and of the Imperial Parliament to the Dominion
of Canada shall govern their relationship to the Irish Free State.
Accordingly the .proviso specifically ensures that the right to
petition His Majesty in Council shall subsist by stipulating that
nothing shall impair it." 1
If this decision means, as it seems to, that Article 2 of
this Treaty in conjunction with Article~ of the Constitution
created a prerogative of appeal which had not existed before
and vested·· the right to advise the Sovereign as to the
exercise of that prerogative in the Judicial Committee, which
before had not that jurisdiction, these Articles effect farreaching changes by implication with the utmost economy
of language. It might, indeed, reasonably be expected that
so important a change would be effected by express words
rather than by implication. Alternatively, that the absence
of express words indicated an absence of any intention to
revive, transfer, or change the incidence of so out-of-date
a matter.
The wishes of the Irish Free State that the decisions of
its Supreme Court should be supreme ·have been definitely
expressed by declaratory legislation confirming, for·instance,
the construction placed on a statute by the Supreme Court. 2
This aspect of the matter is more fully dealt with later. 3
§ 3I.

DOMINIONS TEND AGAINST APPEALS TO THE
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

It is clear therefore that the tendency in favour of the
supremacy of their own Supreme Courts and therefore
1 Per Lord Sankey, L.C., in Bray Urban District Council v. Performing
Right Society (1930), I.R. at p. 525.
2 E.g. the Land Act, 1926 (No. II of 1926), was a short statute confirming the construction placed by the Supreme Court on a section of the
3
Land Act, 1923.
, .
Chapter VII post.
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'

·against appeals to the Judicial Committee e,xists in a11
the Dominions, tho.ugh it· differs in degree. Tp.is is due
. partly to the administrative and judiCial. completeness of
. each Dominion and partly to th~ increasing national sentiment of their citizen~. 1Administrative self-reliance is noticeable in all the Dominions, but mbst so. in the two unitary
Dominions, South Africa and the Irish Free State.
In neither of these unitary states is there any appeal as
of right, while in the 'other Dominions there is both an ilPPe:;tl '
as of right in special cases, and a general appeal by leave,
except in 'cert~in .constitutional questions in Australia .•
Further, the class and nature of cases in which the, appeal
as of right lies vary ·between the Dominions in which it
exists, and in th.~ federal Dominions double right of appeal
exists to both the•supreme federal court of the bominion
, and to the Judicial Committee. These
are 4ifferences in the.
'
statutory provisions for appeals, but, ·apart from express
~nact~ent,, the considerations governing the grant of leave
1
to appeal vary in practice within the principles mentioned
ac~ording to the Dominion from which the petition comes.
This, necessarily, results 'from the fUndamental difference
in the actual 0rganisation in the· two classes of Dominions
.:_unita~y. 'ike Sputh. Africa ari'd the Irish. Fre'e State and
federal or non-unitary like Canada and Australia where each
·provin~e orstate retains its own local judici<~;,ry,'.but a~entral'
or f~deral court exists With appellate jurisdiction. · In so' .
Jar. as this central or federal court is of superior authority
to the local ~ourt there can be no actual confii~t of decisions
. such' as is popsible in, the United' Sta:tes of; An;terica where
federal and state courts exist- side by ~ide thr_oughout the ,
whole country. If, therefore, it were desired tb assert t~e
1superior jurisdiction of the central or federal 'Courts while
preserving the' comparative independence of the local courts,
. this could be secured by vesting the· final review of their
decisions in· a federal court. The balance of powers between
the central and the local authorities is reflectesJ in' the many
questions as to the extent and nature of these powers which
call for judicial decision, and the importance of the issues
· raised might seem to require the existence of some tribunal,

a

.

•

"

'

'

•
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independent of either federation or the several states, with
authority to pronounce finally upon them., This consideration applies particularly to Canada where 'the provinces are
. specially jealous of their independence and privileges. It
is shown, in the case of Quebec, by the presumption of
French-Canadian Law in favour of the "sacred right to
appeal." 1 It is not so applicable to Australia, where, as
we have seen, no appeal is allowed to the Judicial Committee
on any question as to the limit inter se of the constitutional
powers of the Commonwealth and any state or states or
of any two or more states, except by leave of the High
Court. This does not of course cover the whole field of
constitutional matters 2 but it seems evidence of a tendency
to consider the authority of the Commonwealth as of greater
importan~e than that of the states. O~ce again this does
not of course apply to South Africa or the Irish Free State
where no similar balance of powers exists.
§ 32.

DOMINION SENTIMENT AGAINST APPEALS TO THE
,
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

The national sentiment on the subject is more difficult
to gauge with any accuracy save from expressions of
Ministers of State or from legislation. From such indications, it is at least certain that none of the Dominions,
except perhaps New Zealand, is perfectly satisfied with the
position. While, undoubtedly, South Africa and the Irish
Free State are most opposed to the existence of the appeal,
neither Australia nor Canada is greatly in favour of it. So
far, therefore, as this distinction has any reality it is a matter
of the degree of tolerance in each Dominion. Viscount
Haldane, who apparently gave a great deal of thought to
this matter, commenting on the growth of the Empire, and
he must also have meant the evolution of the Commonwealth, for he went on to refer to the Dominions, emphasised
the fact that this very growth has led to the very substantial
restriction of the exercise of the prerogative by the Sovereign
on the advice of the Judicial Committee, indicated so clearly
1
2

Mayor of Montreal v. Brown and Another (r877), 2 App. Cas. at p. 184.
See Latham, Australia and the British Commonwealth, p. IJ4.
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in M'Kenna v. Hull, where it was laid down that it is
obviously proper for the Dominions :lnore and more , to
dispose of their own cases in civil matters, but particularly
in oriminal matters in which' appeals would only be allowed
. in most exception,al. circumstances. It is clear that ·the
Dominions do differ to a certain extent in this matter.
Leave to appeal from India is more freely given than else:where, " but the genesis for that is the requirements of
India, and 'the desire of the people ·of I!!dia " ; further,··
whatever be: the future of India, her status is at present
different from that of the J)ominions.· In South Africa
the general sense of that Dominion· has .c.aused the Judicial
Committee to restrict the cases in which leave to appeal is
'given. Thus it was intended by the Judicial Committee·.
that· the principle,o' more and more oi- less and less ·as the
Dominions please, the principle of autonomy, should be
applied on this question of exercising the discretion as to
granting leave to appeal. It is within the Sovereign's
power; but the Sovereign looking at the matter exercises
I
·
,
this discretion. t
. This question is complicated in the non::unitary Dominions
by the possible existence ,of divergent view;s between the
federal and the state authorities, and again;' it is not clear,
whether it is the wislies of the Government or of the people
, as a whole, which do not necessarily coincide, which are
to be looked to. One objective test which has been applied
is whether the provisions of the particular constitution·.
indicate an intention, so far as possible, of making the highest
court of the Dominion final ; 2 and this _applies partku- '
larly to,Australia, South Africa an~ the Irish· Free State.
But· technical points will not apparently be relied on by
the Judicial Committee, though when made they must be
given spch legal effect as they have. Their express principle
is to admit the freedom of the Dominion in this matter,
so that even an irregularly expressed wish will be taken
as. an intimation if m.ade by an authoritative person·or·body.

.
1

.

Hull v. M'Kenna (r927), LR. at pp. 404, 405.
.
2
Whittaker v. Durban Corporation, go L.J. (P.C.) II9; ,124 L,T. 104;
36 T.L.R. 784 P.C.
·
~
'
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The wish of the Canadian Legislature was referred to by
Viscount Haldane when he mentioned that on the occasion
when Canada passed an Act 1 attempting to cut off the
appeal to the Sovereign in Council altogether, but failed to
do so owing to the absence of sufficiently apt words, the
Judicial Committee accepting that indication greatly restricted the granting of leave to appeal in Canadian cases.
Without a Ministerial or legislative indication of the national
will, views may differ considerably as to the actual wish of
any Dominion on the matter. Thus, if one turns to the
pages of Professor Keith's latest work, one gathers the
impression that the Irish Free State represents a very black
sheep in the midst of a flock of Dominions more or less
attached to the appeal to the Privy Council, and he reaches
the conclusion that " the retention of t't.e appeal, therefore,
rests in effect on the ground that in the Dominions, as a
whole, there is no clear demand for its abolition." 2 A
comparison with the pages of Mr. Duncan Hall's work on
the British Commonwealth of Nations conveys a very
different impression and he states that "in the last generation or so feeling has steadily hardened against the idea of
appeals from the Dominions being dealt with by an external
court." 3 While Mr. Stokes more recently expressed the
view that" several of the Dominions have shown unmistakably that they wish to reduce its power over their affairs
to the absolute minimum." 4 The facts are strongly in
favour of the latter view, but it is difficult to conceive of
any court, however impartial, realising the full force of the
feeling against its intervention.
§ 33·

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE DOMINIONS AND
THE JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

It is unfortunate that the principles laid down cannot,
as the matter stahds, always be consistently applied, though
1

Nadan v. The King (1926), A.C. 482.
Keith, Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 262; see generally pp.
254· 262.
3 Duncan Hall, British Commonwealth of Nations, p. 265.
4 In New Imperial Ideals, at p. 86.
2
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gulf

this is sometimes due to the
between judicial and
executive action. The Canadian example alre~dy mentioned
is 'in point. In the year 1926, the Imperial Conference
declared that
·
t .
"it was no part of the policy of His Majesty's Government in
Great Britain that questions affecting. judicial ·appeals should
be determined otherwise than in accordance with ,the wishes of
, .the part of the Empire primarily· affected/'
. ·
1

.

'

In that very year, when the Canaqian case mentionea
came before' the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council;
they wer~ obliged to hold invalid on technical• grounds the ·
legislative enactment by Canada, already referred to,
designed to prevent the King in Council from giving ~ffectiv:e • ·
leave to appeal fr~ an order of a Canadian Court ~in a
er~inal case, the technical ground ·behl.g the: absence from
the Statute of expressions adequate to restriCt the pre..: ,
. rogative unuer .the legal 'rules of construction. It is right
to .add, however, ~s already mentioned, that the Judicial
. Committee accepted it as an indication that Canada desired
to restrict such appeals, which is acc0rdingly now the
practice of the Judicial Committee..
)
·
, This pronouncement of the Impe'rial Conference, of course,
·though indicatmg·.the .attitude, of th~ Dominion Delegates ·
to the matter and therefore ,of great weight, has the force,
n'ot of law bu(of a constitutional declaration: · It actually
effects no change in the legal" position and is, in itself, incapable of doing so: The Judicial Committee 0n ~he other
hand, although a committee of the Privy1 Council, is no
part of the executive government (){ Great Britain, 1 but
is 'an independent Court of Law which, however great be
its- respect for the declarations of the 1926 Conference,
cannot· give effect to them until they a,re implemen'ted by
actual enactment. This, 1 no doubt a perfectly"' cbrrect
. dec,ision' legally, was wholly opposed to the constitutional1
status, powers and wishes of Can~da. Had the decision of
the 'matter fallen within the sphere ofth~ ex:cutive 1branch

.

'

. 1 "We are not ministers in .any sense; we are a· comniittee of Privy
Councillors -¢ho are actin:g in the capacity "of judges," per Viscount Haldane
in Hull v. f'd'Kenna (rg26), I.R. at p. 4oj.
·

'·
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of the Government it cannot be doubted that the wishes
of Canada, as expressed in her legislation, would have
prevailed. Professor Keith justly says the Privy Council
gave its decision" regretfully." Since the" pronouncement
could benefit no one and must arouse resentment at this
overriding of Dominion Sovereignty." 1 This instance
illustrates the lack of co-ordination between the executive
and the judicial branches of the government and the
difference. in the principles applying in each branch.
Although, technically, the decision of the Judicial Committee
is in the form of advice tendered to the King, it is advice
:tendered in a judicial capacity, upon only judicial matters,
and the rigid principles of law must be applied as in any
other court. Accordingly, it is quite possible for the advice
tendered by the Judicial Committee t~ conflict not only
with the wishes of a Dominion government but also with
those of the British Government.
The decision in Nadan v. The King, referred to above,
was in conflict with the principles of Dominion equality,
including the complete legislative Sovereignty of the Canadian Parliament assented to by the British Government.
Presumably, therefore, it was opposed to the wishes of the
British Government. A later case concerned with the rate
of pension payable under the Treaty of rgzr to Irish Civil
Servants who retired in consequence of the change of
government effected by it, showed a sharp conflict between
the decision of the Judicial Committee and the views of
both the British and Irish Governments. Its decision, 2
both originally and on further consideration, reversed that
of the Supreme Court of the Irish Free State which both
governments stated to be in accordance with their intention
at the time of signing the Treaty. In that case the decision
of the Judicial Committee was not followed by either
government as it did not accord with their Treaty intentions.
While this case supports the argument, if any be needed
as to the legal principle upon which the Judicial Committee
Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 256.
Wigg & Cochrane v. AttorneycGeneral of the Irish Free State (1927),
I.R. 285; in re Compensation to Civil Servants under Article ro of the
Treaty {1929), I.R. 44·
1

2
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works, it does not touch the point as· to the :wish~s of the Dominions. \ · ' '
·
·
·
Sufficient has been written here to indicate that there is
a tendency in the Dominions against allowing the Judicial
Committee to interfere with the sovereignty of their legis: ·
lature and Courts; that one of the principles of the Judicial
Committee is that it becomes with_ the· D9minions more
and more or less and less as they please ; · and that, the
Judicial Committee is not always able, as in the Nadail
case and the Wigg-Cochrane case,; for various ;easons to
. follow that principle. ·Does not this indicate a danger that /
the continuance of,appeals to the Judicial Committee may
tend to negative the inter-Dominion co-operation which is
being sought in ·this ,and· other phases Of Commonwealth
development? Th~ Dominions claim and have complete
sovereignty and the extent of the danger of Commonwealth
discord is to be measured ~y the extent to which the Judicial
' .Committee infringes th3;t sovereignty. How far it does .so
will be our next enquiry.
·

CHAPTER V
THE PRIVY COUNCIL'S INFRINGEMENT OF
DOMINION SOVEREIGNTY
§ 34·

PREROGATIVES AND DOMINION SOVEREIGNTY.-§ 35· THE PRINCIPLE
oF PARLIAMENTARY SovEREIGNTY.-§ 36. DoMINION SovEREIGNTY
IS INFRINGED.-§ 37· A CoMMONWEALTH CoURT IS NOT AN INFRINGEMENT.-§ 38. THE PRESENT INFRINGEMENT IS THEORETICAL.-§ 39· IT
IS MoRE, AS THE DoMINIONS DO NOT CONTROL IT.-§ 40. IT IS No1
COMMON TO ALL THE DoMINIONS.-§ 41. IT INTERFERES WITH DOMINION
LAWS.-§ 42. CANADA.-§ 43· NEW -zEALAND.-§ 44· AusTRALIA AND UNION OF SoUTH AFRICA.-§ 45· THE IRISH FREE STATE.

§ 34· PREROGATIVES AND DOMINION SOVEREIGNTY
IT has been pointed out already that complete autonomy
involves the exercise of all sovereign rights, legislative,
executive and judicial, by a Dominion. In each of the
Dominions such prerogatives as survive must, unless there
be a diminution of sovereignty, be exercised by the Dominion
itself. The prerogative of mercy is at present exercised by
each Dominion and it is difficult to see why the prerogative
of justice should not be exercised in the same way by each
Dominion through the machinery of its Supreme Court.
It would be appropriate to consider here why and how
and the extent to which the exercise of the Royal prerogative
on the advice of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
is an infringement of Dominion Sovereignty.
§ 35· THE PRINCIPLE OF PARLIAMENTARY SOVEREIGNTY
The principle of Parliamentary Sovereignty was defined
by Profe•ssor Dicey so far back as r885 and confirmed by
him in 1927 as meaning

" neither more nor less than this, namely, that Parliament has
the right to make or unmake any law whatever ; and further,
that no person or body is recognised by the law of England as
46
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having the right to override or set aside the legislation of PatJiament, and further, that this right or power extends to every
. paft of the King's Dominions." 1 ·

Pres~mably under the doctrine of equality of status' laid
down by the Imperial Conference, rgz6? this would mean
that no person or body {e.g. the"Privy Council) would have
a right to override or set aside the legislation of :l;ny Dominion
Parliament. This is emphasised by the teirns i.h which
the Imperial Pa~li<!nient by legislation ~deCla;red ,that all
powers of government and all legislative, executive and
judicial authority are det:ived from and should be exercised
by the people of· the Dominion concerned ; 3 and 9;s the
learned Lord Du?edin has pointe9. out:· ,
" Inasmuch as the ~rown is a party to .every Act of Parliament
it is logical enough to consider that when the Act deals with
, something which before the Act could be effected by the prerogative, and specially empowers the Crown to do the same thing,
. but subject to conditions, the Crown assents to that, and by that
Act; to the 'prerog~tive being curtailed." 4 .
·
·
Notwithstanding, this, there is some difference amongst
const.itutional thinkers not on the question as to what
sovereignty means; put· whether the J.?ominion Sover-eignty
h~s been, infringed by the exercise of the prerogative' of
justice on the advice of. the 'Judicial Committee instead of
completely, by the Courts of the respective Dominions, It
is, ther-efore, important ~arefully to <:onsider their opinions·
in· relation to the Constitutions of· the various Doml.nions
and also the opini~ns of the'se¥eral 'Dominid,ns t~emselves
in this respect, as evidenGed by their legislation , and
otherwise.
··
'
·
- 1 The Law of the Constitution, p. ;x:viii.
By the Commonwealth Act,
63 and 64 Vic. c. 12, ·the Imperial Parliament gave the Parliament of the
Australian Commonwealth power to modify the Commonwealth Act, and
the Imperial Parliament under The National Insurance Act,, I9II, gave
power to· the Insurance Commissioners ;;tnd to the Board· of ·:rrade :to
·
modify the Insurance Act.
2
Cmd. ~768.
.
·
.
I
3 'Vide The Irish Free State Constitution Act, 1922, Sess. 2 {13 Geci,. V,
C. I).
.
4 Per Lord Dunedin in ~Attorney-General v. De 'Keyserfs Royal Hotel Ltd.
(1920,), A. C.,, p. 526.
'
'
·.
.
•
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§ 36.

DOMINION SOVEREIGNTY IS INFRINGED

Professor Berriedale Keith takes the view, which it is here
submitted is correct, that " the submission of the judgments
of Dominion Courts to the revision of the Privy Council is
unquestionably a distinct diminution of Dominion sovereignty." 1 On the other hand, Dr. Nathan states 2 that
"the continued existence of appeals to the Judicial Committee
. . . does not affect the independent status of the Dominions,
any more than the status of any international state is affected
by the Permanent Court of International Justice at the Hague.
The final appeal to the Judicial Committee is not a mark of the
sovereignty of the Crown, but a matter of convenience in that
there should be a final court of resort for the members of the
British Commonwealth. The sovereignty of the Crown as the
dispenser of justice, would still be exercise<Pif the final judgment
on appeal were given in the particular Dominion in which the
case arose."

The attitude of Dr. Nathan here seems, with respect to
so distingtiished a scholar, to be unsound ina$much as the
history of the Judicial Committee shows clearly that it is
based on the Royal prerogative and is therefore in his words
"a mark of the sovereignty of the Crown," while as will
be submitted later the facts show that, whatever can be said
for some Commonwealth tribunal, the Judicial Committee
is anything but " a matter of convenience " to litigants. To
say, as Dr. Nathan does, that the "appeal to the Judicial
Committee is not a mark of sovereignty," seems inconsistent
with his next point, that " the sovereignty of the Crown . . .
would still be exercised if the final judgment on appeal were
given in a particular Dominion." It is exercised in a
particular Dominion, Great Britain, which it must not be
overlooked is equal in status with the other Dominions, but
that is not the point. Geography counts in the matter for
little more than convenience. The point is that to exercise
the Royal prerogative in such a manner as to override or set
aside the legislation of a Parliament which is autonomous
is to infringe the sovereignty of that parliament.
1
2

Sove1'eignty of £he British Dominions, p.
In Empire Gove1'nment, pp. gr, 92.

225.
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CoMMONWEALTH CouRT IS NoT :AN
1
lNFRINGEME~H .

When Dr. Nathan· expresses the view th~t it would: bf
. a convenience "~that there should 'be a final 'court of resort
for the members of the British Commonwealth," he touches
on topics different from those of " sovereignty" and.th~ .
particular court of th~ JudicialCommitteewhich were the
topics in question. It·may, ·however, be'said at once that
the idea of a common final court of appeal for the whole ·
Commonwealth is quite compatible with the full sovereignty
of each· member-state, but such a court, like that at· the
Bague, which Dr. Nathan mentions would be distinguished
by characteristics other than those of the Judicial <,::ommittee.
Such a truly Comnfonwealth court would admit the sove~eignty of alLthe states entitled to have recourse,to it and
1
their absolute legal equality of status; and would be 1 .
COn§tituted by ~greement between ·all those states which
hot only would take equal shares in the Cl.PPOirttment or
election of its judges and settlement of its procedure,. practice· ·
and:' place of sitting, but also would make proyision~ for·
asking the court for· advisory opinions,. the determination
of special issues, .the arbitral settlement of certain disputes, ·
in addition to litigation, and such ,other matters as would
enhance the usefulness of such a tribunaL
. The sound opinion seems to be, .to return to. t:p.e
gerinane question, that the exercise, on the advice of the.
'Judicial Committ'ee, of ,the Royal prerogat~ve to heaJ;" and
:deterniine Dominion app~als i1 an infringement of Dominion,
Sovereignty;.
'
.§ 38. ' THE PRESENT INFRINGEMENT IS THEORETICAL

. It may, perhaps; be argued that such an infri~gement is '
purely t9eoretical on two grounds. Th~ first is; that by
reas(:m.bf their autonomy all the Dominions po~sess sufficient,
powers, at pre~ent, to regulate or dis~ourage ~uch appeals
in accordance with their actual )Vishes, wh,ether this be done
directly or ·indirectly; that this' is true is merely another
way _of saying that, as tthe_ matter stands, an undesirable
· N.S.

,.

E

.
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and unnecessary controversy is possible upon the subject
between the Judicial Committee and a Dominion, as will
be indicated by a concrete and recent example in its proper
place. 1 The second is, the constitutional position itself,
which has already been stated. The " wishes of the part
of the Empire primarily affected " 2 was recognised as .the
governing consideration, except that where proposed changes
affected other parts prior consultation and discussion was
desirable. The statement that " it was no part of the
policy of His Majesty's Government in Great Britain" that
the question should be determined otherwise than in accordance with these wishes is a sufficient guarantee not only
of the non-opposition of the Government, but also of its
effective assistance so far as is necessary, and on request,
to effect proposed changes. The fun~amental declaration
of equality involves this right of the Dominions to regulate
the question according to their own desires, but no legislative
reforms have been enacted to convert this pious aspiration
into a legal right for the protection of the Dominions. The
complexity, however, of, the matter, and its possible
reactions, not only on the Commonwealth but also on the
Empire, raise issues which were, with a result which will .
be considered in a later chapter, 3 discussed at the Imperial
Conference of 1930 with a view to settling a plan for some
amended or substituted tribunal more applicable to the
needs of the Common~ealth in its present state of development. In the absence of such a scientific method of dealing
with the problem "it seems, however," in the words of
Professor Keith,
"that if the pressure continues the appeal must be renounced
formally as it probably has been in practice. It is clearly
inconsistent with autonomy, if that is pressed to its logical conclusion, and, while the other Dominions may not deem it wise or
desirable thus to stress the point, they cannot be held to fetter
the action of a Dominion that entertains a strong dislike to the
Court." 4
1
2
3

Chapter VII post.
Cmd. 2768.
.
Chapters IX and X post.

• Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 262.
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·§ 39· IT is MORE, AS THE DOMINIONS ·DO NOT q_o~TROL IT
· Th.er.e a~e ~a~ least. three as:r:e.cts in wh.ich tpe hearing of
Dommwn Appeals by the Judicial Committee, as at present
constituted, is more than: a merely theoretical infringement
of the sovereignty of the Dominions.
F)rst, the JudiCial Committee is constituted and regulated
entirely by one only of the Dominions over which the others
have no control, though they-are sometimes represente~ on
it ; it was created and~has been amended and is governed
, by Acts of the British Parliament. 'Dr. Nathan !'lays,
:: the reason for this, however, is purely historical, and this fact
no more interferes withself government in the Dominions than
does the fact that the succession to the Crown, which is the head
of each Dominion, is ~gulated by an Act of the Imperial Parliament." 1 .
This is undoubtedly true, as regards its present constitution, ·
·but does he overlook the fact that the Parliament which
·created it would undoubtedly have. the po~er to alter its
-constitution ? 2 and woul'd he suggest that the existence of ·
a co-qrt of appeal for the- Dominions, which· not only _w3:s
created before, their autonomy was admitted, but also t:Q.e
·constitution of which might be altered independently of
their will, is not a derogation from. their sovereignty ?
Having regard t.9 the declarations of thelmperialConferences,
it is, of course; unlikely that any such chang~ wou~d be
effected without the consent of the Dominions, but it is '
significant that these declarations have never since been
implemented and they consequently affordno legal p~otec
tion to the Dominions.. It is further interesting to observe
that the very analogy used by Dr. Nathan is deprived of
its usefulness by the recommendation of the Imperial
Conference, rg3o; 3 •
"that any alteration in the law touching the Succession,to! the
Throne or the Royal Style and Titles shall hereafter require the ·
/

t

.
Empire Government, p. 56.
1
Except, lerhaps in the .case of' the Irish Free State, where 'the ·
obligatibns o the Treaty of 1921, so far as it can be held to have provided
for'an appeal, limit the action of the British Government in the absence
of consent of the Irish Free' State.
~·
'
3
Cmd. 3_717, p. 21.
1
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assent as well of the Parliaments of all Dominions as of the
Parliament of the United Kingdom."
This indeed makes more striking the absence of any adequate
measure upon the subject of a final and supreme tribunal
and suggests the appropriateness of some convention applicable to the constitution of the Judicial Committee, so far
as it may continue to be a court of appeal for the Dominions.
Nothing is said here as to the theoretical power of the
British Parliament to alter the jurisdiction and authority
of the Judicial Committee in relation to tlie Dominions
because these matters are already covered by the constitutional convention that "legislation by the Parliament at
Westminster applying to a Dominion would only be passed
with the consent of the Dominion COJOCemed." 1 It may,
however, be objected that, for full sovereignty, a Dominion
should have the exclusive regulation of its final court of
appeal and not merely an equal voice with the other members
of the' Commonwealth, but this ignores the fact that the
court is contemplated as a Commonwealth Court and not
solely as the final court of appeal for each individual
Dominion. Clearly if the. court is to be, in any real sense,
a Commonwealth Court, it must be commonly controlled,
as in Dr. Nathan's example of the Permanent Court of
International Law at the Hague.
§ 40. IT IS NoT COMMON TO ALL THE DoMINIONS
Secondly, the present Judicial Committee is, in one sense,
not sufficiently a common court ; in another sense, it is,
perhaps, too common. Assuming as we have been doing,
that a common court is desirable, the existing court is not
the common court of the British Commonwealth. Except
in matters of prize law, where the Judicial Committee has
jurisdiction, appeals from the higher Courts of England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland lie not to the Judicial
Committee but to the House of Lords, as they did from
the whole of Ireland before the Treaty. 2 These two final
courts, although largely identical in personnel, are distinct
1
2

Cmd. 2768, of 1926, p. 18.
See discussion on this in Chapter IX post.
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in jurisdiction and ·procedure. This anomaly, d~e to
historical· reasons, was noted at the Imperial Conference
of rgn and it was proposed by Mr. Willi~m H~ghes, the
Prime Minister of Australia, to combine 1the two· tribm:als
into one Imperial Couft of Appeal with the addition Of
two law Lords to the existing number. He hoped th~s to
procure uniformity in procedure and to provide a more ,
effective symbol ,of unity than the existing dual system, '
in which/he considered the Judicial Committee was inferior
to the House of Lords. ·The proposal,· however, met with
little enthusiasm from either the Dominion .representatives
or those 'of the Home Government· and was not adopted. 1
The.matter was again taken up at the Imperial War Conference of rgr8 which. in vain called upon the sever.al
.governments to giv~ prompt consideration to the question
of creating a single Imperial Court 'of .Appea:l. 2 Again, at
the Imperial Conference of 1926 3 the matter was raised but·
nothing effective was done beyond the declarations appearing
elsewhere in this work until the Conference of 1930, 4 when
/the·· Triht_mal, discussed ·in Chapter ,Viii, was suggested. \
In the Dominions the Jendency is rather tpwards complete
abolition of the present appeal tha:g the creation of a c9mmon ·
court, " while," it has been said,; "the legal profess~on, of
the Unit~d Kingdom is too'conservative to contemplate :w~tl,l
equanimity the disappe(l.rartce of the present system; under
which· the. House of Lords is the final Court of Appeal,~' 5
for Great Britain. The principle of equality would seem
,to demand that a common court should hear appeals from
.Great Britain as well as from the Dominions,. that. is, from
all the members of the Commonwealth who ate equal in
status and not only from some. It is also desirable for the
same ·.reason. that the jurisdiction of the common court
should, in sti:-ict theory;' be confined to appeals from 'the
Coutts of members of the Commonwealth only and not also,
from those of portions of the British Empire outside the
1
, 2
4

5

pp.

See Proceedings of Imperiai Conference, ·Igii,
134 e.t seq.
3 Cmd. 2768; -see also § 10 ante.
Proceedings, 1918. •
Cmd. 3717; see also § 106 post.
.
·
Keith, The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 259.
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Commonwealth. This, however, seems more a matter of
dignity than status, and is trivial except in so far as the
creation of a court 'for appeals from the latter portions of
the Empire would leave the common court free to devote
itself exclusively to appeals from courts in the Commonwealth, a not unimportant consideration, if the new court
were found to be an attractive tribunal for the determination
of controversies from the whole Commonwealth.
§ 4I. IT INTERFERES WITH DOMINION LAWS
The third aspect in which the functioning of the Judicial
Committee is a diminution of Dominion Sovereignty arises
from its interference with the powers of the Dominions to
regulate its jurisdiction in so far as it runs in their territories.
In this sphere, the principle of full aut~nomy involves that
each Dominion, and not some extra-Dominion tribunal such
as the Judicial Committee, should have power to regulate
by legislation, the matters in which an appeal lies and
which would be affected by such an appeal in or from
Dominion Courts, either as of right or by special leave.
Here, however, there'is no uniformity among the Dominions,
and the matter cannot l}e considered apart from the proposed recognition of the legislative powers of the Dominions. 1
It has thus both a pres~nt and a future aspect.
§ 42. CANADA
In the case of Canada it is doubtful whether the Parliament
of this Dominion has power to restrict the matters in which
leave to appeal may be given. Canada has only limited
powers to amend her Constitution, but the matter would
appear to be inde:r.endent of Constitution amendment. The ·
Constitution provides, by section ror, that the Parliament
of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in the Act, from
time to time provide for the constitution, maintenance and
organisation of a general court of appeal for Canada, and
for the establishment of additional courts for the better
1 Cf. Report of the Conference of 1929 on the Operation of Dominion
Legislation (Cmd. 3479), and Report of Imperial Conference; 1930 (Cmd.
3717)·
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administration of the laws of Canada. I fis not clear whether
this w~tild include powers tQ regulate 'the jurisdiction of the .
courts set up. The Criminal Code of Canada appeare9., in
one section, 1 to prevent the Judicial Committee from giving
effective leave to appeal against an order o.f a G:anadian
Court in a crin:iina,l 'case, but it has been held that, if and
so far as it was intended to d6 so, it is invalid. 2 ·~ · :rhe decision
turned upon the view of the Judicial Committee t.Qat the
legislative authority o.f the Pa'rliament of Canada 1 as to
criminal law procedure, under section 91 of the Constitution;
is confined to action. to be taken in Canada, .but it was
also laid .down thaf enactll}ent annullix{g the Royal prerogative to· grant special leave to - appeal would ber
incorisistenfwith the Judicial Committee Acts and therefore would' be,-invalid t.nder the Colonia( La~~ Validity. Ace
Profess0r Keith, perhaps correctly, says that the result' of
this. dec~sion is that "the right of the Privy Council t~
hear appeals ·from Canada is wholly unfettered " 3 ; it
certainly seems to contradict the implic~tion pf the passage
already quoted from Viscount Haldane that Canada could
' restrict. appea.ls by "sufficiently preci_se words .assented to
by the Sovereign." 4
•' ,, •
'·
.

~

§ 43·" NEW ZEALAND

)

New Zealand, however, does not appear t6 have ·any
-powers to restrict appeals from her Supr~me Court.•to the1
Judicial Committee of the' Privy Council. · . ·
.
.

§ 44·

AusTR1-LIA A:rim SoUTH, rA'FR!CA

In' both Australia and South Africa/ the legislature has
power under the Constitution to limit the matters in whic:P, .
·leave to appeal·to the Judicial Committee may be _asked,
except as regards South Afrka ip the case of judgments
given under Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, r8go. 5 Thus,
'
Cri1Dfnal Code (R.S. Can., 1906, c. 146, s.' .1025).
Nadan v. The King (1926), A.C. 482.
Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 256.
.
'See § 32 ante; Nadan'·v; The King (1926), A.C. 482.
.
5 Commonwealth of Austra)ia Constitution Act;. 1900, s. 74;
South
Africa Act 1909, s: 106.
·
.
·
.•
'1
2
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with the exception noted, the Parliaments in both these
Dominions possess full power to restrict the exercise of the
prerogative by the Judicial Committee to any required
extent. The exercise of the power is in each case subject
to reservation 1 of the proposed enactment for the signification of the King's pleasure, but this provision, in view of the
declared constitutional principles and practice, does not
now cause any difficulty. In Australia, however, the amendment of the Constitution involves the troublesome requirement of a popular vote in which a majority both of the
electors voting in each State and of all the electors voting
must be obtained. Appeal as of right does not, of course,
exist in South Africa, and in Australia it applies only to
judgments, in certain matters, of the State Courts. The
regulation and restriction of these JJ.fatters are possibly
within the power of the Parliament of Australia, but the
position is uncertain, and it is clearly a matter in which
the States would both require and insist on an equal voice. 2
§ 45· . THE IRISH FREE STATE

The Irish Free State occupies an intermediate position
in the matter. The only appeal from that Dominion to the
Judicial ~ommittee is that by special leave in so far as it
has been preserved, or perhaps conferred, 3 by Article 66
of the Constitution and the Oireachtas possesses full power
to amend the Constitution " within the terms of the
Scheduled Treaty." The question, therefore, of restricting
the matters in which leave to appeal may be asked or of
abolishing the appeal altogether, depends not upon any
restriction of the powers of the Oireachtas, but upon whether
the Treaty provided for the existence of any appeal. If it
did, the appeal must continue to exist or be altered or
abolished by the agreement of both parties to the Treaty ;
no change can be effected by either party alone. Mr. Blythe,
the Irish Free State Minister for Finance, has declared that
1 As to the proposed restrictions on the power of reservation, see Ch<:~pter
IX post.
2
See Latham, Australia and the British Commonwealth, p. 33·
8
See § 30 ante.
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the proviso in the· Constitution providing for appeals to
· th~ J~di~ial Committee would have been deleted long ago •
.had the. government any certainty that' the matter would
have been thereby disposed of, since Jhe matter ·had its
roots in the Treaty of rgzr. 1 Even the most , ardent
Imperialist could not for a moment maintain that there
was any express provision in the Treatyc, on "the .matter..
Professor Kefth asserts that because " the right fo appeal
is ah essential feature of the Canadian Constitution " it
is, therefore, ".implied in. the Free State Constitution."· 2'
This is, obviously, inaccurate in two -respects: , :firsf,.there is no right,to appeal in the Irish Free State; but o~ly
a right to petition for special leave to appeal, which may
not be granted; and secondly, this latter right is not an'",
implied right but, ~ actually expressed as a saving c~ause '
in the Irish Free State Constitution, that
_" notliing in this constitution shall impair the .right of any person
to petition His Majesty for special leave to appeal from, the
Supreme Court to his Majesty in Council or the right of his
Majesty to grant such leave " ;
:
·
nowhere in the Tre~ty or the Constitution is the right .
granted expressly · whieh is here· preserved. :This leads directly to the substance ?f Professor Keith's poinL · It ;is
that the prerogative right of the King in Council-to. grant
leave. to"• appeal from decisions of Irish Free Stat.e ·Courts,
is implied in the Treaty. This view is, of com!se, based__ on ·
the provisio~·of Article zof the Treaty that s-qbjectto later
provisions there~~~
·
.
" the position of the Irish .Free State in relation to the Imperial
Parliament and Government and otherwise shall be that of the
Dominion of Canada, and the law practice and constitut~onal
usage governing the relationship of the Crown or the representative 9f the Crown and of the Imperial Parliament, to the Dominion
of Canada shall govern' their relation~hip to the Irish Free
, State."'
.

'

·. This is the only provision on whkh the " rig~t to appeal " .
could be implied, anq s~emingly only by force of whatever
'
I

1
2

~

.
•

'

Dail proceedings, Nov. I92L'
+
Sovereignty of the British Domirfions, p. ZI!·
.I
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meaning the words " and otherwise " may have, since the
provision as to the Crown and its representative clearly
refers only to the executive branch of the Government and
not to the judicial, and we have seen that the proceedings
of the Judicial Committee are a wholly judicial matter. 1
It is, certainly, a sufficiently important matter to have
merited more precise and express provision and to adopt
the words a distinguished judge used in another connection
" it is not reasonable to suppose that the British Parliament
ever intended so important an end to be attained by indirect
and circuitous methods. In such an important matter direct
authority would be given or none at all, and none is directly
given." 2

The Judicial Committee has, however, endorsed Professor
Keith's view of the implications of Artic~e :2 of the Treaty 3 ;
although the case of Hull v. M'Kenna is cited on the same
page no reference is made to the pronouncement, already
quoted, there made by Viscount Haldane as to the peculiar
status of the Irish Free State and its analogy to South
Africa, rather than Canada," from the point of view of justice." 4
It seems clear, therefore, that the sovereignty of
the Dominions is infringed by the exercise of the Royal
prerogative to override or set aside the decisions of their
Supreme Courts by means of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy. Council, a tribunal which the Dominions neither
created nor now regulate; which is not common to them
all equally and over appeals to which they cannot in theory,
at least, exercise full control.
Dissatisfied with these infringements of their sovereignty,
some of the Dominions have taken steps by legislation,
over which they had full control, and otherwise to preserve,
protect and control fully the administration of Justice within
their borders from interference by the Judicial Committee,
and this. will be considered in the next chapter .
See Chapter III ante.
.
s Hodges, J., quoted in Webb v. Outrim (1907), A.C: Sr.
Performing Right Society v. Bray Urban District Council (1930), I.R.
at p. 526.
'See Hull v. M'Kenna (1926), I.R. 4-02.
1
3

CHAPTER VI
\

'

LEGISLATIVE ANB OTHER EFFORTS TO PRE- ..
SERVE· ])OMINION SOVEREIGNTY ,
/'
(1) BY· THE NON-UNITARY DOMINIONS
. § 46. THESE EFFORTS TOOK VARIOUS FqRMS.-§ 47· DIRECT AND,!NDIRECT:

' /

.

.

EFF?RTs."';-§ 48. CANADA.-§ 49.

Au~TRALIA.

.

, ·

§ 46. THESE EFFOihs TOOK VARlO US FORMS
'
As· the. views of Dominion governmepts in the generation
or' so preceding the yea~ 1920 steadily harden~d· agains,t
the idea of appeals from' the Dominions being dealt with by
an external court, 1 legitimate effqrts were made by the .. _
Dominions, particularly th,e unitary Dominions, to . dis-'
courage the bringing of shch appeals, ·which wer~" and·
are regarded· as infripgements of their sovereign rights to
"dispose completely of" their "owii judicial questions."- 2
Some of these ·efforts took ·the form of pronouncements by
Ministers of State, some took the form of statute, which in ,
~:ffed limit~d or restricted such appeals, some took the fo,nri '
of statute declaring that the true co'nstruction of th~}aw.
· was that found by the Dominion Supreme Court, and two 3
at least took the form of arefusal to adopt the decision of
. the, Judicial Com,mittee.
• ; ·
§ 47·'- DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFORTS
The history ofthese efforts illustrates a point wh1ch must ,
not be overlooked in the interests of the peace of the '
Commonwealth and which shows forcibly the anomalous
'
...
'

'

~Per Duncan Hall in The British Commonw~alth of Nations, p. 265. .
2 Per Viscount Haldane in Hull v. M'Kenna (1926), I.R. at p. 405.
.
1
.3 Baxter's Case (4 C.L.R. Io87), in· which the Australian High Court ·
refused to follow the Judicial Committee in Webb v. Outrim (1907), A.C.
81; als() Wigg & Cochrane v. Attorney-General ofthii Irish Free State {1927),
I.R. 285, which the Irish Government refus~d to follow...

.,
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position occupied by the Judicial Committee in the Commonwealth scheme, however beneficial it may, formerly, have
been, and may continue now to be in the Empire as distinguished from the Commonwealth. It is that although
the powers of direct restriction on appeals to the Privy
Council are to some extent limited in the case of some of
the Dominions, in all the existing legislative powers are
sufficient, indirectly, to restrict or render ineffective such
appeals. This is a necessary consequence of the extensive,
and constitutionally exclusive, legislative powers of the
Dominions, and it is a regrettable anomaly that the retention
of an undesired court should have the effect of forcing a
Dominion legislature to achieve its ends by indirect means.
The existence of the court is, therefore, dangerous in the
sense that it is capable of raising a <!onfiict between, the
legislature and the judiciary, in which the former can usually
win, but only after considerable friction and much misunderstanding ; it can even cause a serious dispute, and
has in fact done so, between one Dominion Government
which supported the decision of its own Supreme Court
and another Dominion Government which supported the
finding of the Judicial Committee. 1
It is convenient to continue the consideration of the
various Dominions in their order of seniority in the Commonwealth, though it will probably be found that the latest
holds as pronounced a view and is just as active as any
of the others in supporting her own legal sovereignty against
the infringement just mentioned.
The two non-unitary Dominions come first.
§ 48. CANADA
In Canada it is stated that a Quebec has no intention of
losing the valuable protection of the Judicial Committee
against any inroads on the integrity of her rights under the
federal Constitution." 2 This provides the key to the
1 Wigg & Cochrane v. The Attorney-General of the Irish Free State (1927),
I.R. 285. This controversy is discussed more fully at §58 post.
2 Keith, in Sovereignty of the British Dominions,,p. 261.
·
Its effect in
relation to minorities is considered in Chapter VIII, §§So, 81.
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difference of opinion which ·exists in Canada as to the
continuance of such appeals arising from the rivalry of the
Provinces under the federal form of Government. · How far
such inroads are likely ~n~ how far th~-]udiciat'Co~mittee .
affords protection, against the~ which could noCbe got.,
from the Federal Supreme Court does not appear. This
may·account for the inactivity of the Canadianlegisla~ure
as compared with other Dominion legislatures in the matter,, ·
and it m~y ·well; and with reason,, pave induced Mr ...
Macken~ie King " to refrain from securing a res.olutiol} in
favour :of the abolition of the appeaV' 1 .Notwithstanding
all this, Canada did make a serious attempt to limit the right .
·of :;tppeal to the Judicial Committee.
· _
Canada has a fully1 equipped, and efficient system for
administering justite. There is a Supreme Court of Canada.
consisting 9f.the Chief Justice and five judges, and it hears
appeais from all the Provincial Courts; there is also a Court
of Exchequer Witl_l one judge. The. Province. of Ontario
has a Supreme Court consisting of the Cou~t of Appeal
composed of the .Chief Justice and five juq.ges a:nd High
Court. The Province of Quebec has the King's Bench with
a Chief Justice Tand five judges and a Super~<!r Court and , '
Vice-Admiiralty Court. · In Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, British Columbia, Manitoba . and
Newfoundland;th~re are Supreme ~urts and puisn~ ]udges~
One .of the first legislative efforts in Canada to.restrict '
· appeals to the PriyY Council was in the year I794 •. whe,n th~
Legislature of Lower Canada passed. an Act 2 enacting t~at
the judgment of the Court of Appeal should be final ·in all
·cases .under £soo in value and the Judicial Committee gave
e:t:fect. to ,it in Cuvillier v. Aylwin, 3 decided in the_year r832,
by refusing to hear an appeal that was in contravention'.
of it, although there was no special saving in the. Colonial
Act. of the rights\ an~ prerogative of the _<;rown. · The
. relevant Imperial Statute declared that aU laws, passed by
1
2

Keith, Th~. Sovereignty of the British Dominions; p. 2\ii.
The' Lower. Canada Colonial Act (34 Geo. III, c. 6).~ ,
State Trials, N.S., App. rz8o; 12 E.R. 4o6_P.C. ;
15 Moo.;':_P:C. r8g.
·

3 2 K~app. 72; .3
cf. r~. Louis Marois,
•

\

I

,
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the legislature of a colony should be valid and binding
within the colony and directed that the Colonial Court of
Appeal should be subjected to such appeal as it was
previously to the passing of the Act and also to such further
and other provisions as might be made in that behalf by
any Act of the Colonial Legislature. This decision was
adversely commented on in later cases, where it was pointed
out that the Act of the Legislature of Lower Canada there
in question was expressly authorised by the British Act
of Parliament 1 which empowered the Legislature of Lower
Canada to limit and define the right of appeal, 2 but
this does not affect its value as showing the tendency in
Canada at that time towards judicial autonomy.
A more important effort was that made in I875 on the
passing of the Act 3 establishing the• Supreme Court of
Canada. By section 47 it enacted that the judgments of
the Supreme Court
"shall in all cases be final and conclusive and no appeal shall be
brought from any judgment or order of the Supreme Court to any
Court of Appeal established by the Parliament of Great Britain
and Ireland by which appeals or petitions to her Majesty in
Council may be ordered to be heard saving any right which Her
Majesty may be graciously pleased to exercise by virtue of her
Royal prerogative."

In 1877 the Judicial Committee considered this section
and held that the prerogative existed ; that it was left
untouched and preserved by that section, but they declined
to exercise it in the particular case.
Another effort in 1875 was made by section go of the
Quebec Controverted Elections Act of that year which
enacted that the decisions of the Superior Court of Quebec
.in an election petition "shall not be susceptible of appeal,"
and in the year 1876 the Judicial Committee held that there
1

The Canada Act (31 Geo. 3, c. 31).
Cf. 5 Moo., pp. 294, 304; Boswell v. Kilborn, 12 Moo., P.C. 467 ; in re
Louis Marois, 15 Moo., P.C. 189.
3 The Supreme Court was established under the authority of the British
North America Act, 1867 (30 and 31 Vic. 3), s. 101, by the Supreme Court
of Judicature Act, 1875 (36 and 37 Vic. c. 66), s. 47, re-enacted by Revised
Statutes of Canada, 1906, c. 139.
2
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was no prerogative right in the Crown to review the judgment
of the Superior Court on an election.petition,.but that'where
the prerogative of the Crown existed if cann~t be taken away
except by express word~. 1 ' This, doubtless, refers to the Act
of the Parliament of Canad~ 2 which enacts rules of interpre, tation to be applied,to all future legislation, w~en not incon. sistent with the intent of the Act or'context in these terms,
".no provision or enactment in any Act shaH affect in any
manner or way whatsoever the rights of her Majesty, her heirs
or successors, unless it is expressly stated the~;ein that he~ Majesty
shall be.bollnd thereby."
·
· ·
· .
·
., The Canadian Act 3 passed in the year r876, amending
the Canadian Insolvent Act, 1875, 4 enacted ·that "the
judg;nent of the Court," i.e. the Canadian Court of Appeal;
1
'' to which under tlfis section the appeal can· be made shal! . ,
be final," _and in the year r88o, on it being submitted that
this took away the jurisdiction ofthe Judicial Committee to
eptertain such an appeal, it was. held that 5 this section ·was
valid as being Within the competence of the C_~nadian
Parliament; but it infringed neither the powers given to
the Provinci<W legislatures by section 92 of the British
North America Act, r867, nor the Royal prerogative to ·
allow appeals to the Judicial Committee as a matter of giace. ·
In rgo6 the Criminal Code of Canada 6 enacted
·
· " notwithsta~ding'any Royal pterogftti~e or·anything contained
in the Interpretatign Act or in the.Supreme Court Act, no appeal
shall be brought ~n any, criminal ca,se from any judgment or order
of any court in Canada to any court of appeal or authority by ·
,which in the United· Kingdom appeals or petitions to His Majesty
in Council~may be heard." .
·
. ·
•
-

(

.

.

In the year' 1926 the Appellate Division of, the Supreme
Court of. Alberta by. a majority gave leave .in· a criminal
case 7 to appeal to the Judicial Committee, and it was
subrri;itted that this s~ction operated to limit the Royal. ·
prerogative to hear appeals in criminal cases. lrt was,
however, he~d.that the section if and so far as it intended
i
3

6

7

9 31 Vic. c. I-, s.
Theberge v. Laudry, 2 A~C. 102.
(33).
40 Vic. c. 41, s. 28. ·
'38 Vic. c. 16, s. 128;
6
Cushing v. Dupuy, 5 A.C. 409.
R.S. Can., 1906, c. 146, s. 1025.
7 Nadan v. The King (1926), A.C. 482.,
·
·
\
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to prevent the King in Council from giving effective leave
to appeal against an order of a Canadian Court in a criminal
case, was invalid ; that the legislative authority of the
Parliament of Canada as to criminal law and procedure under
section 91 of the British North America Act, r867, is confined
to action to be taken in Canada; that an enactment annulling the Royal prerogative to grant leave to appeal would
be inconsistent with the Judicial Committee Acts, 'I833
and 1844, and therefore would be invalid under section
2 .of the Colonial Laws Validity Act, r865; 1 that the
Royal assent to the Criminal Code could not give validity
to an enactment which was void by Imperial Statute and
that the exclusion of the prerogative could be accomplished
only by an Imperial Statute. The principles governing
this matter were so clearly reviewed i~ this case that it is
desirable to quote the Lord Chancellor :
" The practice of invoking the exercise of the Royal prerogative by way of appeal from any court in His Majesty's
Dominions·has long obtained throughout the British Empire.
In its origin such an application may have been no more
than a petitory appeal to the Sovereign as the fountain of
justice for protection against an unjust administration of
the law ; but if so, the practice has long since ripened into
a privilege belonging to every subject of the King.
In the United Kingdom the appeal was made to the King
in Parliament, and was the foundation of the appellate
jurisdiction of the House of Lords; but in His Majesty's
Dominions beyond the seas the method of appeal to the
King in Council has prevailed and is open to all the King's
subjects in those Dominions. The right extends (apart
from legislation) to judgments in criminal as well as in
civil cases; see Reg. v. Bertrand. 2 It has been recognised
and regulated in a series of statutes, of which it is sufficient
to·mention two-namely the Judicial Committee Act, 1833, 3
and the Judicial Committee Act, 1844. 4 The Act of r833
1 Cf. the suggestions as to the Colonial Laws Validity Act contained in
the Report of the Imperial Conference, 1930, and referred to more parti2 Reg. v. BertYand, L.R. 1 P.C. 520.
cularly at § 105 post.
·
8 3 and 4 Will. IV, c. 41.
' 7 and 8 Vic. c. 6g.

I
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recites that ' from tlie decisions of V'arious courts of judicature'in the East Indl.es and in the Plantations, Colonies
and other D<;>~inions of his Majesty abroad, an ,appeal
lies to· his Majesty in Council,' and prqceeds to regulate
the manner ·of such appeal ; and the, Act !Jf r844, after
' reciting ,that_.'
.
.
'the Judicial yommitte~ acting under th~· authority of' the' said
Acts (the Act of r833 and an amending Act) hath beeri found to
answer well the purposes for which it was so established by
Parliament, but it is found necessary to improve its proceedings
in some respects.for the better dispatch,of ,business and expedient
, ·also to extend its jurisdiction arid powers,'·
. ~·
.
.
.

.

.

'\

enacts (i~ s. r) that it shall be competent to her M;ajesty by
general or special Or~r in Council to ' provide for the admis~ioil of any appeal or appeals to):ler Majesty in Council from· I .
. any judgmvnts, sentences, decrees or orders of any court of
justice within· any British CoJony or Possession ;abroad.' ·
These Acts, and other later statutes by which the constitutiCm of the Judicial Committe~ has from time· to time been ·
amended, give legislative sanction to the jufisdictl'on which
had previously existed. · \ ·
l}nder What authority, then,'can a right so est~bli~hed. and- .·
confirmed be abrogated by the Parliament of Canada·? The
British North America Act, l:>y section gr, e~power~d tb.e ·
Dominion Parliament to mfike laws for the pea.ce, m;der and
good ·goyernrrumt of Canada in relation to,· matters not
coming within the classes of subjeCt~ by that Act assigned _
exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces ; and in
particular' it gave to. th.e 'canadian Parliament exclu~ive
~egislative authority in,.respect of i the criminal law,· except
the constitution of Courts of· criminal jurisdiction, but
including the proc~dure in criminal matters.' But however
widely these-powers are construed they are confi~ed to action
to be taken in the Do_minion ; and· they do not appea~ to
their Lordships, to authori~e the Dominion P9-rlia:inent to .
annul the prerogative right of the King in Cou~cil to grant ·
-special leave to appeal. Further, by section 2 of·the Colonial
~aws V:;tlidity Act, r865, it is enactedtthat
,
, .
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'any Colonial Law which is or shall be in any respect repugnant
to the provisions of any Act of Parliament extending to the
Colony to which such law may relate, or repugnant to any order
or regulation made under the authority of such Act of Parliament
or having in the Colony the force and effect of such Act, shall
be read subject to such Act, order or regulation, and shall to the
extent of such repugnancy but not otherwise, be and remain
absolutely void, and inoperative.'

In their Lordships' opinion section 1025 of the Canadian
Criminal Code, if and so far as it is intended to prevent the
Sovereign in Council from giving effective leave to appeal
against an order of a Canadian Court, is repugnant to the
Acts of 1833 and r844 which have been cited, and is therefore
void and inoperative by virtue of the Act of r865. It is
true that the Code has received the Royal assent, but that
assent cannot give validity to an ena~tment which is void
by Imperial statute. If the prerogative is to be excluded,
this must be accomplished by an Imperial Statute ; and in
fact the modifications which were deemed necessary in
respect of Australia and South Africa were effected in that
way ; see Commonwealth of Australia Act, rgoo, s. 74, and
Union of South Africa Act, rgog, s. ro6." 1 In this connection Viscount Haldane pointed out that although the Act
failed as intended to abolish such appeals to the Sovereign
in Council altogether for the technical reason that it was
not couched in sufficiently precise language to restrict the
prerogative, it would be accepted as an indication that
Canada wished the granting of leave to appeal to be v~ry
restricted and accordingly the Judicial Committee resthct
such leave as they would in a unitary state. 2 In another
case he, however, said it would be improper in the absence
of clear and unmistakable language to construe section 92
of the British North America Act "as permitting the
abrogation of any power which the Crown possesses through
a person representing it." 3
Mr. Ewart points out 4 that the Province of Quebec, in
1
2
3

1

Per Cave, L.C., in Nadan v. The King (1926), A.C. at 491.
Hull v. M'Kenna (1926), I.R. at 407.
In re Initiative and Referendum Act (1919), A.C. 935, at 943·
The Independence Papers, Vol. 2, No. z, p. uo.
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I9I4, ~eversed a·judgment of the Judicial Committee 1 and
that the decision in the case of The Bonanza Gold Mining,CO.
v. The King, 2 beirig deemed erroneous, had been :put right
! by statute in several-of the Canadian Provinces.
. While the foregoing 'does not pretend- to be a complete
survey of Ca.nada's legislative steps· in this direction, ,it
indicates '.a tendency .to restrict appeals, although indeed
such appeals are a lit,tle more frequent- from Canadian'
Courts a than from the other Dominions because the comple,xities of lier federal sy§tem of goyernment are continually
creating new problems for solqtion. The tendency <;>frecent
years, as was expressed by Sir Robert :,3ruce at the Imperial
War. Conference of Igi8, "has been to restrict appeals "
an,d " there is .a certain body of opinion in the Dominion
4
which. favours its a~olition."
,
·
I
§ 49·

·-,

AUSTRALIA

In Australia a somewhat stronger line in favour of restriction . has been taken than in Canada. As noted by ,the ,
Attorney-Genefal-pf that Commonwealth t~e question, was
a subject of .vigorous controversy at the time of the
enactment of the 'Commonwealth Constitution and it has
since caused many contests in the Courts, but public interest
· hasd died down
in proportion,
no doubt,. as judicial supremacy" .
.
.
.
in Australia became more assured.

"

" If, however, it were proposed to alter the Constituti~n, ,
differences of opinion would quickly be manifested. ·It is not
given to many in the community to understand what is the
effect of the existing provisions i.n the Constitution on this
subject, but there is no doubt that any attack on these provisions
would be strongly resiste_d." 5 ,
' .

The · framers of the draft of the Au~tralian Constitution /
,sought to exclude 'the appeal ~o the Judicial Committ~~ :...
.•

..

Cf. Professor "Berriedale Keith in Responsible Government in 'the
Dominions, II at p. wgr.
'
/
~ 1g16, 1 A. C. 5 66.,
3 Corbett and Smith, Canada· and World Politics, at p. 35.
4 Corbett and Smith, Canada and World Politics, at p. 34·'
,
5 Hon: J. G. Latham, K.C., Australia and the British Commonwealth,
at p. II3 ; se~ also Quick and Farren on Constitution of the Commonwealth,
pp. 748 et seq.
·
•
· ·
1

•~
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altogether, but the representations of the Imperial Government prevailed to secure the insertion of a compromise
provision by which constitutional questions were reserved
to the Australian High Court and which has been used by
the Australians gradually to extend this exclusive jurisdiction. Indeed, Australian legislation so effectively extended
it as to preclude appeals on such questions from the State
Courts to the Judicial Committee. When the subject of
appeals was under discussion atthe Imperial War Conference
of rgr8 Mr. William Hughes, the then Prime Minister of the
Commonwealth, who had proposed the merger of the Judicial
Committee and the House of Lords into one Court of Appeal,
expressed the decided opinion that there was no demand
in Australia for such a court, but, on the contrary, a " strong
demand " which would be carried o~erwhelmingly on a
vote " that there should be no' appeal to the Privy Council
or to any Imperial Court of Appeal at all." 1
Australia, like the other Dominions, has a complete system
of justice. The High Court consisting of a Chief Justice
and four judges is the court of appeal from the Supreme
Courts of all the states in the Commonwealth. The
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, rgoo, 2 by
section 73 enacts that the High Court shall have jurisdiction
to hear and determine appeals and " the judgment of the
High Court in all such cases shall be final and conclusive."
This of course negatives an appeal as of right to the Royal
prerogative which is dealt with in section 74 in the following
terms:
"No appeal shall be permitted to the Queen in Council from
a decision of the High Court upon any question, however arising,
as to the limits inter se of the Constitutional powers of the
Commonwealth and those of any state or states, or as to the
limits inter se of the Constitutional power of any two or more
states, unless the High Court shall certify that the question is
one which ought to be determined by Her Majesty in Council.
"The High. Court may so certify if satisfied that for any special
reason the certificate should be granted, and thereupon an appeal
shall lie to Her Majesty in Council on the question without
further leave.
1

Proceedings, pp.

151, 152.

2

63 & 64 Vic. c.

12.

.,
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'' Except.as provided in this section, this Constitution shall i:J.ot
im:pair any right which the Queen may be pleased to exercise by
. virtue of her ~Royal prerogative to grant special leave to appeal
from the Higlj. Court to Her Majesty in Council. The Parliament
may make laws limiting the matters to which such leave may be
asked, b:ut proposed laws containing any such liJl!.itations shall
be reserved by the Governor-General for Her Majesty's pleasure."
'

'

.

The Australians desired, Mr. Latha~ says, .that no ~ppe~lon any constitutional question. should lie to the Judicial
Committee but .were obliged by the Government in Great
Britain to compromise ~by adopting the provision~ of sect~~.n

74•1

I

,

.

\

\

They have, however, tended to achieve the exclusion Of ·
appeals by, oh the
one hand, ' so extending \ the category of. ,
.
inter se questions iS· to cover almost any constitutional ·
question, and on the other by allowing State Supreme Co~rts
to adjudicate on constitutionaL questions only on condition '
that any appeai should b~ to the High Cou'rt alone, and then
, allowivg appeals to their own High Court from all orders
, of a Supreme qmrt granting leave to appeal to the ;Kiing
in Council. Thus
'

\

"the High Cotirt has in• recent' years ... taken pains to keep
the decision of constitutional questions in. its own hands. In ·"
· doing so it is following the evident general intention of Parliament
as disclosed by the ·amendments made from time to time in
the Judiciary 'Act." ·
·
. In

rgo~ tlie High cohrt of the Commonwealth ~f Australia

~asserted its judicial autonomy by deciding 2. that the principles applicable to the granting by the Judicial Committ~e of · , .
leave to appeal from the High Court or from the Supreme·
Court were not applicable to the granting of.a certificate
under section 74 of the Constitution,
·
In rgo6, an appeal 3 ·was ~rought direct frorq the Supreme
Court of the State of Victoria to the Ju9-icial Committee and·
caused consideraJ;>le trouble. It was an incm;ne tax question
and the only relevant features to note here are the decision ~
1

In Australia and the British, Commonwealth, at p. u4:

2 Deacon 'll· 'Whbb (1904), I C.L.R. 585.

3

Webb v., Outrim ~1907), A.C. Sr. '

·
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that no restriction on the power of the State Legislature in
favour of the appellant was ' expressly enacted by the
Commonwealth Constitution Act, nor could one be implied
on any recognised principle of interpretation applicable
thereto, and further that a petition by the Commonwealth
for a dismissal on the ground of incompetency of an appeal
from an order of the State Supreme Court must be dismissed,
as the Constitution Act did not authorise the Commonwealth
Parliament to take away the right of appeal to the King
in Council existing in the case. " The reasoning of their
Lordships on the general character of a Federal constitution
and especially upon the point of unconstitutional legislation,
did not commend itself to anyone in Australia who had paid
any attention to the subject involved," 1 and the High Court
0
refused to follow it.
The next year the High Court of Australia, refusing to
follow this decision of the judicial committee in Webb v.
Outrim, decided 2 that the fact that there are conflicting
judgments of the High Court and the Privy Council on the
same question is not sufficient reason for granting a certificate
for leave to appeal to the Privy Council. Further, the
High Court held 3 that the fact that a deCision of the Privy
Council on a question of law as to the limits inter se of the
constitutional powers of the Commonwealth and the States
is contrary to a previous decision of the High Court as to
which a certificate under section 74 of the Constitution has
been asked and refused, is not of itself a sufficient reason
for granting a certificate as to another decision of the High
Court following its previous decision.
In 1913 a development occurred which caused great
dissatisfaction in Australia. Notwithstanding the growing
opinion against appeals to the Judicial Committee the High
Court itself took what the Lord Chancellor called the exceptional course of granting 4 a certificate under section 74 of
the Constitution giving leave to appeal. The reason it
1

Per Mr. Latham in Austrqjia and the British Commonwealth, p. II6.
Baxter v. Taxation Commissioners (1907), 4 C.L.R. ro87.
Flint v. Webb (1907), 4 C.L.R. II78.
4 In the Colonial Sugar Refining Co., Ltd., v. Attorney-General for the
Commonwealth of Australia, I5 C.L.R. 232; (rgr4) A.C. 237.
2

3

''
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·took this exceptional course was apparently that the four
judges of the Au~tralian High Court rvho. heard the case
were equally divided, and under a statutory power relating
to cases in which that court is exercisip.g original jurisdiction
the decision was come to 'by the casting ,vote of the Chief
Justice. The result, however, was unfortunate because
"the.decisi9n of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in
.that· case is regarded by many members of. the pnvfession in·
Australi~ as going beyond the terms of the-certificate granted by
.·the High Court, and it cannot be saicl. to be certain that all the,
observations made in the speech of Lord 'Haldane in the Privy
Council would be accepted as authoritative in -Australian
Courts." 1
That very briefly reviews some of the legal steps which
the two great non-uflitary Dominions ];lave taken tQ preserve
. supremacy within the borders of their own , courts. As
'already· stated, it does not pretend to be an exhaustive
review, but it shows two things-one is th~ te~dency for
the!?e two DominioJ?,S to avoid and discourage such appeals,, · 1
and the other is that the ultimate results and effects are '
not always satisfactory when such appeals are .&ought.
They seem to show that doctrinaire insistence upon theory,
procedure and practice which the ·n.ations of the Common.!"
wealth have outgrown may create a' position wpich will ma;ke
\ co-operation difficult. If this 'be the effect in' the .non-·
unitary Dominion~ which by their federal complexity may
find some need for an external tribunal, what is to be said
have no such need? This.
of the unitary Dominions which
1
must be our next enquiry.
·
•

a

1

Per Mr. Latham in Australia and 'the British Com_monwealth, p. IIS .
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§ 50.

EFFORTS STRONGER IN THE UNITARY DOMINIONS

IN this matter of judicial sovereignty the Dominions fall
easily, as already indicated, into two classes, represented
by their respective types of constitution. As Viscount
Haldane has wisely pointed out, in non-unitary Dominions
such as Canada and Australia, questions may arise between
the central Dominion or Commonwealth Government and
one of its internal Provinces or States which, though apparently very small when an appeal is admitted, may on
discussion turn out to involve serious considerations. In
such cases the Judicial Committee has rather freely given
leave to appeal, but as has been shown, there are and have
been for a long time efforts made even in those non-unitary
Dominions to preserve the supremacy of their own
Supreme Courts.
It will now be shown that such efforts are even stronger
in two of the unitary Do:r:pinions, the Union of South Africa
and the Irish Free State, the third, New Zealand, having
regard to her great distance and the fewness of her appeals,
being, apparently, conte~t to let the system of appeals to
the Judicial Committee cease from eventual desuetude.
72
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§ 5I. NEW ZEA,LAND
.
· ~ew ~ealand calls for little~:.comment in this matter.
Annexed' by Great Britain in 1840, an elective Legislature
, :was established in r853 1 ahd a Ministry 'responsible to it
in r856, by two Acts of the Imperial Parliament. After
a series :of Maori wars which ended about r8jo, her Government, recognising no subordinate sovereign bodies, became
so centralised that by r876 she became definitely a unitary
stale, and altli~ugh she is mentioned in the CommoJ:!wealth'
of 1\ustralia Act, rgoo, ~ she did not sink her individuality''
in:that Commonwealth, but became as from 26th September·
rgo7 ~ a Dominion: 'New Zealand has a Supreme 'Court
with :a Chief Justice and· puisne judges, and from this
'Supr~me Court an appeal lies direct to •the Judicial Coni-.
1
mittee, the appell~nt's proper course being ~o apply for
leave, 4 -but where less thim fsoo and no questions of general
, irriportanceare involved leave will be refused. 5 ·New Zealand,'
. has: a complete judicial system and she makes little eff()rt
to :discouni.ge litigants from availing of appeals to 'the
Judicial Committ~e,.but appeals are becoming rarer witl,l
. th¢ passage of 'time.
1

•

§ 52. SOUTH AFRICA
,
;south Africa is much more independent in this matter
of appeals th~m ,mos't of the other Dcmiiniq,ns under the.·
relevant St.;:ttutes, and consequently the concern of her
statesmen in her Dominion status has been in' the pol1tical
phase more than in the judicial, which latter was alieady. /, ·.
' hers in effect. They found that ·there was n9 need to ·
emph<~;sise the value of their judicial independence which ·
spoke for itself. \Vp.en Get;Ieral,Hertzog, speaking as Prime.
Ministe_r in the ·south -African~ House of Asse~bly b~fore·
going to th~ Imperial Cori.ference of rgz6, 6 said that "the
' Dominions are in .d~nger of losing cert~in of their rights.
•

t::·

I

'<

-..

'

~

/

New Zealand Constitution Act, 1852 •(15 & r6 Vic. c. 72).
2 63 & 64 Vic. c. 12.
a By Royal Proclamation of 9th September 1907.
,
.
4 Develin v. Waihi-Silvertqn Gold Mining Co. (1902), 16 NLL.R. 191. ·
5 Ridd Milking Machine Co., Ltd., v. Simplex. Milk,Machine Co.-,. Ltd .
. (1914), 33 N.Z.L.R. 1531.
\
' 1
6
Reported in The Times of 29th May 1926.

j
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If that fear is not taken away it will lead in comparatively
few years to the destruction of the Empire," he was referring
to political rather than judicial status, as is made more
. clear by his speech made at the opening of that Conference.

" South Africa," he said, " is anxious to possess that will (to
live in the Empire) ... but that can be assured for the future
only if she can be made to feel implicit faith in her full and free
nationhood upon the basis of equality with every other member
of the Commonwealth. That implicit faith she does not possess
to-day, but she will possess it the moment her independent
national status has ceased to be a matter of dispute and has
become internationally recognised. I hope, therefore, that this
question of the status of the Dominions, which concerns their own
communities no less than the world at large, will receive due
consideration by this conference." 1
Mr. Tielman Roos, the leader of acfvanced Nationalist
thought, no less than General Smuts and General Hertzog
in South Africa, and Mr. Mackenzie King equally with Sir
Robert Borden in Canada, regarded the Report of the
Imperial, Conference in rgz6 as either epoch-making or
epoch-marking in its recognition that in the words of
M. Henri Rolin, "Le Statut des Dominions n'est pas autre
chose que leur etat leur capacite en droit public et en droit
international." 2 Status or personality in international law
consists in the capacity to exercise rights or to be bound
by obligations, but to be effective must also have received
recognition in both national and constitutional law and
practice and by the great majority if not by 9-ll the states
which are the subject of international law. 3 This is the
happy position which was completed for the Union of South
Africa by the Report of the Imperial Conference of rgz6.
For as already stated she enjoyed autonomy, the protection
of which required little care.
In the Union there is a Supreme Court 4 consisting of a
Chief Justice of South Af_rica, the ordinary judges of appeal
1

Cmd. 2769, p. 25.
Revue de Droit International et de Legislation Comparee, 3rd series,
Vol. IV, 1923, p. 197.
3
Cf. P. J. Noel Baker, The Present Juridical Status of the British Dominions in International Law, p. 137.
• Constituted by the South Africa Act, 1909 (9 Edw. VII, c. 9), s. 95, et seq.
2
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and the other judges of the~sevetal divisions of the Supreme
Court af South Africa in the Provinces. ·The Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court consistscof ,the Chief Justice
of South Africa, two ordinary judges of appeal and two
, additional judges of appeal· drawn from th~ Provinci~l: or ,
local division of ·the Court, their duties in which they
continu'e to perform when not' attending in the Appellate
Division. The Supreme Courts Of the Cape of Good Hope, ·
Natal and the Transvaal and the High Court .of the Orange
.Free. State b~came, on .the ~stablishment of the Union,
Provincial divisions of the. Union Supreme Court. /.The
South Africa Act enacts :
'

'.

-

,

-

"_ro6. There shall be no appeal from the Supreme Court of
South Africa or from any division thereof to the Kil!g in Council,
but nothing shall b~ construed to impair any 1right which the
King in CouncU may be pleased to exercise ~o grant special leave
to appeal from the Appellate Division to the King in Council.
. Parliament may make laws limiting the· matters in respect of
which such special leave may be askedr but Bills containing such
· lil:nitations-shall be reserved 1 py the Governor-General for th~
signification of his Majesty's pleasure.
'
. .·
"Provided :that nothing in this section shallaf(ect any·right
of appeal to his Majesty in Co~ncil from any judgment given by
the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court under or in 'virtue
of the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, 18go."

-

.

'

~
1

This clear enactment of the rights, of the- Union has
·obviated needless trouble arid, whatever discussion
2 may
. .
\
have occurred bef.ore that Statute, very few efforts were made
. to override or set aside the legislation of the Parliament of ·
the Union by appeals to the Judicial Committee, which
tribunal indeed declared that taking the general sense . of
that Domin~on into account 3 su,ch appeals. have been
restricted and that leave to appeal from South Africa would
be given only in ·Jpecial circumstances. 4
.
•
•
1
'
'
.
1
As to the proposed abolition of the power o(reservation, see Chapter
VIII post.
1
,
.
' •
2
,
Cf. Re Natal Bishop (1864), 3 Moo., P.C. (N.S.) II5; Campbell v.
Hall,.2o State Tr., p: 239; 98 English Reports, 1045. ' Referred to by Mr.
:Schlosberg in The King:s Republics, p. 35.
3 Hull v. M'Kenna (1926), I.R. at p. 405; ,see also § 29 ante.·
4
.Whittaker v. Durban Corporation (1920), 90 L.J.P.C. II9; 124 L.T.
104 ; 36 T.~.R. 784 P.C. -
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§ 53.

THE IRISH FREE STATE

In the Irish Free State the position has been diHerent
although it " is a unitary Dominion and is analogous, therefore, to unitary Dominions like South Africa more than it is
to non-unitary Dominions like Australia and Canada." 1 It
would be expected that the Judicial Committee would, as
indeed they said they would, " take the same restrictive
view of jurisdiction as we .take in the case of a unitary
state." 1 They did not however, but on the contrary
admitted sorrte appeals which created considerable discussion
in the Irish Free State and a regrettable controversy elsewhere which, unfortunately, must be referred to in some
detail later.2
The Government of the Irish Free Stat~has by its Ministers
,and by its legislation made clear its objections to efforts to
override or set aside the supremacy of its Supreme Court.
At the Imperial Conference of 1926, Mr. Kevin O'Higgins,
Vice-President of the Executive Council, strongly argued 3
in favour of changing the existing system of appeals to the
Judicial Committee, which Mr. Blythe, the present Minister
for Finance, has characterised as " a bad, unnecessary and
useless court," 4 while Mr. M'Gilligan, the present Minister
for External Affairs, in November 1930 declared concerning
such appeals "we in Ireland have no intention whatever
of allowing this infringement of our sovereignty to
continue." 5 Mr. Blythe on the occasion of the enactment
of legislation to implement the agreement entered into with
the British Government after the decision of Wigg &
Cochrane v. the Attorney-General, stated that the Irish
Government might have been prepared not to fight the
question if the Judicial Committee had adhered to the lines
1
2

Per Lord Haldane in Hull v. M'Kenna (1926), I.R. at 406, 407.
§ 55· § 56 post.

3

Cmd. 2768 (1926).

Mr. Kevin O'Higgins said that, as an inducement

to the Irish Free State authorities to admit this system of appeals, " the
British Government gave an assurance that its force would be theoretical
rather than practical": vide The Times, 20 January 1926.
4 Dail Proceedings, November 1929.
5 In a broadcast message to America from London on November 9th
during a sitting of the Imperial Conference, 1930.
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which were laid down by Viscount. Halpane in his judgrilent
in the first' case ; but they found. that they were not going·
to be treated- as South Africa was, because appea:ls were
seldom gra~ted in'the case of Sout~ Africa and there seemed
a disposition on the part of tpe Judicial Committee
hear
appeals frequently and freely from the Free S~ate. He
maintained as a result of 1 the constitutional groWth since
the Treaty, thfit the effective appeal to the ~rivy Cou!J.cil
was dead anQ. he indicated that, should an:y decision of
the Supreme, Court be reversed, the Government would take
any steps necessary to make the Committee's decision
ineffective 'pending agreement with the British Government
to abolish the wholeidea of appeal.I Thus, " the general . :
sense" of the Government was evident all along.
',
In the Irish Free-state there\s a Supreme Court 2 consisting of the Chief Ju'stice. and two, other judges of the Supreme
Court ; a ' High · Court con~isting of a President and not
more than five ordinary judges ; a Court of Crim_inal Appeal ;
a Circuit Court consisting"origirrally of ·not more than eight
Circuit Court Judges but· added to since; and a District
Court consisting otigina~ly of not more than thirty-three
1
District Justices.
·
The Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is derived from
Article 66 of the 'Constitution 3 of the Irish Free State made
i~ ·pursuance of the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 6th December
rgzr, which is· as follows :
"

to

" 66. The Supreme Court of the Irish Free State (Saorstat
Eireann) shall, with such exceptions (not including 'cases which
,involve questions as to the validity of any law) and subject to
such regulations as may be prescribed by law, have appellate
jurisdiction from all decisions of the High Court. The decision
of the Supreme1 Court shall in ~1 case_s be final a!ld conclusive,
and shall not be reviewed or capable of being reviewed by any
other Court, Tribunal, or Authority whatsoever. ·
'.'Provided that nothing in this Constitution shall'impair the
.
'
'
Dail Proceedings, November· 1929.
• 2 Constituted by the Courts of Justice Act, 1924 '(No.· ro of 1924).
3 Professor Berriedale Keith discussing the settlement of the Irish :Ei'ree
State Constitution sdys, in his Responsible Government in 't~e Dominions,
at p. uo2: "the appeal was forced by threat of breach of negotiations,
and a formal war on ~he Irish Free State as par.t of the settlement."

.

1
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right of any person to petition His Majesty for special leave to
appeal from the Supreme Court to His Majesty in Council or
the right of His Majesty to grant such leave."
Notwithstanding this "general sense" and this legislation
tending to restrict such appeals, at least nine petitions for
leave to appeal from the Supreme Court of the Irish Free
State were presented to the Judicial Committee, but in two
only were judgments delivered and neither was effective
as will be shown.

§54· THE PRINCIPLES OF HuLL V. M'KENNA
On the 25th July I923, the first four petitions 1 from the
Irish Free State appeared in the list when the first was
withdrawn and the other three were dismissed after hearing.
It was on this occasion that Viscount i:Ialdane laid down
the general principles governing appeals from the Dominions
which have been referred to so often in the course of this
work and which included the doctrine that appeals from
the Irish Free State being from a unitary State like South
Africa would be very restricted. The reply was, on that
occasion made for the appellant, that this doctrine was in
contravention of Article 2 of the Treaty to the effect that
the status of the Dominion is to be the status of Canada
which is a federal Dominion. Article 2 of the Treaty is
as follows:

" z. Subject to the provisions hereinafter set out the position
of the Irish Free State in relation to the Imperial Parliament
and Government and otherwise shall be that of the Dominion
of Canada and the law, practice and constitutional usage governing the relationship of the Crown or the representative of the
Crown and of the Imperial Parliament to the Dominion shall
govern their relationship to the Irish Free State."
Lord Buckmaster, however, answered that this point had not
" any real substance for this reason : that the statute has made
it quite plain upon the face of it that, as far as possible, finality
and supremacy are to be given to the Irish Courts. All that is
1 The King (Bowman) v. Healy; Hull v. M'Kenna; The Freeman's
Journal v. Fernstrom; and The Freeman's Journal v. Traesliberi; all in
(rgz6) I.R. at p. 402.
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left over· is that there is a right to come a:nd supplicate the
Sovereign for leave t6 appeal; and that supplication is always
entertained. upon the wt<ll recognised principles that such a right
cannot be invoked unless there are really serious considerations
thCJ.t render it desirable it should be used, and those are applied
;,practic~lly the same everywhere."· 1
•

.

.

This is important .because wheh the same point was some
years later niade on behalf of another appellant the Judicial
Committee took the opposite· view 2 and dealt with. that
arg-llme~t in this way:
"it will be' observed that this proyiso (to Article 66) de~lares.
' that nothing in t)::te Consti~ution shall impair the right of any
person to petition His Majesty for special leave to appeal from •
the Supreme Court to His Majesty in Council or the right of His .
Majesty .~o grant sucg le~ve,' althoug~ .these words _woul~ appear.
to be plam and beyond dispute as apphed to a case m wh1ch such
special leave has been duly 'given, it was contended by the
respondents that the proper reading of the words was that
nothing: should impair the right; if any, of anyperson to Pt:tition /
\ His Majesty for special leave to appeal, and that there was no
right at any time for any person from Ireland so to petition H_is·
Majesty in: Council. Appeals from Ireland lay to the House of
Lords·and therefore there was nothing for the proviso to operate \
upon.·
.
.
.
"Their ,Lordships· think that this is a wrong reading of the
proviso which is found in the clauses of the Constitution which
·are to be construed with reference to the Arficles of Agreement
for a Treaty between Great Britain and Ireland, and therefore
with a reference to Article 2 of the Treaty, which provides that
the position of the Irish Free State in relation to the Imperial
Parliament and Government and otherwise shall be tliat of the
Dominii:m of Canada and that the law, practice and constitutional
usage governing the relationship of the Crown or ·the repre7
sentative of the ·Crown and of the Imperial Parliament to the
Dominion of Canada shall govern their relationship to the Irish
Free State. Accordingly the proviso sp,ecifically ensures that
the right to petition His Majesty. in Council shall sul?sist by
stipulating that nothing shall impair Jt."
1

1

Hz.1U v. M'Kenna (1926), I:R. at p. 409. .
.
See§ 59 post, where the Performing Right Society v. Bray Urban District
Council (1930), I:R. a~ p. 525, is discussed·; see also § 30 ante. ,
. 2
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§55.

DECLARATION OF THE LAW FOUND BY THE
SuPREME CouRT

On the 7th December 1925 three more cases from the
Irish Free State appeared in the list of the Judicial
Committee for leave to appeal which was refused in one
case 1 but granted in the other two. 2 Of these latter, one,
Lynham v. Butler, turned on the construction of a purely
domestic Land Act 3 enacted in the Irish Free State in
1923. It contained no point of real importance save to
the parties ; was not a test case, although perhaps the
Judicial Committee did not recognise this; but involved
one of those questions " that can be best determined on
the spot," 4 arising out of the complex code of Irish
land law with which Irish lawyers are peculiarly familiar;
not " involving some great principle " 4 or question of
"wide public interest." 4 This being so, immediately the
Judicial Committee gave leave to appeal the Oireachtas
passed a short Act 5 declaring that the Land Act should have,
· and_be deemed always to have had, the construction placed
upon it by the High Court and affirmed by the Supreme
Court of the Irish Free State. In these drcumstances, the
appeal was withdrawn by the appellant and never proceeded
with. Much unscientific criticism was levelled at this action
of the Irish Free State Legislature because it was said it
affected pending appeals to the Judicial Committee. The
matter gave rise to discussion and controversy, much of
which, as is common in such cases, overlooked the real
point at issue. It created a political agitation about a
subject of purely legal content. The breach of constitutional practice amongst others was committed of discussing
O'CaUaghan v. O'Sullivan (1925), I.R. go, and (rg26) I.R. 586.
Lyn.ham v. Butler (1925), 2 LR. 231 ; and Wigg & Cochrane v. the
Attorney-General of the Irish Free State (1925), I.R. 149; (1927) I.R. 285;
(1927) A.C. 674.
'
3 The Land Act, 1923 (No. 42 of 1923).
4 Viscount Haldane in Hull v. M'Kenna (1926), I.R. at p. 404.
6 The Land Act, 1926 (No. II of 1926), passed on nth March 1926. It
was introduced by Mr. Kevin O'Higgins, who said that the Privy Council
had made " a very clear and definite departure from the undertakings
given to Irish Ministers at the time when the draft constitution was the
subject of joint consideration," per The Times, 2oth January 1926.
1

'2
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· th~ matter in Parliament while the 'appeal was actually
pending, p.nd ·it was subjected to the fullest and most inaccurate lmblic discussion borStering on contempt of court
·and Parliament ; further, the right was assumed not only
, , in public b11t in Parliament itself to reflect· on the actions
of the Dominion Government and Parliament. , It is grati. fying to note that the British Gov~rnme"nt · ~xpressly" ·
disowned this glaring breach of international :md constitu- ·
tional practice and did not for a mome;nt countenance what
c'an only. be termed this campaign of ignorance.
.'
, I

§56,

ADVERSE CRJTICISM 'oF ,DEcLARATORY STATUTE
AND REPLY
.'

1

I

The case· in question having been concluded, it is now
permissible to enquire into· the facts, although .it might' ,
seem unnecessary ,to do' so •were it not for the bearing; as a·
co~'st!tutional development, which extensive publicity and
. propaganda have given to it. The pith. of the issue may ·
no doubt be stated in var~ou; ways, .hut. it can safely be sa·id' '
that the two main points of criticism made against the .
I.rish Free State were that the particular declaratory statute
barred in some unconstitutional way an appeal pending·
·~e~ore the Judiciaf Committee, and that it was a piece' of
ex post facto legislation . and therefore scientifically wrong., Both point~ are unsound, as ·will be shown. · It is not
unimportant, however, to observe tl;lat the manner of the
criticism in(!icated that it had 'really some, undisclosed
background, but examining the criticism it was diffic_ult to
know what was at issue on the side of the critics. I£, on
the one .hand, the critics believed that by the restriction
· of such appeals a link of Commonwealth association was·
in danger of being snapped, they were s-qrely'·mistaken,
because it should be obvious that the' enforcing. of an
unw~lcome appeal upon an unwilling Dominion would be
wholly repug1;1imt to the constitutional position, to , the
equality of the Dominions, to' the Judicial Cdmmittee's
principle that "it becomes with the Dominions more and ·
more or less and less as they please,'~ and to the prospects
N.S.

'

G
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of Commonwealth amity based on freedom rather than
coercion. If, on the other hand, the critics were not actuated
by a sincere but mistaken belief that the amity of the
Commonwealth was in some way imperilled, the only possible
alternative, for we must exclude mere prejudice, seems to
be that they had come to regard the Judicial Committee
as, in some way, the protector of vested interests, and this
cause has not, in fact, been without its champions. It is
to be hoped that those who entertained this latter view did
not realise its full implication of partiality on the part of the
Judicial Committee and its slur on the impartiality of the
Supreme Court of the Irish Free State. If such a view has
any basis in fact, it would furnish an overwhelming reason
for the total abolition of appeals to the Judicial Committee.
On the Irish side, however, more real tssues were at stake.
While admittedly, neither the Irish Free State Government
nor tile majority of its people favoured the retention of this
system of appeals, it is quite inaccurate to allege that there
was any unconstitutional bar placed in the way of such
appeals or that any ex post facto legislation in relation thereto
was enacted. It was the merest constitutional right of the
Irish Free State that appeals should not be admitted against
their wishes. The admission of this particular appeal,
however, and its circumstances made it clear that the
Judicial Committee would not closely adhere to the principles
which it laid down in Hull v. M'Kenna, 1 and, therefore,
the Dominion took, and was entitled to take, steps to
protect its own judicial system from the threatened encroachment upon its autonomy, such an encroachment as had never
been attempted in the case of its judicial analogue, South
Africa. This is, of course, partly a political consideration
and may have furnished the motive for the legislation, but
it was not necessarily either the actual or the only motive
for it. The, discussion of the motive underlying legislation
is primarily a question of politics with which we are not
concerned. It may, however, be necessary to say that the
motive which actuated the passing by the Oireachtas of
1

See § 54 et seq .. ante.
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this particular piece of'legislation' is quite irrelevant to the
question of its legal and constitutional correctness and
validity. Whatever its moti~e, the action of the /Irish
Free State in the matter was completely)egal,and constitu- 1 ,
tional from first to lasf, and this statement could have no
better or more authoiitative endorsement than the words
of the Prime Minister of Great Britain who, when asked in
November 1929 in the 'British House of Com!llons whether
until the next Impedal Conference made some alteration . in the position as· regards . the . Privy Council, the
Treaty obligations of the Irish Free State remained as
they were, answered that it was so and added : " I have,
. never experienced from' the Irish •'Free State, any in..:
clination .to do anything except observe. its honourable
undertakings." 1 •
.
'
Four facts emerge 'from ·this controversy., The first 'is
th~t while ~aJl possible motives were attributed --to t~e
Oireachtas; the most obvious motive was never suggested,,
namely, that·it might have ·been moved_ by a desire simply
to, confirm or amend the existing law; the second is that'
' it was and ~is, quite irrespective of motive~ the fundameJtal
right of the_ Oireachtas to confirm or amend, the exjsting_
law; the third is that the· actual ~legislation did in fact
merely confirm and amend the existing law and did not
deal with the appeal pending be_fore the Judicial Committee, 2 ,
and the _fourth is. that the legislation was not ex post facto:
The Oireachtas as a sovereign'~legislature,- limited only in
its powers by reference to the Trea-ty of _1921, is~ like other
sovereign lezislatures, not bound to accept 'the law as ,
declared by any tribunal, still)ess J.s 'it bound to have
regard to whether its legislation will affect an appeal which
may be pending in any place. a It is independent of the
judiciary and superior to it inasmuch as it can either accept
or reject the declared law as·. it chooses. In the _midst of
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald reported in The Times, 22nd ~ovember 1929.
Cf. Professor Keith, who says "attempts to safeguard this appeal are
made but inadequately; the essential provision that decisions by the
King in Council snail be binding on Irish Courts is omitted and, as
Australian precedent-shows, cannot be assumed.".
·
·
3 Cf. the definition ·of "sovereignty" il} Chapter V ante.
.
1
2

.
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such frenzied discussion as took place it was, perhaps,
inevitable that this most obvious and everyday fact should
have been almost overlooked. It would create not the
slightest surprise in England if, as indeed sometimes happens,
the law as declared in a particular case were a'mended or
~ltered by an Act of Parliament. 1 Yet the critics of the
Irish Free State denied to that Legislature a similar and
equally fundamental power, thus denying not. only its sovereign character but even any effective power of legislation,
and apparently implying that the Oireachtas must accept
for all time the law as declared by the Judicial Committee.
It was objected, inter alia, that the Oireachtas should if at
all have declared or amended the law after, and not before,
the Judicial Committee had given its decision, but that is
based on a wrong view of Dominion So~ereignty. If it was
the right of the Oireachtas to pass such legislation after the
decision of the Judicial Committee it was equally its right
before that decision. It was, however, more than a right;
it· was the duty of the Legislature to protect its judicial
sovereignty immediately it was threatened, as it was when
a decision of the Dominion Supreme Court, affirming the
Dominion High Court, upon a purely local and individual
question of peculiarly local law was admitted for appeal
by the Judicial Committee in violation of its own principles
laid down only two years previously. 2 Such admission 'in
the circumstances could not have been interpreted otherwise
than as a challenge to the judicial autonomy of the Dominion,
and· not to have indicated this clearly by legislation or
otherwise would have amounted to an acquiescence in the
unconstitutional attitude taken up by the Judicial Committee in this case. Undoubtedly the action of the
Oireachtas was designed to indicate their attitude and
wishes in the matter of judicial appeals, and this was
entirely within the constitutional practice of the Commonwealth.
1 E.g., the Trade Union Act, 1913, and Amalgamated Society of Railway
Servants v. Osbome (r9ro), A.C. 87; also the Gaming Act, r835, the Gaming
Act, 1922; and Nicholls v. Evans (1914), r K.B. rrS; Dey v. Mayo (1920),
2 K.B. 346; Sutters v. Briggs (1922), I A.C. 1.
2 Hull v. M'Kenna (1926), I.R. 402.
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The argument that the decl?-ratory .Act was ex post 'facto.
was also unsound, first because that'principle only applies
to a declaration that anact is an infringement of law which'
was not so .when com:t:Q.itted, ·and secondly, ·because the' .
Oireachtas did not. d!s'tu:rb any existing rights, but, on th; '.,
contrary-actually confirmed the rights which were declared
by -~he Supreme Court to b~ existing.
:
r
.. _ '
§'57.
..

I

AN APPLICATION FOR LEAVE
, '

. ..

..,

.

.

ro APPEAL imFus!m
.
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Within four months after the passing oUhe declaratory
Land Act just mentioned ·and the abandonment by the
appellant of his appeal in Lynham v. Butler·, another application for special leave to appeal from the Supreme Court of
the Iri~h Free Sta~ was mad~ to the Judicial Committee
·in the case. of Fitzgerald v. T,he Commi~'sioners f! inlan_d
· . Revenue, 2 bu} the Judicial,Committee applying the restrictive
principles refused to gr-ant leave. This· decision accorded,
it must be· mentioned, with the acknowl~dged trend ·of
autonomy in the Dominions.
..
' authority and 9f .judiCial
'
.
1

:1' .

.§ 58. , jUDICIAL COMMITTEE's .DECISIC>N NO!, FOLLOWEJ?
The ·next important incidenf arose;' out of the ~ppeal
. ' broug4t by tJ:!e plaintiffs in the case Of Wigg ~_Cochrane v.
The Attorney-General of the Irish Free ·State. ,This, raising ·
a 'big issue'concerning the 'pension rights under Article X
•· of ~tlie Anglo-Irish ·.Treaty of rgzi of Civil S~rvants who ,
.retired in'.consequence ofthe change of governni~nt effected
byit,\vas morethetypeof casein_which, upon the principles,
laid <;!own by1t~e Judicia~ Committee, .leave to appeal might
~ be given, ahd a,ccordirt,gly when leave was, given,' the.
Attorney-General of the Irish Free ·State was represented'
at t~e ,.hearing. The. judicial ~?mll{ittee reversed' t_he
decisiqn of the I~ish Free State Supreme Court and reinstated,
· ·in effect, the judgment of Mr. Jq_stice Creed Meredith, the
judge in the original Irish High Court trial. There•· were
. I

. 1
,

On zznd June Ig26 ...
\

.
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~
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two features in this controversy which affected the carrying
into effect of the decision of the Judicial Committee. One
was that the issue turned largely not only on the legal
construction of the Treaty but also on the actual intention 1
of the high contracting parties to it, apart from its legal
effect ; the other was an intimation that was given
afterwards by three high judicial persons 2 that there had
been some-misapprehension by the Judicial Committee and
that the decision was probably erroneous. In these <;ircumstances the Irish Free State Government took the view that
injustice would be done if the decision of the Judicial
Committee were followed and refused to follow it.a The
British Government on the other hand, while accepting
the decision of the Judicial Committee (as they could not
without inconsistency avoid doing) 0 entered into an
agreement with the Irish Free State Government varying
Article X to accord with the true intention of the parties
to it. Accordingly the extra and uncontemplated liability
imposed by the decision of the Judicial Committee on the
Irish Free State was undertaken by the British Government.
This incident did not enhance the prestige of the Judicial
Committee as a final Commonwealth Court of Appeal.
1 The appeal was heard by theJudicialCommittee on the 3rd May 1927
and in February 1928 Mr. Amery, in the House of Commons, is reported
in The Times of 28th February 1928 as saying, " It was not the intention
of those who framed Article X of the Articles of Agreement of 1921 that
the Civil Servants in question should be put in a more favourable position
in respect of the matters in question than if they had remained in the
service of the Crown under the British Government. The manner in which
effect should be given to the intention and purpose of the framers of
Article X is still under discussion between His Majesty's Governments in
Great Britain and the Irish Free State, and I hope to be able to make
a further announcement shortly. . . . · The Privy Council, obviously, is
the only interpreter of the law, but those who framed the Treaty can
interpret their own intentions in framing it, and if it should be found to
be framed unsatisfactorily they can reconsider the matter."
8 By Viscount Cave, L.C., Viscount Haldane and Viscount Dunedin,
who, with Viscount Finlay, heard and determined the appeaL
3 " But on equitable grounds it is difficult to see why the Government
of the Free State should be obliged to pay compensation on a higher scale
than the British Treasury. . . . In the circumstances, therefore, though
the authority of the Privy Council's decision cannot be challenged, there
does not seem to be any good reason why steps should not be taken to
remedy the position by appropriate legislation. For such legislation could
not in fairness be deemed to do any party a real injustice." Vide The
Times, 16th November 1928.
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§·59· ANOTHER APPEAL LEADS TO AMENDMENT OF LAW
{A further development occurred with the granting of
lelwe to appeal, in the year 1930, of the now celebrated
ccfse of the Performing Right Society v. The Bray Urban.
District Council, 1 in connection with which there was further
ex~essive publlcity and discussion. · The plaintiffs :claimed
an injUnction to restrain ilie · defendants from permitting
the public performance of two.musical wor)s:s called~" Venus
on Earth" and.·" Lilac Time," jn which they claimed,
'··copyright, and also 'damages _and consequential relief. The
Supreme Court reversed the trial judge, Mr. Justice Johnston,
and dismissed the claim of the plaintiffs on the ground that
'they had ,no copyright-in Saorstat Eireann at' the date in
question, holding· that the Copyright Act of .19II ceased.
to apply there wht!n Ireland became a Dominion and that
although a later 2 Act in 1927 preserved the rights 'acquired·
urider the fortrier Act, before .th;e date of the Treaty, the
rights <?f the · plain1iffs were not protected, having been
.
acquired after that date. · '
This deCision of the Supreme Court disclosed a gap in the
Irish Free State law of Copyright which the Oireachtas took
steps by a new 'statute 3 to correct by protecting the rights
of such persons as .the plaintiffs, but haying, regard to a
f

1

'

(1930) I.R. 509.
•
·.
·
.. 2 The Industrial and Commercial Property (Protection) .Act (1927)
'
(No. 16 of 1927).
3 The Copyright (Preservation) Act, 1929 (No. 25 of 1929), sec. I, enacts:
"Every copyright which was subsisting in the late United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland on the fifth day of December 1921, under or by.
virtue of the Copyright Act, 19II, or any order made under that Act,
shall· (notwithstanding anything contained iri the Industrial and Commercial Property (Protection) Act, I9Z7 (No. I6·of 1927), but subject to
the provisions of this Act), subsist and be deemed always to have subsisted
in Saorstat Eireann as fully in all respects, whether as to duration, force, ,
effect, limitation, obligation or otherwise howsoever, as the same would.r
have so subsisted .if-the Copyright Act, Igii, and every Order made
thereunder and in force on the fifth day of December I92I, had always
been, now were, and hereafter continued to be in full force and effect in
Saorstat Eireann."
. Sec. 4 enacts: "Notwithstanding anything contained in tbj.s Act, .no
remedy or relief whether by way of damages, i~junction, costs, expenses
or otherwise shall. be recoverable or granted in respect or by reason
of .an infringement in Saorstat Eireann before the passing of this Act of
a copyright-by this Act declared to .subsist or deemed to have subsisted
in Saorstat Eireann."
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restriction in Article 43 1 of the Constitution not enabling
them to obtain either an injunction or damages.
This new Copyright Act did not in any way restrict the
plaintiffs' right to apply for special leave to appeal to the
Judicial Committee, and the plaintiff in fact sought a.nd
obtained special leave to appeal to the Judicial Committee.
Although the case was clearly of greater public importance
than that of Lynham v. Butler 2 and involved constitutional
q}lestions and other questions of law of some importance,
its subject matter was comparatively unimportant, and,
further, copyright law is primarily a matter of local jurisdiction which could be, and was in fact, adjusted by the local
legislature.
§ 60.

MORE CRITICISM OF AMENDM~NT OF LAW AND
THE REPLY

For some reason or another this situation caused another
outburst of uninformed criticism and abuse of the Irish Free
State Government. In November 1929, Lord Danesfort,
from whom one would not expect a breach of constitutional
practice, referred to the matter in the House of Lords though
the appeal was actually pending and moved the House to
resolve
" That this House views with disfavour any attempt by ex post
fatto legislation or otherwise to render nugatory appeal from the
Irish Free State Supreme Court to the Privy Council, for which
special leave has been given, or to deprive the subject of t~
benefits of a successful appeal."
,
~
Had the motion passed at all, it would have constituted
a regrettable departure from the traditions of the House of
Lords ; but had it passed in the form proposed its obvious
inaccuracies and misrepresentation of the nature of the
legislation in question would have reflected as much on the
House of Lords as the resolution would have reflected on
the Oireachtas. Fortunately this breach of constitutional
l The Irish Free State Constitution Article 43 provides " the ,Oireachtas
shall have no power to declare Acts to be infringements of the law which
were not so at the date of their commission."
2
§55 ante.

.

'
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p~actice was dealt .With on constitutional lines by His' .
, Majesty's Secretary of State for the Domin'ions, 1 who. in
reply strongly deprecated the bringing forward of a motion
-criticising the course 1 tak~n by the Legislature of one of
the Dominions and said that this was a matter of principle
of some constitutional importance in the relations between '
the Parliament at Westminster and,the Parliaments of the"
respective .Dbminions ; · it , was not constitutional for the
British Parliament to reflect on the actions of the Irish
Free State Parliament any more than it would be constitu- '
tior{al for any of the Parliaments of the Domiriions to re:flec~
on the procedure or actions of the Parliament at Westminster; it was not .possible to r~flect upon the actions of
o~e of the pominions without i?juring the feelings ot' the
other Domiiiions ®. that constitutional point ; it would
not be· proper of the House to go behind the act. of any
Dominion and ascribe intentions and impute motives, whatever justification they might think they had for such actions ;
·the :tnatter of c9pyright in the Free State was a niattex: wholly
Within the ~ompetence of the Free State Parliap1ent. Lord >
Danesfort thereupon withdrew ,that part , of the motion
which expressed disapproval of the action of the Free State
·Government. 2 Outside the House of Lords; the positi6n
was even less underst~od and the most startling mistakes
of f<1;ct were made. One- of'the most unexpected but fairly
typical of the comment current at the time was' the statemi:mt...which so distinguished a· jurist as Professor Keith allowed '-,
himself to make, though in his preface and perhaps·hurriedly,
that the action ol the Irish Free Stite Government had·
been taken
i
·
".to reverse in advance any judgment which the Privy Co~ncil
rillght give in the appeal of the Performing Right Society Limited
against the decision of the Supreme Court to the effect thafthe
Copyright Act rgu is not in force in the Free State." a •
.

.

.

.

'

One has· only to 'look at the facts to see that the new'
Copyright Act 1did not refer to the Privy Council ; did not
1
2
3

Lord Passfield.
The Times, November 1929.
Kei,th, Sovereigntr of ~he &itish Dominiims, p .. xv.
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reverse in advance or otherwise any judgment ; was not
designed to do so ; nor did it affirm but on the <;ontrary
rejected the decision of the Supreme Court ; but that it
did fill a gap in the Irish Free State copyright law ; and
did declare the law to be as contemplated by the appellants
to the Judicial Council, and as the Judicial Council found
it to be ; that applied to the particular facts, the Act
declared that the rights of the appellants, which the Supreme
Court had negatived, subsisted and were to be deemed always
to have subsisted in the Irish Free State. This restoration
and recognition of their rights to the appellants raised,
however, the technical difficulty already referred to under
Article 43 of the Constitution of the Irish Free State, but
for which they would have got not only the favourable
declaration but also an injunction and•damages.
The Judicial Committee finding in the matter, on hearing
the appeal fully, was that the Irish Free State Supreme
Court was. incorrect in holding that the appellants had not
the copyright alleged and therefore that there had been
no infringement of the appellants' rights. Yet the Judicial
Committee did not discharge the order of the Supreme
Court, save as to costs, since full effect had to be given to
the Copyright (Preservation) Act, 1929, which was passed
after the appellants had obtained special leave to appeal
from the judgment of the Supreme Court, that Act, by
section 4, providing that no remedy or relief should be
granted by reason of an infringement in the Irish Free State
before the passing of the Act of a copyright declared by the
Act or deemed to have subsisted in the Irish Free State
-this section covering the copyright of the said two musical
pieces-by virtue of the provisions of section r of the Act.
§ 6r.

CONFLICT OF jUDICIAL SOVEREIGNTY RESTRICTS

Co-oPERATION
Thus inevitable conflict arises between the autonomy,
legislative and judicial, of the Dominions and any attempt
made by an extra-Dominion tribunal to which they did not
consent and which they did not create, or control, to set
aside or override their laws. These are the legitimate

~RESERVATION

OF SOVEREIGNTY

efforts of the unitary Domjnions to preserve their judicial
'sovereignty;· made on the assumption that, while it is for
their own judges to construe their own laws· it is not only
the right but the paramount duty of their legislatures to
protect their sovereignty. It
very important to realise
'this practice, in which the unitary Dominions ar:e only •
a little, if at all, in advance of the non-unitary, if the
Co~monwealth is to continue that friendly co-operatiot;t
which has characterised its development; especially since
Jhe momentous declarations of igz6.
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§ 62. THE THREE CLASSES OF OBJECTIONS TO THE
jUDICIAL COMMITTEE
EARLY in this work it was pointed out that the objections
to the exercise of the prerogative of justice on the advice of
the Judicial Committee fell into three classes, namely, constitutional, utilitarian and inherent defects of composition.
An attempt has since been made to show, it is hoped
satisfactorily, the infringement of Dominion Sovereignty
which such exercise constitutes and the legitimate efforts,
legislative and otherwise, made by the Dominions to preserve
their sovereignty in judicial matters.
It now remains to consider the second and third classes
of objections.
§ 63. THE UTILITARIAN OBJECTIONS: EXPENSE
The first utilitarian objection is that owing to their cost
such appeals give the rich · an advantage over the poor
92
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,suitor whose right may be b'arred by expense. It is qbvious·
that a successipn of appeals through various courts ranging
from that of first instance through the primary appeal to
the ultimate appeal must enormously increase th,e expense, ·
'and it also reduces the certainty of litigation and thereby
enables the wealthy person: or corporation by attrition qr
otherwise to defeat the poor litigant .. , This feature becomes
exaggerated into a gross extravagance. imposed upon
' Dominion nationals who find themselves confronted with
the al~ost equ~lly undesirabh~ alterriatives ~£-having either'
to send their Domin~on lawy~rs to London ·or to import
into.the case for the first time English lawyers who,.however
expert; are unacquaint€d personally with the earlier history
of the particular case and local Dominion law and conditions .
1

•

/'
§ 64. DELAy
;fhe second utilitarian objection is that the ~elay inseparable fro,m repeated tria,ls and appeals before successive •
tribunals... tends to defeat justice. Quickness. ·in the
determination anq finality in the result are· two essentiais
in the adequate administration of any sy~terri. of law and
justice, and looking thro..!gli the law reports it1 is ob;vious' 1
· that such appeals involve great del~y. Not only successive
hearings in general butthe1 appeal tb the Judicial Conimitt_ee
in particular involving fo.r ~Dominion litigants,las it does,
special preparation tl,lrough London agents,· travellings to·~
and fro and poss~bly r'eserved judgment in each court, .may ·
place a period of years b~tween the plaintiff's claim for
tTelief ,and the 11-ttimate decisiOn ·which has, •On OCCaSion,
been rendered valueless by the great delay in reaching. it.
1

i

t
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DoMINION CbURTS · ' ,
. § 6~ .. AsPERSION oN
.
., .
The thirq utilitarian objec~ion is; that the appeal to the
''

,·

Judicial Co'mmittee amounts to an aspersion upo:ri the g.bility
or integrity of Doinih.ion appeal courts. The distinguished, .
judges who· compose the Judicial Committee would them,- "
selves be slow to. cast .any such aspersion, upon the occupants
'
of the Dominion Bench and there occur in the Law Reports
many obiter dicta express,ing the high esteem in which, the
;

~
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members of the Judicial Committee hold many of the
Dominion judges whose judgments are brought before them.
Notwithstanding this the appeal to the Judicial Committee
has been construed as meaning that the Dominion Courts
are for one reason or another "unfit to do justice." 1
§ 66. DISCURSION ON jUDICIAL TEMPERAMENT
This is not to pay a gratuitous compliment to judges,
Dominion or otherwise, where it is undeserved. It is a platitude that the perfect judge is very rare and the perfect court
of judges even more so. Each judge, Supreme or otherwise,
being merely human at best, has the defects of his qualities
resulting mainly from his individual character, training and
environment, including his religious and political philosophy
and associations. The resulting bias, •often unconscious,
induced most directly by egotism and other vanities on the
one hand and by the influence sometimes almost imperceptible of majority feeling on the other, interferes, where it
exists, with the completely impartial discharge of the judicial
duties.. Vanities, all too human, are not uncommonly seen
on the Bench. Some judges, indeed, blinded by the
adventitious aids to dignity, by the appropriately and
definitely large emoluments and by the security of tenure,
can seldom see the facts of their cases with the clear, cold
mind of reason and erudition ; indeed, these trappings of
dignity, these emoluments and this security of tenure have
been known at times to conceal the vanity, the spiritual
meanness and the intellectual barrenness of an unscrupulous
but clever climber who, by the prostitution of religion,
politics, or nepotism, has engineered his way from open
practice at the Bar into the, for him, haven of the Bench.
Majority influence on the Bench is less obvious, but exists.
In a country where there is a predominant majority of one
kind or another, religious or political or both, judges, like
other persons and institutions, are moulded and influenced,
consciously or unconsciously, in their ways of thought and
• action by it and in its favour. A judge, except he be of
1

Per Professor Berriedale Keith, in The Outlook, 5th February 1927.
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exceptional character and ,integrity, who belongs to the
majority tends_consciously' br unconsciously to consider its
viewpoint more favourablY, than any other and to yield
to it, and one who belongs tb the minority tends ill the sall1e
direction, seeking consciodsly or unconsciously fo prove
his, broadmin<;led tolerance' and appreciation of the'views
of the majorit,y.. Except,/ therefore, before judges of rare
jud~cial temperament and )integrity, a minority is likely to
find diffi~ulties where its jssues are at stake; fortunately,
no party or religion or Dpmini6n has a monopoly of men
of the latter high type. I'
,,
, :
•
Theyare to, be found l:!oth at the Bar,and on the Bep,ch
which; complementary to/each other, alike render great and
useful serviCe to the public and the State. , Amongst them
are men who rega~', their practice at the Bar as just <;ts
dignified and honourable, but possibly more difficult and
laborious, than th~ adlniilistration of justice from .the B~nch: ,
The practice of the law,i both' in advice and advocacy, has
been proved to develop spiritual integrity, intellectual depth
and agility and a deep /knowledge of men, nature and the
learning of genenitio~s i which combine in rare measure to
make the great advoc~te and the great judge. For him;
trappings and artificia~ities resume their true perspect~ve,
self-assertion arid egotism are unnecessary and the vulgarities
of vanity have no wei~ht. The greatness, of his, character,
his gifts and his le~9ing ensure that just,ice is d<;me. _, .
§ 67.

I
~
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ABSENCE OF LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
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The fourth and fifth, utilitarian' objections are kin and
·m~y b; taken _togeth~r._ They.,.are that .the Judicial Com-. _
rtuttee s detachment; from and qefectiVe knowledge of
Dominion local con<Ilitions make adequate consideration·
by therp. of a case· ibpossible or too expensive, and that
this also reduces thd usefulness and increases the expense
of counsel conducti~g' the. appeal whether they are from
the· Domini6n concerned or not. Neither the Judicial
Committee nor En~lish Counsel can have that adequate
knowle(lge of -J:)ominion local conditiol)s \Vhich Dominion
judges and counsel have, and even H Dominion counsel be
I
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brought to London, as very often happens, there remains
the defective local knowledge of the Judicial Committee
who have been known themselves sometimes to express this
difficulty, as for instance where the Lord Chancellor said
" their Lordships hesitate to differ from judges with the
special knowledge of the Australian Constitution which the
learned judges of the High Court and not least the Chief
Justice and Barton J. possess." 1 The Dominions, it need
hardly be said, vary enormously not only in the nature of
their purely local law but in the actual basis of their legal
systems. This is found even in Great Britain itself where
Scottish law is, unlike English, based on the Roman-Dutch
system, and a Scottish legal commentator, writing recently
on the subject,' declarei:l that " the House of Lords as a
Supreme Court for Scotland has workoo extreme hardship
on litigants and has given the law of Scotland a bias quite
foreign to its own genius." 2 The great erudition, skill
and experience of the distinguished judges who compose the
Judicial Committee are beyond question, but it is obviously
beyond human power to have,' hold and employ the intimate
knowledge of local law and conditions requisite for the
correct determination of every particular appeal. They have
not and could not be expected to have that wide and at
the same time intimate knowledge of the law, practice and
conditions which only comes from actual practice in the
courts of that particular part and close contact with its.
life. Yet these are universally considered essential for the
appointment of even a puisne judge in any particular
locality. The Judicial Committee have to consider such
different systems as the Roman-Dutch Law-" on this
branch of jurisprudence the Privy Council is not specially
expert" 3-and the' French Canadian. Even in systems
founded on principles of English law, they have to consider
the wealth of local statutes, decisions, rules and practice
which usually surround even the simplest issues. The
1 Per Viscount Haldane, L.C., in Attorney-General for the Commonwealth
of Australia v. Colonial Sugar Refining Co., Ltd., 15 C.L.R. 232; (1914)
A.C. at 257.
2 Per Andrew Dewar Gibb in Scotland in Eclipse, p. 86.
3 Keith, Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 257.
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task which is superhuman excites one's pity: for the judge
who has to"attempt it and one's admiration that it is so
often accomplished successfully. Nevertheless the failures
to cope with the task have~been many and have a;oused
considerable r~sentment and critiCism in the Dominions. ·
This .has pro~ed particularly so in the case ·of questions
turning on the constitutions of the Federal Dominions.
Mr. William Hughes, at the Imperial Wa,r Conferel}ce of
rgr8, characterised the :tribunal as "unsatisfactory" and
pointed out 1 th,~t there'wasnot a single member intimately
familiar \vith the Australian constitution and he cited a
number of unsatisfactory decisions. 1 A shnilar dissatisfac- .'
tion exists ~in Canada. 2 Tb.isinherent inability to deal ~?-tis::· .,.
fadorily with appea:ls from the Dominions is not, howev,er,
confined to constitu~onal matters, put extends throughout
the whole range of questions With which the Judicial Committee may have to deal, and in, any one, of which it may
fall into error. Examples exist in all types of judicial
questions. The importance of local conditions is well
illustrated in Ireland 'arid- Scotland, where even proximity
to England ·and a legir;lative u~ion of' over a century did ' ·
not prevent considerable differences in law, at certain points,
arising., Particularly was this so in the Irish case of Lynham
v. Butler, 3 already discussed, and to.I'rish .Jawyers it seems
improbable that the Judicial Committee would have granted
l¢ave to appeal in that case had ~hey appreciated that,under
the niceties of the IrishLand law; a code peculiar to the
·Irish Fre~'State, the case-before~it was exceptional and not,
as it might have been in England, of any general application.
Profe?sor Keith rather understates when he says, ·.",sometimes the Privy Council has ignored local conditions and
has misunderstood local law.'' 4 Even the existence of a
few .examples, and they are ·many rather than few, creates
a position which, while just -cause of 'complaint in the case
of an inferior ,court, iq the case of the final court. of appeal
for the whole Coml}lonwealth and Empire 'is intolerable .
.•

·,·
2

'

•

I

'

Proceedings; p. 137.
3 ·See §55 ante.
See Ewart, An Imperial Court of Appeal, pp. 9-13.
4 Keith, Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 258.
g·
N.S.
'

.
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The defect is rendered a vice by an unfortunate failing of
the Judicial Committee which Professor Keith notes. "It
more often," he says, "evades the most vital issues, and
decides on some minor point, thus disappointing those who
hoped by an expensive appeal at least to obtain general
guidance." 1
§ 68. PATRIOTIC BIAS
The sixth utilitarian objection is that where the issue is
one between a Dominion and the British Government or
between a Dominion person or firm and a British person
or firm possible partiality is not entirely negatived. This
is based on its composition which is predominantly English
and partly political, as will be shown later. 2 It has been
said to be inevitable that English lawyEis trained in England
should have· an instinctive and possibly natural leaning in
favour of the institutions and policy with which they are
best acquainted, and this is particularly so where these
lawyers are also, to a greater or less degree, politicians.
However little this may actually influence its decisions, the
presence of this element in the Judicial Committee is capable
of exaggeration and misunderstanding in the Dominions,
and it is evidently very undesirable that a body which may
have to decide disputes between members of the Commonwealth should be open to even the suspicion of an unconscious
bias in favour of a particular member. In such disputes,
it is very much in the position of an arbitration court and
the fundamental basis of arbitration lies in representation
on both sides. This grievance operates very strongly in
the Irish Free State, where it is not fully believed that the
Treaty of rgzr has dissipated the former antagonism towards
that country of some who became members of the Judicial
Committee. Even the possibility of the suggestion of
political 'bias in the final court of appeal indicates the
necessity of reform. Tlte defect is clearly one which is not
necessarily confined to constitutional matters or disputes
between members of the Commonwealth, but may find scope
in many questions of less importance.
1
2

Keith, Sovereignty of the British Dominions, p. 258.
See §§ 75 and 76 post.
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CLAss BIAs ; , MoNEY ; LANDLORDs AND v:EsTED
INTERESTS/
.'
I

•

· Connected with it, and to some extent. consequential on
it, is the pos~ibility of regarding the Judicial Committee. as
the representative and protector of either large· vested
. interests or monied interests', particularly in Eng~and. This
has caused appeals to the Judicial Committee to be regarded,
particularly in Australia and Canada, as oppressive to the
·litigant who is either a Dominion person or firm or a poqr
person or firm. The weight of. this charge is considerably
· increased by the fact that the British Government has at
< times appeared to regard the retention of the appeal a!? a
valuaql¢ safeguard of the interests of_ English investors in
Dominion securities•or undertakings .. This point Qf· view
was'plainly expressed by Mr. Chamberlain when he told the
delegates in charge of the Australian Commonwealth Bill
that the British~Government felt it was its duty ·to look
at the' question of appeal " froni the point of view of the'
very' large class of persons interested in Australian securities
or Australian undertakings who are domiciled in the United
Kingdom," and Mr. Duncan Hall says, .
. ·,
'

"there is little .doubt. that. one of the principal motives which
induced the. Australian Labour Party in rgr8 to add to its
General Platform the new. clause, ' the Australian High Court
to be._ the Finah:ouit of appeal,' was the desire to secure for the
Australian people greater equality in matters of justice;' and to
enable them to exercise a· firmer control over the· absentee
capitalist.'' 1 .
·
·
.
·

"·

.

'It has also been said. that the Judicial Committee safe.:. .
1
gl!ards also the landlord class and among the many cases
pointed to in support of this popular misapprehension is ,
~he re~ent orie··of- Lynham v. Butler, 2 already referred-to,
which it was erroneously thought would govern the case'
of a considerable body of Irish landlords, class representing
English capitalist more than Irish -interests. The currency
of the· idea, even though mistaken, that the Judicial

a

.
•

1

.,

..

·,

,

Duncan Hall, British Commonwealth of Nqtions, p.
2 § 55 ante.
.·
·

.
quoting Ewart.
·
!

270,

.
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Committee is in any sense a safeguard of anything but law
and justice, would, of course, be repugnant to its sanction
as a court at all ; that it is a safeguard of sectional interests,
geographical or financial, would be fatal to its pretensions
to be a Commonwealth Court administering evenhanded
justice throughout the whole Commonwealth. The implication from such a safeguard that the Dominions have not
and could not be trusted with the right freely to regulate
their own affairs ; that if they had they would legislate
unequally and their courts decide unjustly against such
safeguarded interests is another way of saying that " the
courts of the Dominion are unfit to do justice." 1 Such a
line of thought, it is safe to say, will never lead to that
inter-Dominion concord and co-operation without which
any common effort, judicial or o~erwise, would be
impossible.
§ 70.

REPLIES TO UTILITARIAN OBJECTIONS

Such are the main utilitarian objections. It is important
now to consider the points which have been put by way of
reply. There have been no adequate or categorical replies
to the actual objections as to the denial of justice by expense,
delay, ignorance of local law and so on, though there have
been, as might be expected, disclaimers of any intentional
aspersion on Dominion Courts and of any conscious bias,
even though no intentional aspersion or conscious bias was
ever laid at the charge of this great and distinguished
tribunal. Attempts have been made, on the other hand,
to urge, in the words of Professor Keith, that the merits
of the present system of appeal to the Judicial Committee
are undeniable. It is fair and just to examine the merits
which he indicated separately.

§ 71.

lT

IS AN IMPARTIAL TRIBUNAL FOR PROVINCIAL

IssuEs
The first one that " in the vexed issues of Provincial rights
especially as regards education and language in Canada, it
1

Keith, in The Outlook, 5th February 1927. ,

.
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j

; has played. the part of an impartial authority, unswayed
by political considerrtions,". 1 suggests the regret ·that n~
.'authorities are quoted' or even mentioned for this dogmatic
assertion ; no indication is given as 'to who is h> judge the
impartiality ; no specific dispute .is mentioned ; no views .
'.
of any persons interested as to the undeniable merits of
~he tribunal are given ; nor is there any evid~nce adduced
to support the suggestion that a Canadian tribunal "Youl'd
not be,an ·equally iQ1partial authority in such circumstances.
' If . so, the intervention ·of the .Judicial Committee was
unnecessary'; if not, the implied aspersion upon Canadian
trib~nals should be supported' by more detailed evidence. ·
. In the absence of something more, the rather general eulogy
of the present· syste!Jl does not provide a reason why the
Judicial Committe~ should have or· exercise a right to
override or set aside 2 the law of any autonomous Dominion
ak decla~ed ·by its Supreme Court. To assume that the
Judicial Committee would decide such vexed issues as .·
education and language in Canada, Australia, South Africa·
or the Irish· Free State impartially and wj.thout political
bias is not to prove tha,t it;should do so in .invitum the
Supreme Court of the Dominion concerned or that it would
do so' better or. more impartially.
"
.
I

. ,· § jz.

;

~

SEcUREs UNIFORM INTERPRETATION

oF

LAw

The second point which the learned writer makes 'is that
the Judicial Committee'
•
.
.
,
~'!r'

·'

'*' .

•.

-

~

i

"helps to secure the uniform interpretation· of so much of the
Common Law as rermiins untouched by Dominion reforming
zeal and of Statute Law adopted in similar terms in ,diverse
· parts ''Of the ·Empire, such as legislation on marine insurance and
negotiable instruments." 3
.
•
·.It is a little difficult to appreciate the obvious,sneer about
Dominion reforming zeal as there is no apparent reason why
a'utonomous Dominions,should not alter, amend or adapt·
both the Common Law and Statute Law to suit their own
1
2

3

Keith, Dominion Autonomy in Practice, p. 46.
Cf. definition of. Sovereignty, Chapter V.
Keith, Dominion Autonomy in Practice, p. 46.

.
'
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particular needs;- "having done so, it seems not only futile
and unnecessary but a superhuman task to seek uniformity
by interpretation or otherwise. In so much diversity, the
construction of each statute by the court administering the
system of law of which it is a part would appear to be the
appropriate and scientific rule to follow. If, as in each
of the Dominions, there are Courts of Justice able to do this
in the first instance, and if necessary on appeal, it seems
absurd to expect a tribunal like the Judicial Committee,
unfamiliar with the local law, to review, affirm, override
or set aside the . competent Dominion Court. Where
uniformity of law is desirable, however, as it undoubtedly
is in some matters of a more or less international character,
it is best secured by. consultation and co-operation and
simultaneous legislative action than P>y the effort of a
merely judicial body. For more than a century a common
legislative and common final court of appeal functioning
in the United Kingdom did not secure uniformity in the
laws of England and Ireland and Scotland.
§ 73·

UPHOLDS SUPREMACY OF IMPERIA!,- ~EGISLATION

The third and last reason given by Professor Keith for
saying that its merits are undeniable is that "it possesses
the highest authority on the prerogative of the Crown and
it upholds the supremacy of Imperial Legislation over
Dominion enactments." 1 This is an anomalous reason to
- give for such a proposition as neither of these would in
themselves give the tribunal merits which it is not proved
otherwise by this writer to possess, especially at a period
when the function of advising the Sovereign in the exercise
of his prerogative of justice, so far as regards the Dominions,
has become almost as restricted as the theory of the King's
omnipotence. 2 Not only this, but also the Report of the
Imperial Conference, I930, 3 on the operation of Dominion
legislation, robs of its point the reference to the supremacy
of Imperial Legislation over Dominion enactments, as will
1
2
3

Keith, Dominion Autonomy in Practice, p. 46.
Cf. Viscount Haldane, L.C., in M'Kenna v. Hull (rgz6), I.R. 408.
Cmd. 3717 ; see § roz post.
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be seen. from a p~rusal of the
given in the Appendix.;
§ 74 .

extr~ct

IOJ

from that . R~port
'

DEFECTS IN COMPOSITION OF THE JuDiCIAL
COMMITTEE.
.

'

It is· material now to ,exa~ine briefly certain. d~fects 'in ,
'. the composition of the Judicial Committee in o~der to se~
how far they are remediable and to what extent they are .
inherent in any similar scheme,' assuming that the idea of
a common court of appeal is not incompatible with the
sovereignty of each of the Dominions.
.
§ 75·

ITS UNREPRESENTATIVE CHARACTER

As,a Commonwealth Court of Fin~l Appeal the Judicial
.,Com~ittee is .defeitive by reason o~ its unrepresentati.ve .•

character, and also of the character of Its actual membership.
It is, in' its personnel, composed in the main of Englis~men,
some 'of whom :ha:ve held high judicial office and others
o{,whom have been. appoi:qted Lords of Appeal by the'
Executive of Great Britain. This is certainly remarkcible
when we remember that the Judicial Committee is the:fmal
~ouit of appeal, n.'ot for Great Britain, but for the Commonwealth and Empire. It is not, in anysense, representative ·
of the Br~tish Commonwealth and still less of the 'Empire.
It is true that this unrepresentative character was early
recognised and a remedy was sought to_ be effected by a
series of Statutes commencing in r8g5. 1 The effect of these
·is that any person who is or has been/Chief Justice ·or a
judge of on~ of the superior courts of the Dominions, or'
. their States, or Provinces if a member of the Privy Eouncil,
· is a member of the Judicial Committee. Thus, any
Dominion judge qf. a court coming within the term of the
enactments, if appointed a Privy Councillorr thereupon
becomes entitled to sit as a member of the Judicial Committee. Formerly, the number of such Dominion judges
being members o_f the Judicial Committee might·not exceed
-_seven.~ This right, however, is wholly illusory· since then~
1 Judicial Committee Amendment Act, 1895; Appellate Jurisdiction.
Acts, 1908, 1913, 191.5.
2 This limit was removed by 18 and 19 ,ceo. V, c. 26; .s. 13.

\
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is no provision made for the payment of such judges and,
therefore, they can in actual fact only sit whenever they
happen to be in England either at their own expense or
that of their Dominion. 1 Those who hold judicial office1 in
the Dominions have their own duties to perform at home,
and those who have retired are not likely to wish to undertake, gratuitously, service on the Judicial Committee. In
practice these enactments have made no effective alteration
in the composition of the Judicial Committee. Remedies
are dealt with later, 2 but in passing it may be said that
if a common court of appeal is desired, the reconstruction
of the Judicial Committee might be considered on the lines
of a panel of paid judges chosen from all the members of
the Commonwealth or, according to its intended jurisdiction,
from the whole Empire ; the principle 8f autonomy would
be satisfied either by the entire panel being appointed by the
agreement of all the parts of the Empire concerned or by
each part nominating its own members ; prima facie,
equality of membership for each part would seem desirable ;
the constitution of the Court to hear any particular appeal
would be a matter of procedure, subject to the requirement
of the presence of a minimum number of the members for
the part of the Empire from which the appeal came.

§ 76. ITs POLITICAL TINGE
Such representation would help to lessen some of the
evils flowing from the present anomalous character and
constitution of the Judicial Committee, and, while the
political tinge can rarely be eradicated from judicial appointments, it would ensure a balancing of political leanings in
place of the present somewhat one-sided state of affairs.
Political influence has played, and probably always will play,
a considerable part in the selection of persons for judicial
office, both in Great Britain and the Dominions, and this
applies equally to the appointment of the members of the
Judicial Committee. Undoubtedly the Lords of Appeal in
Ordinary are chosen from among the most highly qualified
1

§ 15 ante.

2

Chapter X.

''
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and trained judges and memb'ers of the Bar, but· few can
deny the political .factor. The. idea ,of a court compo~ed
almost exciusively in practice of English lawyers, and h~ar
ing. appeals 'not frorri1 England 'but from the Dominions; is,
if not in'consisterit with Dominion autonomy, at 1 least
repugnant to Dominion feeling. The ,matter, however, goes
further and the' political character of the Judicial ,Committee
has . been crystallised in . the enactment creating it .. In
addition to·the Lords of AppeaUn Ordinary,' the Judicial
Committee comprises the Lord Chancellor, the· Lord President .and the ex-Lords Pre~ident of the PriVy Council. All
these are not only lawyers but also politicians, and are either
ni.embers o,f the existm'g Gov:ernment'or have been members
of a previous Government. They owe their positions to
political services, al1<i, in particular, t;he Lord Chancellor is'
a Minister and usually a member of the Cabinet.
·

'

§ 77· No DISSENTING 'oR SUPPORTING jUDGMENTS
Two defects following froni the theory that the Judicial
Committee is the adviser of the King in Judicial matters •
may be ·noted, Since the K;ing cannot act on "divided
counsels"' it is the settled rule of' the Judicial Committee .
tha.t' only 'one judgment, ,not necessarily always. by the ' . '
. ablest m·ember of the Committee, is tlelivered in each case. ' ,
.In this Committee, as in other courts, 'differences .of 6piriion
are not unknown ind the court has itself on occasion stated
thaf it was not una~imous.l Thus the ultimate decision• ·
arrived at and the single· statement of law agreed on ~ust
·often represent a cqmpromise between conflicting views.
The resulting position is unsatisfactory from a legal point
of view; the legislature goes not obtain complete ,guidance
and ~ll partieS are deprived of the benefit of the full statement
J of his opinions by each\ and often' the most distinguished,
member~£· the Committe..e. · The .restrictio~ ·is a~achronistic .
and cou d be removed without difficulty, smce It only rests· ,
on the ction that " advice " is actually tendered to the
·.... King.
_ ·
· ".
~
·
, ·
.~ .
.

-

!

I

1
•
Cf. thepractic~ in American Appellate Courts where yaluable minori~y
Judgments are delivered.
·
'
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§ 78.

NOT BOUND BY PRECEDENT·
A further consequence, apparently, of this fiction is that
the Judicial Committee reserves the right of giving advice
inconsistent with previous advice in another case or even
in the same case. It will reconsider points decided by itself
in other cases.l It was held that there is no inherent
incompetency in its ordering a rehearing of a case already
decided by it, even when a question of a right of property
is invoked ; and that it was not bound to follow the previous
decision, pronounced on the hearing of the appeal, although
that decision had not been affected by any mistake of fact. 1
In effect, therefore, the Judicial Committee assumes the
power not only to overrule its own previous decisions but
even to reopen and reconsider a case in .which it has given
its " final " decision. This is a very wide application of
its theoretical function of tendering " advice " to the King
and goes far outside the judicial powers of even a final court
of appeal. The consequent lack of certainty and finality
about any decision of the Judicial Committee is highly
unsatisfactory. The assumption of this wide power of
review is inconsistent with the Judicial Committee's supposedly strictly judicial character':\ It is only consistent
with the Judicial Committee being in some degree an
"'l:!xecutive body, and is an abrogation of the powers of the
legislature of which alone it is the function to make law.
An unsatisfactory state of the law is the appropriate subject
for legislative, not judicial, reform.
§ 79·

IT CANNOT ENFORCE ITS DECISIONS
Finally, we may note that the Judicial Committee has
no machinery of its own for giving effect to its decisions.
They depend for their effectiveness on the co-operation of
the Dominion judiciary and Government. When embodied
in an order in Council they become the decree or order of
the final court of appeal in the Dominion and that court
has the duty of carrying it into execution, but, if co-operation
·1

In

'YB

Compensation to Civil Servants under Article X of the Treaty

(1929), I.R., p. 44·
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is refused, only political pressure or physical fo;ce can compel
it. It is conceivable that; despite its high prestige; adecision
of the Judicial Committee in relation to the affairs of a
Dominion may not command as muc:q acceptance as· tha~ ·
· _ of the Dominion Courts, and a situation then arises comparable to that in which President Jackson exclaimed in
reference to a decision of the \federal Supreme Court of ,. .
the United States: "'John Marshall has delivered his
judgment; let him enforce it, if he can." In th,e case of
the Irish Free State the Constitution tnakes .no provisi_on
for carrying into effect a decision of the Judicial Committe~
'·
and apparently each decision would require a special statute
of the Oireachtas to implement it. ~
---- .§ So. Is 114. A. SAFEGUARD FOR MINoRITIES
? ,
I•
Certain, distinguished apologists of the survival of the
pre-Commonwealth Judicial Committee in its applica£ion to
Commonwealth conditions have mistal)enly presented it as
a safeguard for minorities, religious or otherwise, but chiefly
.religious. In Canada, Quebec is said to rely on the Privy
Council as the best safeguard for her ·Provincial rights, -her
language' and her ·religion. 1 In Ireland distingUished Protestant Prelates have claimed it as a· security enjoyed l?y
t4_e members of what th'ey truly describe as a vulnerable
minority, the abrogation or limitation· of'which will, lead
to infringements of their liberty which they would l;>e
powerless to withstand. 2 .
·Not only does this present a very serious aspect of the
question, but the digl)ity and responsibility of those who
present it require that it be given the tnost earnest attention.
. ' The protection of minorities is not one of the matters
whicl! natura1ly comes within the purview of the Judicial
Committee· or any other col!lrt of law, nor which ordinarily,
or indeed at all, forms part of its work. The constitutioh,
procedure arrd practice of the Judicial'Committee do not
providefor' it, nor does such a matter fall within the jurisdiction to advise as to the exercise of .the Royal prerogative
j

1

2

_

-

. ·

Cf- Schlosberg in .The King's Republics at p. II6, quoted at §'8 ante.
See § 8 ante, where the Archbishop's Protest is quoted.
. _
.
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vested in it under the various Dominion statutes. It is
conceivable that a minority of one person, one class, one
religion or one party might claim relief against some act
of tyranny, oppression or other wroNg which could be put
into a legal form so as to bring it before a court of law
from which in theory at any rate an appeal to the Judicial
Committee might lie. On the authorities already discussed
earlier in this work, 1 it seems clear that such a case would
be either so unimportant that leave to appeal would be
refused by the Judicial Committee or so important that,
leave to appeal having been granted and decision given in
favour of the minority, it could not be enforced agairist the
wishes of the oppressive majority in question.
§Sr. IT IS NO SAFEGUARD FOR MINORITIES
There is no doubt that the theoretical right which exists
in all the Dominions at present to apply for leave to appeal
to the Judicial Committee against certain decisions of
corrupt, unjust or ignorant Dominion Supreme Courts, if
they exist, is a safeguard, for what !t is worth, not only
for minorities but for all litigants. To hold it out, however,
in any Dominion, if this were done, as an effective or real
protection against tyranny -by a majority would be,' in
present circumstances, as untrue as .it would be cruel. For
such minorities it is merely a theoretical safeguatd but
nothing better. From the viewpoint of any minority it
suffers from several very real and practical defects, as must
be already evident from the foregoing chapters. It is very
restricted in its exercise and is likely to be more so ; if
invoked, it is not likely to be exercised in future in defiance
of the wishes of any Dominion Government ; if exercised,
it is not likely to be followed or obeyed by any Dominion
Government, whose Supreme Court it might reverse; if
exercised, and not followed or obeyed, there is no wayshort of physical force, which even is not available to itof enforcing its decisions ; it would thus expose any minority
which attempte~ to use it as a safeguard to the expense and
1

See § 17 ante.
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. futility of useles~ litig~tion, the only result of which might '
'be the further odium of the majority against which relief
miglit be thus sought in vain.
It is, therefore, not a practical safeguard fo~ minorities ; '
it is, .on the contrary, a trap for them ; it misdirects and
confounds tlieir energies and substance ; it is, even, a wedge,
which divides minorities ; and, in some cases, it deprives
'minorities of the measure of political and executive power
which they might otherwise reasonably expect to:exe:rcise.
This is particularly the case where ·no obvious (though
possibly a covert) tyranny or oppression exists to weld the
minority· together a:nd where· a majority governm~t· by
the expression of good intentions lulls
the minority
into
t
.
•
.
•
,· reliance on their fancied paper· safeguard rather than on
the influence whicj. would be derived from taking1 an active
·part in legislative and ~executive affairs. Such 'influence,
if ~telligently used, might even in, c'ertain circumstances
present a minority party with a suffi.<;ient balance of power
to domihate the politics of its Domi.llion .
.It' is of course true that the Judicial Committee might
conceivably be able by mofal suasion or otherWise to rmak~
effective its decision ~ a. weak or, otherwise amenable
Dominion. Or, it is ev;en possible that ~he tide of qevelop~ . ,
ment might turn back from autonomy to centralised Imperi.. alism. But all the evidence points th.e other way aild
towards restriction to the point of desuetude of the influence
of the JudidatCommittee ·in Domirtion affairs. It is clear/
therefore that minorities which have ·safeguards to see~ or
daini~do make must, to effectqate them, do so, ~itherby,
their own organisation, through' the League of Nations,
through' the Permanent Court of International Justice or
through some Commonwealth, Tt:ibunal, 1 on. the' one hand,
or, on the other, by taking .adequate steps to secure the
. independence and competence of any Dominion Supreme
Court upon whi~h they may be obliged to rely.
0

0

<

'

1

•

.

Vide Chapter X post.
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§ 82.

juRIDICAL EvoLUTION

FROM the foregoing chapters it is evident that the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council is unsuitable for some of
the functions which it is now called upon to fulfil. This
is made clearer by even a cursory consideration of the needs
of the situation which has arisen, mainly from the manner
in which, first, the British Empire and, later, the British
Commonwealth have evolved. These needs, as indicated
at the beginning of this work, create a problem with three
aspects-namely, that of litigants in the British Colonies
and Dependencies, that of litigants in the I:lominions and
that concerning inter-Dominion disputes-the solution of
which depends on avoiding.-any conflict between the principles of Dominion autonomy and the practice of Commonwealth association.

IIO

JURIDICAL EVOLUTION
"

III

F9r the purpose of discussing a solution, it would be helpful to glance at the evolution of the Colonies and of the '
Dominions which ,created ·this threefoJ_d problem.

S3 ..

EVOLVED~.·.\
Before the Dominions, as. such, existed the J udiciaJ
Cominit'tee was the final cour~ of,appeal from all the courts'
of the British Empire, except .the courts of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and of Ireland, from each of
which appeals lay to the appropriate House of Lords.'
Every colony and dependency from it~ most newly discovered
state with·its rough-hewn and developing social and judicial
system up to its 91ost highly equipped, condition 'had and
has courts of varying degrees of equipment and efficiency
from which the ultimate appeal lay at first to the Royal
prerogative ofjustice, and later, within the limits 'already
shown, to the Judicial Committee: All the nations now
styled Dominions have not tl}e same history in the matter,
nor did a!l ~f them appeal to the Privy Council.. . _
§

BEFORE THE DOMINIONS
"

'

, § 84. THE .KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIJ;l'
Great Britain coming first in the list of the Dominions,
includes England with its own Court 'of' Appe~l and Court
of Crhninal Appea( Scotland with its ,Court of Session,
·Commission of Teinds and Court of Exchequer, and Northern .
Ireland with its Court of Appeal. F:rom all these high
appellate tribunals all" appeal lies. to the House. of Lords,
but none to the Judicial Committee.
.
.
§-85.

THE.

COLONIES~

Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Newfoundland.were
originally colonies in each of wh~ch an appeal lay from the
ordin~ry courts to the Judicial C<;>mmittee~ representing the
fount of justice from which they flowed, so that when with
their gradual development an appellate court was estahlished ip each they found themselves on the one hand with
double appeals, ri.amely, to both their own Supreme Courts
and afterwaros to the Judicial Committee, and, on the other
hand, in some instances, with concurrent or .alteniative
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appeals to either their own Supreme Courts or the Judicial
Committee.
§ 86.

SOUTH AFRICAN COLONIES AND REPUBLIC

In South Africa, the Provinces which now form the Union
formerly ranged in variety from colony, with the colonial
judicial features already mentioned, to independent republic
with its system of Roman-Dutch law and completely independent judicial systems from which, of course, no appeal
lay to the Judicial Committee, and which was apart from
express grant jn no way connected with the Royal prerogative of justice in British Possessions. 1
§ 87. THE KINGDOM OF IRELAND
In the kingdom of Ireland, then enjoy~ng political unity,
which it is hoped will soon again be restored, and then
governed under the King by its Lords and Commons, no
appeal lay to the Privy Council but to the Irish House of
Lords. Since the Union of that Kingdom with the Kingdom
of Great Britain, appeals which theretofore were finally
decided by the House of Lords of either Kingdom were
finally decided by the House of Lords of the United Kingdom, 2 and not by the Privy Council. There is nothing
in any statute from the earliest Judicial Committee Act
down to the Irish Treaty and Constitution expressly
giving the Judicial Committee jurisdiction to hear and
determine Irish Appeals ; the only scintilla furi~ in the
matter being the implication from Article 2 of the Treaty
which the Judicial Committee itself has construed in two
different ways as already indicated. 3 Thus, inconsistently,
Irish Free State appeals, so far as any are brought and
admitted, go to the Judicial Committee, while Northern
Ireland appeals still go to the House of Lords as heretofore.
1 Cf. South Africa Act, 1909 (9 Ed. VII, c. g), sec. 106, and the Irish
Constitution Act, 1922 (13 Geo. 5, c. I, sess. 2), Article 66.
2 The Act for the Union of Great Britain and Ireland (39 and 40 Geo. III,
c. 67), Article 8.
3 See the conflict of construction between HuU v. M' Kenna (1926), I.R. at
409, and Performing Right Society v. Bray U.D.C. (1930), I.R. at p. 525,
discussed at §§ 58 and 59 ante.
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II3

juRIDICAL VARIETY

From a juridical .viewpoint', the (:ommonwe~lth ~s full of
variety. Its seven nations
" have very different characteristi.cs, very different histories,
and are at very different stages of evolution ; while considered
as a whole,' it defies classification and bears no· real resemblance
tb any other political organisation which novr ~x'i~ts or.has ever
been tried." 1
'
All of them, however, having developed highly 'complex
and efficient judid9-l and political systems, indicate, fo:I[ the
various reasons already stated, thftt the machinery for
~ppeals provided by t:Q_e, Judicial Committee is not suite'd
to their_ needs and. that' the principle of any appeal from
their Supreme Co~rts is not consonant with their wishes.
~

,

'

;.

'

'

I

•

-§ 8g.. AN IMPERIAL COURT OF APPEAL '
The proposal of Mr. William Hughes, when Prime Minister
of Australia, at the Imperial War Conference of rgr8 for
.a representative Imperial Court of Appeal m;;tde as a IIit_!ans
of reconciling a confljct of Dominion opwion tnet with little
'support and he frankly admitted that th~ feeling in Australia
was agamst any Imperial Court~ofAppeal at all. . . ' .
. Even in the spe<;:ial case o~ Can~da the hold of the appeal
seems to be) the' probl.ein of Quebec, one of those minority
questions unsuitabl~ for the J uqicial Committee. 2
\

· ~· The only conclusion it seems safe to di:aw from this evidence
is that the Dominions will not consent to the creation of . an

Imperial Court of App·eal,, and that J:?ominion appeals to the·
Judicial Committee are likely before ·long to ce~e altogether.
There ani weighty reasons for believing that such a development
. would be an advantage rather than a disaster.': 3
'
§ 90~

A COMMONWEALTH COURT OF APPEAL

I

It is impo~tant to enqqire if a1really represeqtative Com-'
monwealth Court of Final Appeal were to be established
1
2

, 3

•

.

I

Cf. the reference to,a constitution for t~e British Empire in Cmd. 2768.
Vide §§ 8, So and 81 ante.
·
·
· ·
·
Per Duncan Hall in• British Commonwealth of Nations, p. 266 (1920).
N.S.

I

j
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by remodelling the Judicial Committee or otherwise, (1)
what questions it would hear and determine, and (2) what
advantages it would possess. The possible questions may
be grouped in this way: (a) constitutional questions ; (b)
questions involving a special knowledge of Dominion conditions, and (c) general questions involving no special knowledge of Dominion conditions. 1 Constitutional questions
are regarded by all the Dominions as having so direct a
bearing on their national life and development that they,
by statute and otherwise, carefully retain the control of
such questions themselves; complaints have been made
that the Judicial Committee on hearing such appeals from
Canada has not displayed the requisite knowledge of constitutional affairs 2 ; the Prime Minister of Australia, speaking
of the Commonwealth Constitution, saiQ. that there was not
on the Judicial Committee a" single man who is intimately
familiar with this constitutional document " 3 ; and two
opposite opinions upon an important matter of principle
were given by the Judicial Committee within seven years 4
where consistency was not only desirable but essential.
Questions involving a special knowledge of Dominion conditions demand for their adequate determination not the
mere book knowledge which can be acquired by an extraterritorial tribunal but that intimate knowledge which only
a local court can have and which when ignored elicits a
refusal in the Dominion concerned to adopt it as of any
authority. 5 General questions involving no special knowledge of Dominion conditions could presumably be dealt
with as effectively by one court of trained lawyers as another
and the balance, therefore, of convenience suggests the
local venue.
1 Cj. Duncan Hall, British Commonwealth of Nations, p. 268; Ewart,
An Imperial Court of Appeal (1918), p. 2.
2 Cf. the examples collected by Mr. Ewart, An Imperial Court of Appeal
(rgr8), p. 2.
3 Proceedings of Imperial Conference, rgr8, p. 137, where instances of
unsatisfactory decisions are given.
4 Cf. Chapter VII ante.
§§ 58 and 59·
s Cf. Baxter's Case, where the Australian High Court refused to follow
the Judicial Committee's decision (1907) (4 C.L.R. 1087); decision in
Webb v. Outrim (r9o7), A.C. 8r ; also Lynham v. Butler (r925), 2 I.R. 23r;
and other cases already mentioned.
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This cursory examination of the three types of issues leads ·.
to agreem,ent witP. Mr. Duncan Hall when he saysthat
".it is impossible to feel that the Dominions would not be a great
deal better off and certainly a good deal more content, if they ·
resolved to settle fin?-llY for themselves all the questions which
now go to the Privy Council for decision." 1
§ 9L A PEREGRINATORY jUDICIAL CoMMITTEE
It is but right to refer to the two points w~ich have long
ago been made in favour of the retention· of the Judi~ia:l
Committee's influence in Commonwealth affairs. t One js the
somewhat amusing orie that it, like a vastly exaggerated
Assize, should travel from Dominion to Dominion, either
whole or in divisions;. exercising its great app~ilate juiis'. diction in one Dotninion and then passing on by road, rail
or sea to the next. : There is np hint how the pni.ctical
difficulties of. libraries, registrars and all the concomitants
of such a peregrination 'Yould be solyed ; one is feft to
assume,that they also would travel or alterriativ:ely there
would be a: new set in each Dominion. · Anything more
calculated to destroy uno ict;, not_ only the dignity and
prestige but aJso the· efficiency Of t]lis· ancient institution, ~
it would be difficult to. conceive.
·
~.

.f.

~

.

.§ 92. ~. Wou~D IT PROMOTE FRIEN~LY Assoc~ATION ?'.
The other is tribute to its archaic tradition as possessing
the right to a,dvise as. to the exercise of the King's prerogative of justice. It- is thought that the Royal symbol
will help to perpetuate the unity and friendly association
of the autonomous nations which n9w compose th~ Commonwealth. It maybe so, but it must.be admitted that this is
farfrom the function or purpose of a court of justice ; ·further,
that' it would nofbe likely to have this effect seems·to be
evidenced by· the fact that its decisions have sometimes~
though not always caused irritation and estrangement rather ·
than friendly gratitude in the Dominions affected, as was
expressed by tpe Australian delegates in rgoo when they said

a

I

1

.

British Commonwealth of Nations (rgzo), p ..z68.

.

.'
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"the consciousness of kinship, the consciousness of a common
blood and a common sense of duty, the pride of their race and
history, these are the links of Empire ; bands which attach,
not bonds that chafe. When the Australian fights for the Empire,
he is inspired by those sentiments ; but no patriotism was ever
inspired or sustained by any thought of th~ Privy Council." 1
This was confirmed by the Prime Minister of Australia
at the Imperial Conference eighteen years later when he
said
" one thing there is a strong demand for, and if a vote on it
could be taken, it would be carried overwhelmingly ... that
there should be no appeal to the Privy Council or to any Imperial
Court of Appeal to all." 2
Sir Robert Borden stated that the tendency in Canada
" will be to restrict appeals to the Privy ~ouncil rather than
to increase them," 3 and another Canadian expressed the
opinion for Canada "that our own Courts should be the
final authority." 4 It is obvious that the Privy Council is
no symbol of unity ; effective symbols already exist in the
common Kingship and the principle of group action ; a
symbol which creates dissatisfaction is worse than useless ;
it is a grave danger to that friendly co-operation of nations
which forms the real and only l~sting foundation for the
Commonwealth.
§ 93· THE JuDICIAL CoMMITTEE's CoLONIAL jURISDICTION

If the Judicial Committee were to discontinue hearing
appeals from or otherwise interfering in Commonwealth
affairs it would naturally continue to hear and determine
those cases from the colonies, dependencies, and so on, by
way of litigation or special reference, for which it was originally established. 5 But, it may be asked, if this course be
adopted and the Judicial Committee cease to hear Dominion
appeals, what is to succeed it? The answer is, it needs no
successor, but simply the admission of "the supremacy in
each Dominion of its own Dominion Supreme Court. This
1
2

5

Cf. Duncan Hall, British Commonwealth of Nations, p. 266.
3
4
Proceedings, pp: 151-2.
Ibid., p. 143·
Ibid., p. 151.
Cf. The Judicial Committee Act, 1833; also Chapter III ante.
'
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would end the controversy as to its application to the
·Dominion's in a manner consonant with the theory of its
odgin and with the spirit of Commonwealth development.
It wo~ld also leave the Judicial Committee f~ee to·deal with'
·the purp~ses for which it was created. 'With wider Commonwealth purposes it is not properly concerned and' it would not
be practicable to remodel it or adapt it to deal with them.
'
§ 94· THE. WIDER' jURIDICAL _PURPOSES •.

Such wider purposes must of necessity and 1 do in fact
develop out of the intimate group association of the sev~n,
. autonomous nations which form the' Commonwealth ; inter- ,
Dominion disputes of a justiciable kind. 1 occur ; arbitr~l
questions need. solution; uniformity in certain inter- . ,
Dominion legisla\ion would be an advantage; e.g, naturali~
~ation,· copyright, migration,. shipping;· the· legislative;.
ad.Ipinistrative and judiciaJ experienc_e of the ·whole Common:..
wealth might helpfully be made the subject of legal research
and co-ordination; advisory opinions might be made avail-'
· able in cases· presented by, the ..Dominions· on their qwn
behalf or on behalf of any of t_heir own nationals whose
cases they caJ;ed to adopt ; a:qd other judicial and advisory
. purposes of a: legal nature might need skilled attention. ..
§ ,g5. WHAT WILL EFFECT THESE WlDER PURPOSES ?. •

The 'question presents it~elf as to how all the diverse needs;
justiciable and advisory, of such a group association can
be adequately satisfied.. Should they be left according to
· their nature and kind to the Permanent Court of International Justice or to the League of Nations? 2 ' ~hould the
Judicial Committee be re-constituted to deal with them?
Or should a new tribunal be' established for the purpose?
§ g6.. _A REAL COMMONWEALTH COURT
( The idea of C6mmo:n'wealth Court if it be established
and, as to its ~jy.risdiction, procedure and practice, cbti~

a

"

t•

I

1

E.g., The Labrador Boundary Dispute. The Irish Free State Boundary
Dispute. Wigg and Cochrane v. Attorney-General. The" Tm alone" Case.
1
2 Cj. §§ 98-;;Ioo post.
"
•
-....,

.
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trolled by free and equal nations, is not incompatible with
the full sovereignty of each member State any more than
is membership of the League of Nations or adherence to the
Permanent Court of International Justice. In this respect
the words of one of the distinguished draftsmen of the
Covenant of the League of Nations aptly apply to the
Commonwealth of Nations if "Commonwealth" be substituted for "League." General Smuts said:
" Looked at in its true light, in the light of the age and the
time-honoured ideas and practice of mankind, we are beholding
an amazing thing-we are witnessing one of the great miracles
of history. . . .
·
\
" The League may be a difficult scheme to work, but the
significant thing is that the Powers have pledged themselves
to work it, that they have agreed to renounce their free choice of
action and bound themselves to what am~ts in effect to a .
consultative parliament of the world.
" By the side of that great decision and the enormous step
in advance which it means, any small failures to live up to the
great decision, any small lapse on the part of the League are
trifling indeed. The great choice is made, the great renunciation
is over and mankind has, as it were at one bound and in the short
space of ten years, jumped from the old order to the new, across
a gulf which may yet prove to be the greatest break or divide
in human history. . . ." 1
§ 97· Is A COMMONWEALTH COURT NECESSARY?
But is a Commonwealth Court necessary ? There is much
to be said on both sides of this question. As against such
a Court it may be said that the Commonwealth is in no
sense a federal union with subsidiary legislatures and
executives ; it, therefore, needs no over-riding court to
reconcile conflicting laws ; it is, on the contrary, an association of sovereign states whose laws are different and whose
association is free; to them, as member States, is available
the League of Nations; and as adherents, the Court of
International Justice. On the other hand, it may be said
in favour of such a Court that the member States of the
Commonwealth do not stand to each other quite in the
1

Rhodes' Memorial Lectures at Oxford, 9th November 1929, pp.

II I-II2.

'
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relation of foreign states; even foreign states bound by_
Treaty; their relations are more intimate; they have
largely a kindred ancestry which ·distinguishes them from
most· other inhabitants of the globe ; common, though in
some :ways div~rse, traditi9ns~ religion, history, and law ; 1
long, though not always untroubled, association in common,
though different, development; and now· united· by\ties
more real, for better or worse, than join any ·two· foreign nations, they are freely engaged in co-operative effort. An
important consideration, is· that, on · the one hand, th~
Commonwealth Tribunal would be representative only of
the Commonwealth, while, on the other hand, stra~gers to '
the Commonwealth would and do in fact participate in the
Court of International Justice and, the League,of Natir.ms.
§ g8.

.

..

THE WIDER PURPOSES OF THE
DOMINIONS
'
.

. Sentiment play§._ some. but not an ~xcessive part in the
· determination by the Dominions of the ·question as to
whether the wider purposes referred to can best ,be served
by means of the League of Nations, the Court of International Justice or a new Commonwealth Court; The·
attitude and acts of the Dominions in 'intema~ional and
inter-Dominion affairs indicate to some extent their
tendencies.
. '
§ 99·

INDEPENDENT, IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

In international affai~s they have taken· ~n independent
,line. They are all safeguarded by indi'\\idual, membership
of the Leaglfe of Nations· and a_ctive~ participation in its
work.even to the extent of some of them getting seats on
the Council ; 1 t~ey each signed the Kellogg Pact for the
Renunciation of War; they each subscribed to the Statute
of the Permanent Court of International Justice, all save the
Irish Free State, with the reservation of Commonwealth·
questions ; so that, as no issue can come before the Per1 Great Britain has a permanent seat on the Council of the League ;
Canada for three years occupied a non-permanent seat on the Council, to
which, on expiry of her term, the Irish Free State, the present· occupant,
was, elected.
·,
•

I

!
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manen't Court of International Justice without the agreement of both parties to it, its jurisdiction is excluded as
regards matters arising between members of the Commonwealth.
While it is a fair inference, that all the members of the
Commonwealth favour some form of Commonwealth Court,
the question is left unsettled as regards the Irish Free State,
which is thus not even implicitly committed to a Commonwealth Court in advance.
§ roo. INDEPENDENT IN INTER-DOMINION AFFAIRS
In inter-Dominion affairs, each, naturally, has also
taken an independent line. To go no farther back than the
Imperial Conference of rgz6, the declaration, already
referred to, was there made that question; affecting judicial
appeals should not be determined otherwise than in accordance with the wishes of the part of the Empire primarily
affected; that where changes in the existing system were
proposed which while primarily affecting one part, raised
issues in which other parts also were concerned, such changes
ought only to be carried out aft~r consultation and discussion ; and the right was reserved to bring up the matter
again at the next Imperial Conference for discussion in
relation to the facts of the Irish Free State whose delegates,
Mr. Kevin O'Higgins, T.D., and Mr. Desmond Fitzgerald,
T.D., had been particularly active in dealing with this
subject.l

§ IOI. INDEPENDENT AT IMPERIAL CONFERENCE
Attention was at that Conference directed to various
issues of considerable complexity in connection with the
operation of Dominion legislation which required clarification, and the Conference set forth certain principles which
were considered to underlie the whole subject,.recognising
the right of the Government of each Dominion to advise
the Crown in all matters relating to its own affairs; that
it would not be in accordance with constitutional practice
for the Government in the United Kingdom to render advice
1

Cmd. 2768 ; -see also Appendix post.
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to. His ¥ajesty apperta~ing'to the affairs ofa J;}omill!on
against the view of· the Government· of that D.ommion ;'
that\the appropriate p'r?cedure with regard to .projected
legislation which may :affect two Dominions· is previous
consultation" between the Ministers in both; ·and. that'
legislation by the Parliament of the. United Kingdo19- applying Ito a Dommion would only be ·passed with the ~onsent·
of tl).af Domiriion. • ·
·.
'
, § roz .. CoNFER~N~E AS TP PRINCIPLES oF Associ~TI~N ' 1
: As, h~wever, there were points arising <>ut·of these considerations which required detailed examination,( ..the Ton. ferencerecomii1~nded that a committee be set tip to enquJre ,
into, report upon and make recommendations .concern..:·
ing existing ,statutory provisions. requiring r~servation, of,
I)ominion legislation for: the assent of His Majesty or authori~ing the disallowance of such legislation ; the position as
.to the competency of. the Dominion Parliaments to give
their legislation extra-.territorial operation; the practi- 1 •
cability and most convenient method of giving effect to the
prin:ciple · that, each Dominion Parliament· should have
power to. give extra-territorial operation· to its le~dslat;on
in all cases where such operation is ancillary to the provision:"
for the peace, order and good government of the Dominion;
· the pririciples embodied in the Colon~al Laws Validity Act;- r
:r865, f ~nd the /extent to which any provisions ·of that 4-ct
ought to be repealed, ·amended or modified in the light of ·
the existing relations between the. various members of the '
·British Commonwealth of Nations. . .
' . , ,,
. The c;onference recognised that the then ex1stmg adm'inis~
trative;legislative and judicial forms were notin accordance
. ·with the state of development which the British Common- ·
w~ealt~. ol.Nations and. its autonomous .members had then
re3;ched, ,a condition of things following ineyit~;~.bly from the ·
fact that most of those forms dated back to a time well ante- .F
.cedent to the present. stage of constitutional development.i·~ '..
That ever-growing o~ga:oism the British Commonwealth'
l

1

.

~8 a~d 29. Vic·. c. 6j. ·

.

~

'

2

'

(

Cf. ICmd.
3479,. . p,. ..7 (~929).
.
•

•

I

,
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of Nations and its autonomous component parts, continued,
during the taking of the important inquiries just mentioned,
to grow, and it was just about this period that the legislative and judicial developments indicated in Chapter VIP
took place.
§ 103. CONFERENCE ON DOMINION LEGISLATION
In. January, 1930, the Report of the Conference on the
operation of Dominion Legislation and Merchant Shipping 2
was published, and it dealt with three subjects, inter alia,
which are relevant here.

§ 104.

POWERS OF DISALLOWANCE AND RESERVATION NOT
EXERCISABLE

The first includes the powers of disallowance and reservation. The poWer of disallowance wae the power which
the Crown had hitherto held, and occasionally exercised,
of annulling an Act passed by a Dominion or Colonial Legislature. This power, whatever -its origin, found statutory
expression in most of the Dominion Constitutions. The
New Zealand Constitution Act, 1854, 3 and the British North
America Act, 1867, 4 empowered the King in Council to
disallow any Act of Parliament of either Dominion within
two years from the receipt of the Act from the GovernorGeneral, but he has not done so in New Zealand since 1867
and in Canada since 1873 ; the Commonwealth of Australia
Act, rgoo, 5 and the South Africa Act, rgog,G empower him
to do so within one year after the assent of the GovernorGeneral has been given, but he has never exercised
this power there; no such power exists in the Irish Free
State ; and in Newfoundland the constitution is based on
Letters Patent.
The power of reservation means the power of a GovernorGeneral to withhold assent to a Bill passed by a competent
1

§§ 53 et seq. ante.
Cmd. 3479, q.v. in the Appendix post. A special Sub-Conference of
the Imperial Conference, 1926, on Merchant Shipping joined forces with this
Committee ; hence the title of the Report.
6 Section 65.
3 Section 58.
4 Section 56.
6 Cf. for discretionary power, New Zealand Constitution Act, 1852, sees.
56, 59; British North America Act, 1867, sees. 55, 57; Commonwealth of
Australia Act, 1900, sees. 58, 6o ; South Africa Act, 1909, sees. 64, 66.
2
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Legislature in order that His Majesty's pleasure may be
taken thereon. This power exists in various forms in all ·
the Dominions. 1 · The Cqnference agreed that in the present
constitutional position, the power of disallowance. can ho
longer be exercised ih relation to Dominion Legislation and
recommended that the Dominions concerned should procure
amendments to their Constitutions accordingly, and pointed
out that it is open to them to procure amendments as .to
the power of reservation also. ·
•

'

,'1'

§ !05. EXTRA-TERRITORIAL LE(;ISLATION
second matter related to the position- as to the
competence· of Dominion Parliaments to give their legislaticm extra-territorial o:peration, and the '<;onf7rence nkom.:..
mended that, in a jleclaratory statute t6 be passed by the
Parliament at Westminster a clause should be included in
the following form :
i
.
" It is here~y declared ahd enacted t,hat the Parliament
of a Dominion has full powers to make laws having extra~.
territorial operation."
T~e

\

•

I

§ ro6. CoLO:l'UAL LAws 'VALI~ITY AcT, r865
.
The third matter was~the Colonial Laws Validity Ac( ·
2
r865,
which pre~erved the right of the Imperial Legislature
1
to legislate for a colony, even one with an'autonomous legislature, namely a Dominion, ~nd was designed' to prevei-It
that colony .or Dominion Legislature from enacting any
, law repugnant to the express 1-;tw appliea to that Colony or
Dominion by the Imperial Legislature, the validity of
Colonial and Dominion Laws being. therefore· subject· to
examination by the Colonial or Dominion ·Courts, and by
, tJ;le Judicial Committee of the Privy CounciP 'That. Con"'

/'

1 For specific reservation of particular subjects; the New Zealand
ConstitU'tion Act, 1852, sec. 65 ; the Commonwealth of Australia Act; _
:i9oo, sec. 74; ~outh Africa Act, 1909, sees. 25, 64, 85, 106/ 151.
2 28 and 29 Vic. c: 63 ; see Appendix post.
,
3
•
Cf. L'Union S. Jacques de Montreal v. Belisle (1874), L.R..6 P.C. 31'; ·
Dobie v. Temporalities' Board ('1:E82), 7 A.C. 136 P.C.; Attorney-General
of Ontario v. Attorney-General'of the Dominion of Canada (1894), A. C. 189
P.C.; Attorney-General of Ontario v. Hamilton Street Railway (1903),
A.C. 524 P.C., re R. V. Marais, ex parte Marais (:i9o2j, A.C. 5-I P.C.

'
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ference therefore recommended that in the statute to be
passed by the Parliament at Westminster· a clause should
be included to the effect that no Statute of the United
Kingdom thereafter should extend or be deemed to extend
to a Dominion unless it was expressly declared in that Act
that the Dominion had requested and consented to the
enactment of the particul?-r Statute.
§ 107. SUGGESTED NEW COMMONWEALTH TRIBUNAL
The recommendation of that Conference which is perhaps
most relevant here is one, that is but a suggestion which
was offered for further examination by all the Governments,
that a new tribunal should be established fo{the determination of all differences and disputes between members of
the Commonwealth ; that it should ta~ the form of an ad
hoc body selected from standing panels nominated by the
several members of the Commonwealth, and that it should
have a jurisdiction. limited to justiciable issues arising
between Governments. 1
§ ro8.

CERTAIN DETAILS OF TRIBUNAL AGREED

The Imperial Conference of 1930 was the next step in the
constitutional developments which forms the subject of
. this work, and by its Report, published in November 1930,
it not only approved of.the Report of the Conference on the
Operation of Dominion Legislation upon the points mentioned, but made certain 'further definite recommendations
with regard to the proposed Commonwealth Tribunal which,
naturally forming part of the solution of the problem as to
the future settlement of disputes, will be discussed in the
next chapter.
1

Cmd. 3479 (rg3o), p. 4r.
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THE THREEFOLD SOLUTION

, ,

''

'

THE threefold problem with regard to justiciable dispute~
of 'litigants. in. the British Colonies and Dependencies an<
also in the Dominions, on' the one hand, and to inter·
Dominloh disputes o~ the oth~r. while remaining, as :lndi
cated in.· the' previous chapter;· unsettled, contains. the' ele·
ments for its own solution under all three' heads.·
§ I~?·

IN THE CoLONIES ANp DEPENDENCIES

As regards the\British Colonies and Dependencies then
is no. real problem and the·· statutory jurisdiction of thE
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council over them·rema\m
unaffected, save in so far as it is burdened by additions tc
its original jurisdiction.~ Unimpair~d and unimpeded by
any of the obstq.cles created by the autonomy· of thE
Dominions·, there is no reason why the Judicial Committe€
should not ~ontinue usefully to fulfil the pu~poses for whic:b
it was cr~ated by statute as the Supreme Appellate Tribunal
•
of the Britis~··E111pire.
I

-§

III.

!N THE 'DoMINIONS

•

The quest-ion of ultimate appeal in Dominion litigation
requires very;serjous consideration. The fact that Dominion
125
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Sovereignty includes Judicial Sovereignty does not necessarily warrant the fitness of every Dominion Court. It
provides an unanswerable reason for the utmost care in the
constitution, procedure and practice of every Dominion
Supreme Court. Every Dominion citizen is entitled to an
assurance that his ultimate Court of Appeal, which is
called on to supersede the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council, is independent, fearless and competent ; is not
subject to any of the objections at present made against
appeals to the Judicial Committee on the ground of undue
expense, delay, defective knowledge of local law and conditions or bias due to religion, politics or class ; and is
sufficiently strong in numbers and quality to make its
majoHty judgments conclusive expositions of Dominion law
helped by the contrasted opinions of the minority judgments
and unvitiated by the compromise ~tatements of law
resulting from the single-judgment system adopted in some
courts of appeal.
·
§ !!2.

INDEPENDENT jUDICIARY ESSENTIAL

As Lord Hewart has recently pointed out, many of the
most significant victories for freedom and justice have been
won in the Law Courts and the liberties of the citizen are
closely bound up with the complete independence of the
judges.
" When, for any reason or combination of reasons, it has
happened that there has been lack of courage on the Judicial
Bench, the enemies of equality before the law have succeeded,
and the administration of the law has been brought into disrepute." 1
§ II3. FREE FROM GOVERNMENTAL CONTROL
The efforts of Executive Governments in earlier times,
not entirely unsuccessful, to dilute the fount of justice
by appointing appropriately complaisant judges, were met
in England by the Act of Settlement,. placing the Judges
beyond the control of the Executive. The present position
in the Dominions with regard to this is not, it is feared,
I

1

The New Despotism, by the Right Hon.·Lord Hewart, L.C.J., at p.

102.
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beyond criticism because in most of them the judges are
appointed by the Governor-G~neral on the advice of the
Executive. Jt has ever since- the Act ·Of 'Settlement been
realised that the law ·with regard to appointment to any
judici,al office, however great or. small; should be such as tq
precludeits being made upon,religious, political, nepotic; or ·
any considerations other thah the courageous fa~rness and·
learning of the true· judicial temperament. To· allow the
- Executive for t.he. time peing to influence;... by advice or
otherwise, judicial appointment is to make politics a .1a4qer
·for the, ambitious climber and· the Bench a haven for the
dishonest place-hunter. In some countries the. Upper
House of the Legislcvture, 1 and in other countries the head
of the Judiciary, have been considered best qualified ~o
advise the head of the State in selecting the ablest and most
experienced lawylrs to fill judicial office. The State has
the advantage, in the former, of the widespread respon-'
sibility of the highest deliberative assembiy considering the r
selection and, in the latter, of the specialised responsil?ility
of one who having iritimate· and continuous knowledge of
the legal and other attainments of the. members of 'tl?-e
, profession and holding, as he' genenmy does, office for life,
is not only unlikely to be influenced in his chojce _by such
considerations as might conceivably affect appointments
made on the advice of a government, but would have every
inclination and incentive, as head of the judiciary, to maintain by his choice th~ ,highest standard of judicial competence and.honour. The invidious position in which the
duty of resisting tlie claims of ambitious politicians places .
a democrat_ically elected Minister for Justice---'even thc;mgh
Cf: The American Government, by Frederic J. Haskin, at p. 285:
" Receiving appointment from the President upon 'Confirmation by the
Senate the nine justices of the Supreme Co]lrt pass beyond the .power of
either except under a.process of impeachment in which the House must act
as Grand Jury and the Senate as the Gourt of Impeachment.:. . . A
justice of the Supreme Court·of the United States can ~be rem~ved for
no other cause than 'high crimes and· misdemeanors' which have
never been .charged against any justice except Samuel Chase, who was
impeached in' 1804, but who was acquitted by the Senate in I 8os. His
impeachment grew out of political opinions held.and expressed by him and
. did not involve the integrity of the man. He was, however; also charged
with tyrannical conduct in trials under. the Alien and .Sedition Law."
1

'

'I
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the responsibility be collectively that of a Governmentis evident, and looking back down history one sees the difficulties which even the best of Governments had to avoid
selecting judges and law officers on the unsound grounds
indicated and to make unquestionable appointments on the
grounds of the requisite judicial qualities. Much more can
ibe written on this subject if details of some of the appointments made are to be given.
§ II4.

WITH SECURITY OF TENURE

In most of the Dominions a judge is given the same
security of tenure and remuneration as English judges have
hitherto enjoyed, inasmuch as a judge cannot be removed
from office except by the Governor-General in Council on an
address from both Houses of Parliament in the same session
praying for such removal on the grou'nd of proved misbehaviou~ or incapacity, and his remuneration cann~t be
diminished during his continuance in office. The independent, fearless and competent judge is enabled by this
security to adjudicate justly in all circumstances. It is,
however, in practice, very little, if any, protection to the
litigant against the partisan or dishonest judge who may
have attained his judicial position by the prostitution of
religion, politics or nepotism. A litigant, or even a body of
litigants, such as a minority in any Dominion, discriminated
against repeatedly by such a partisan judge, would find it
practically impossible, in the first place, to prove the judicial
misbehaviour or incapacity and, in the second place, to
secure vote of both Houses of Parliament for the removal
from office of the offensive judge.

a

§ II5. AND A STRONG SUPREME COURT
Numerical strength is a matter which applies particularly
to the Dominion Supreme Court, especially when contrasted
with a large Bench like that of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, as already indicated, 1 or the United
States Supreme Court which consists of nine members.
1

Vide § 15 ante.
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This numerous Bench while allowip.g a division qf the judi~ I
ciallabours seCUleS reasonably large attendance of judges on
every. occasion, without undue delay in the preparation of ·
careful majority and minority judgillents, 1 helping the
development and elucidation of the law.. It is a matter
for consideration whether so numerous a 'Bench of judg~s
would or would not be .disproportionate in the Doffiinions
where, however, the Bench is at present numerically much
weaker. For i~stance,· the Supreme• appellate tripunal
consists, in Canada ·of the 'Chief Justice and five judges, in
Australia of the Chief Justice and four judges, in South
Africa of the Chief Justice .and four judges, and in th~.Irish
Fr~e State of the Chief Justice and only· two judges. , Sq
small a Bench Involves, in-'the hearing of cases co~bined
with the preparati~ o~ judgments, either overwork on the
part of the Bench or" inadequate consideration of the issues
involved,
·

a

.. § II6. FREE FROM BiAS .
A Supreme ·Court Bench composed entirely of.those rare
pos~essors ,of completely judi{;ial temperament, integrity·
and· erudition) would be open to no further comment, than
' one -of astonished· praise. \ In · such ideal circumstances it ,
would be unnecessary and improper to suggest that the
Bench ~should be proportioned to the sectional opinions of ,
theDofninion in which it adjudicates. But the circumstances 1
~f the Doininions,are no more ideally free from class, political

.•

'

'\

.

'

!

1

'

In The American Government, by Haskin, at p. 291, a description is
given of:the procedure adopted by the members of the Supreme Court in
conference to arrive at their decision. "After every justice has expressed
his opi!lion ·as fully as he cares to,,the Chief Justice calls the roll of the
Court and each member votes upon ~he question of an adverse or a favourable decision. After this ·the Chief Justice assigns to the members of
the Court the cases upon which they are to write their opinions. Later
these opinions are qrought in by the members Writing them and laid
before the whole 'Court. Here again they argue the case, criticise the
opinion and· often amend it so much t~at if has little semblance to its
original form. . The Court again by roll-call votes upon the question of
whether it shall be read as the opinion of the Court or not. If tliere is a
dissenting vote on any case, those who dissent arrange among themselyes
as to who,shall write the dissenting opinion. Sometimes the grounds upori
which different justices dissent vary, so that there may be one or more
dissenting opinions handed d.own."
·
'
'

N.S.

.

.

.K
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and religious prejudice than any other parts of the world:
and even judges yield in a greater or less degree, often without conscious misbehaviour or incapacity, to the influences
of their environment. In places, therefore, such as Quebec
and the Irish Free State, where religious feeling runs high;
it would seem just to arrange that the best aspects of legitimate sectional opinion should be taken into account in
making appointments to the Bench, as far as material at
the Bar permits in the opinion, not of a political bird-ofpassage like a Minister for Justice, but in the opinion of
some competent adviser like the head of the judiciary. The
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council has been criticised
as being unrepresentative of litigants whose cases it heard,
but at least it has the merit of being, in the main, outside
and detached, possibly too detached, from the controversies
it was called on to determine. It woul~ be, indeed, anomalous if its Dominion successor were to leave itself open to
the same charge, without being even able to claim the
merit of an unbiased detachment.
This, then, is the solution of the problem as to the ultimate
determination of Dominion litigation. The judicial
sovereignty of each Dominion requires that its · Supreme
Court should not only be supreme but should deserve
supremacy by its own intrinsic independent, courageous
and competent administration of even-handed justice
between all its citizens, whatever be their sectional opinions
or· affiliations.
§ rr7.

As TO INTER-DOMINION DISPUTES
The last aspect of justiciable disputes relates, not to
private litigation, but to disputes between the Dominions
inter se. The real outstanding 'question was whether the
Dominions, having achieved the attributes of free nationality, should submit disputes inter se to some independent
tribunal, such as the Permanent Court of International
Justice. At the Imperial Conference of 1930, they agreed
that it was desirable that such disputes, whenever they
arose, should be submitted to some domestic tribunal of an
arbitral nature and they passed a series of recommendations,
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~

rather vague and elastic .in character, with that 'object in
. .
·
view. The first was :
" It was agreed ·th~t some machinery for: the soluti~~ .of

qispu~es

b.etween members of the· British Commonwealth' is
desirable." 1
.'
·
'""-

\'

•

•

•

_f

··-

'Dhere would not be; of course, even a distant anal9gy
between the. suggested Triqunal, on tge. one hand, and the
Judicial Committee or any ·ather Court existing in either
the British CommonweaJth of Nations or the British Empire
on the other. The distinctions between them are .h'owev~r
worth n'oting. , The Privy Council is an archaic growth and '
even .the Judicial CoJI?.mittee, though statutory, is early
ninetei:mth . century ; the original purposes ... of the Privy .
Council ·were quite different. from its present ones ;· the
origina,l jurisdictiofl ·of.the Judicial Committee~ was over
'Colonies and other dependent possessio:r:s beyond the seas ; i~
was pre-:Dominion and therefore ~as not agr;eed to by them:;
its jurisdiction was unsuited to their autonomy and was
and . is resented by them as uns-;_tisfactory, useless and
damaging iriterfereri~ ; ·and was limited to • ordinary
appellate litigaJion and speci~l reference. .
·.
.'
·The proposed ne~ tribunal presents·;features which tpe
Judicial Committee lacks, for it to be a thoroughly modem
institution; speCially established to meet a particular need';
with '~n-:original jurisdiction over, and specially adapted
to deal with ·the differences between autonomous nations ;
which as sover~ign states, equal in status, establi~h it by· ·
agreement between themselves ; ·and would share equally
in the·appointment or election of its judges-and the settlement of its jurisdiction, procedure and practice:
§ n8 ..·~AN
••

>

AD HOC COMMONWEALTH TRIBUNAL
1

"

l'

"'

.

\' ·•

-. ~

" 2. · It was agreed, in order to av6id too much rigidity, not
to rec6ritmend the constitution of a permanent court, but to '
seek a solution along the line of ad hoc proceedings. The Conference thought that:this method might be more fruitful than any
. other in' securing the confidence. of th~ Commonwealth." 2 ~·••

·

~

'

..e..

'

•

•

'

'

-

•

ij.

-Cmd. ;717 (1930), p. 23, ihe .relevan~ ,Parts 'of which apPear in_
·Appendix."'
, 2Jbid:, p. 23.
\ 1

•

the
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The many objections to any Commonwealth Court at all
provide reasons for proceeding with great delicacy and care
in this experimental matter and it is better to allow the
' details of the trihunal to evolve from the needs of the
Dominions than to wreck it by the imposition of any element
of doctrinaire rigidity.

§ rrg. · OF

A VoLUNTARY KIND

" 3. The next question considered was whether proceedings
should be voluntary or obligatory, in the sense that one party
would be under an obligation to submit thereto if the other party
wished it. In the absence of general consent to an obligatory
system it was decided to recommend the adoption of a voluntary
system." 1

It could hardly have,been decided otherwise in consonance
with the co-operative principle on w~ich the Commonwealth works and which is one of its strongest links. To
decide otherwise would be to risk a breach in the practice
of that co-operation by the practical outlawry of any
member-state of the Commonwealth which either declined
to agree in advance to an obligatory court or declined to
submit afterwards to its decision, on having- been brought
there in invitum. The founders of the Court of International
Justice, confronted perhaps with a somewhat greater and
more difficult task, have sought to attract jurisdiction,
support and sanction by voluntary adherence rather than
by any obligatory method ; it is difficult to see how compulsion could be applied in either case.
·

§ I20.

ITS COMPETENCE

" 4· It was agreed that it was advisable to go further, and
to make recommendations as to the competence and composition
of an arbitral tribunal, in order to facilitate resort to it by proViding for the machinery whereby a tribunal could, in any given
case, be brought into existence.
" As to the competence of the tribunal no doubt was entertained that this should be limited to differences between governments. The Conference was also of the opinion that the differences should only be such as are justiciable." 2
1

Cmd. 3717, p. 23.

2

Ibid., p. 23.
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This .limitation of jurisdiction to differences between
Governments arises ·:naturally from the. complet~ and,,
sovereign judicial system which each Dominion p6ssesses.
As already shown, the Doml.nions do not admit the need
· or desirability of any private litigant seeking a higher ·or
.other tribunal than th~ Dominion Supreme Courts, This
express limitation also indicates that the object of t,he ne~
tribunal is to hear and determine inter.:Dominion questions
for. which no Commonwealth Court existed, unless the
Judi~ial Co,mmittee be regarded as suitedtfor that purpose;
which ex hypothesi it is not.
·
,
,
The lim:itation of jurisdiction to such differences as are
justiciable involves the preliminary enquiry as to wh~t
d!fferehces are justiciable and what are not and this is by
no means a simpJe question: The_ distinctimi between a
political question to be settled by war or treaty, i.e. force
or negotiation, or both7and a leg;:tl question to be settled by
· a court, i.e. on law and r~a:son, depends not entirely on the
formal nature of the question itself but on the action taken
by the .parties. 1 But· a distinguished modern jurist has
suggested that a justiciable d~spute is one "as to any right .
or obligation, either under gene~al'internationallaw or the.
terms of any t~eaty or other int~rnational; engagement,
including a dispute as to, any fact relevant to the right or
obligation." 2 Most of the ·controversies likely
a-rise
between the Dominions are justiciable disputes; b1,1t it is
conceived that in a, system where co-operation is the domin, ant principle amongst admittedly equal s~vereign nations·
a way would be found to hear and determine on their
merits any~· disputes likely to arise ·without resorting to
meticulously technical poih,ts, about jurisdiction.
Professor Berriedale Keith suggested that the jurisdiction
should be limited to
·

to

I

,

'

''Cf. Rhode Island. v. Massackuse~ts,

I

Peters, 657 at fq: " all con-,
troversies between nations are "in this sense political and not judicial, as
none but the Sovereign can settle them. . . . But the States surrendered
to Congress and its appointed Court tHe right and power of settling their
mutual controversies, thus making, theni judicial questions, whether they
arose qn boundary jurisdiction or any. cause whatever," per Baldwin, J.
2 Sir John Fischer Williams, KC.~ C.B.~., in Chapters on Current Inter- •
national Law and. League of Nations (Igzg), a~ p. 44·
'
·
·
12
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"definite complaints by one Dominion against another, or by
the United Kingdom against a Dominion, or vice versa, of injury
inflicted upon a British subject belonging to one part of the
Empire in some other, under circumstances which, in international law, would afford a cause of claim for damages. The
institution of such a form of procedure would only be another
recognition of the obvious fact that the position of the selfgoverning Dominions tends in an ever-increasing degree to be
assimilated to that of foreign states, while the choice of tribunal
would be a sign of the other essential fact, the real unity of the
Empire.'' 1

Presumably, the Commonwealth is meant.
It is, however, suggested that here also rigidity is to be
avoided and that jurisdiction to arbitrate upon justiciable
differences between Governments has the double advantage
of "being likely to attract such of the Dominions as wish to
make any use of the tribunal and at the \arne time general
enough in its terms to admit most of the differences that
are likely to arise. There is, however, no express indication
that a government would be allowed to follow the deyrable
and useful course of adopting as its own the case of one of
its own nationals, but it is assumed that the jurisdiction is
wide enough to permit this to be done.
§ I2I. ITS COMPOSITION
"5. It was agreed that the tribunal should be consulted ad
hoc for each dispute to be settled and should consist of five
citizens of the British Commonwealth of Nations selected :
" (a) One by each party to the dispute from the State members of the Commonwealth other than the parties being persons
who hold or have held high judicial office or are distinguished
jurists and whose names will carry weight throughout the
Commonwealth.
" (b) One by each party to the dispute from any part of the
Commonwealth, with complete freedom of choice.
" (c) The members so chosen shall with complete freedom
of choice select the Chairman of the tribunal.
" The parties might if they desired bring experts as assessors
before the tribunal ; each party should bear its own expenses
and should bear the expenses of the tribunal equally."

These details of machinery could be adjusted easily between
1

Keith, Imperial Unity, p. 166.

Cf. p. 388.
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the parties •by agreement onc-e the principle of any such
tribunal at all and the extent of its jurisdiction are admitted.
If the members ·of the tribunal are competent it is a: "subsidiary though important matter' whether' there be three
or five judges, and for a responsible court <}f first instance
of _.this kind much can be said for making its quorum five
with a view to securing a, Tribunal whic_h is strong in numbers
and quality. It is just possible on the·machinery suggested
that the selected members may be equally divided as to the ·
selection of a ch<).irman and so provision should' be made for
this eventuality;·
\
I§ I22. CONCLUSION
·This allocation outlined 'in this chapter of the threefold
problem of the.judicial functions under discussion coordinates the rights ~nd duties arising, first, from the present
development -of the British Colonies and Dependencies,
whose needs are served by the Judicial Committee;· secondly,
from the· autor;omy of. the Dommicms, whose judicial
sovereignty is 'thus recognised; and, thirdly, from the
Commonwealth, the free association in which is preserv~d.
1
. It follows the .!rend of constitutional development in
all three aspects. 'The Colonies are left with the adval).tages of either maintaining the status quo or of passing on
towards such autonomy as their various ·stages of development justify;. the autonomo'us nations exercise the judicial
independence which. their sdvereignty requires with the
responsibility which rests on all free nations to mete out
even-handed justice, to their citizens regardless of sectiqnal
opinions and interests ; the Commonwealth finds a domestic
tribunal of a voluntary nature which, without infringing
any existing rights, may facilitate co-operation between .the
·
.
Dominions inter se.
The spontane~us manner in which international association evolves within the Commonwealth ensures, ·not only
the mos~ vigorous growth of individual nationaL.cultures,
but their grouping to the greatest national and international .
advantage. Each adoles§ent Colony or Dependency tends
towards maturity ; ,each responsible Dominion develops
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its own spiritual, intellectual, artistic, political, social and
economic culture to the enrichment, not only of itself but
of the whole world. They begin at home, and by becoming
good nationals become better internationals. The fundamental similarities of language, institutions, and laws, being
more real between the nations of the Commonwealth than ·
between foreign nations, facilitate the spread of new
national ideas, cultures or movements more rapidly
through the Commonwealth than through other parts of
the world. The cultural value of grouping to the associated
nations of the Commonwealth is both a reason for its
existence and its strongest link. The fundamental similarities of language, ideas, institutions and laws between
the nations of the British Commonwealth and the United
States of America-to the extent to which they existform more real links between them than~between nations
where such affinities do not exist. Conversely, no artificial
association of nations arranged by governments can be as
real or lasting as the voluntary association of peoples. The
voluntary element in the threefold solution here submitted
is the best guarantee that it accords with the spirit and
constitutional development of the autonomous nations
which, equal in status, and in no way subordinate one to
another in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs,
though united by a common allegiance to the Crown, are
freely associated as members of the British Commonwealth
of Nations.

,

I
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· ·I.

INTRODUCTION

WE were appointed at the rrfeeting of _the -Imperial Confer~nce
on the 25th October, rgz6, to investigat~ all the questions on the
_Agenda affecting Inter-Imperial-Relations. Our discussions on
these questions have been long and intricate. We found, on·
· examination, that they involved· consideration of fundamental
principles affecting the relations of the various parts of the British
Erripire inter se, as well as the relations of each part to foreign
countries. For such examination the time. at our disposal has
been all too shoit. Yet _we ,hope that· we may have laid a
foundation on which subsequent <;:onferences may build.
I II.
STATUS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 'THE DOMINIONS
"
.
'
The Committee' are qf opinion tha:t nothing would be gained
by attemptingto lay down a Constitution for the British Empire ..
Its widely scattered parts have ver.y different characteristics, very
different histories, and ar~ at very differentstages of evolu,tion;
.while, considered as a whqle, it defies classification and bears no
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real resemblance to any other political organisation which now
exists or has ever yet been tried.
There is, however, one most important element in it which,
from a strictly constitutional point of view, has now, as regards
all vital matters, reached its full development-we refer to the
group of self-governing communities composed of Great Britain
and the Dominions. Their position and mutual relation may be
readily defined. They are autonomous Communities within. the
British, Empire, equal in. status, in. n.o way subord1:n.ate one to
another in. any aspect of their domestic or external affairs, though
zmited by a common. allegiance to the Crown, and freely associated
as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations.
A foreigner endeavouring to understand the true character of
the British Empire by the aid of this formula alone would be
tempted to think that it was devised rather to make mutual
interference impossible than to make mutual co-operation easy.
Such a criticism, however, completely ignores the historic
situation. The rapid evolution of the Oversei' Dominions during
the last fifty years has involved many complicated adjustments of
old political machinery to changing conditions. The tendency
towards equality of status was both right and inevitable.
Geographical and other conditions made this impossible of attainment by the way of federation. The only alternative was by the
way of autonomy ; and along this road it has been steadily
sought. Every self-governing member of the Empire is now
the master of its destiny. In fact, if ·not always in form, it is
subject to no compulsion whatever.
But no account, however accurate, of the negative relations
by which Great Britain and the Dominions stand to each other
can do more than express a portion of the truth. The British
Empire is not founded upon negations. It depends essentially,
if not formally, on positive ideals. Free institutions are its lifeblood. Free co-operation is its instrument. Peace, security,
and progress are among its objects. Aspects of all these great
themes have been discussed at the present Conference ; excellent
results have been thereby obtained. And, though every
Dominion is now, and must always remain, the sole judge of
the nature and extent of its co-operation, no common cause will,
in our opinion, be thereby imperilled.
Equality of status, so far as Britain and the Dominions are
concerned, is thus the rootprinciple governing our Inter-Imperial
Relations. But the principles of equality and similarity,
appropriate to status, do not universally extend to function.
Here we require something more than immutable dogmas. For
example, to deal with questions of diplomacy and questions of
defence, we require also flexible machinery-machinery which
can, from time to time, be adapted to the changing circumstances

,.
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of the world: This subject also has occupied our attention. The
rest of this Report will show how we have endeavoured not only
to state political theory, but to apply it to our common needs.
III.

SPECIAL POSITION OF INDIA

I~ will be noted that in the ~tevious paragraphs we have mkde

no mention oflndia. . Our reason for limiting their scope to Great
Britain and the Dominions is that the position of India in the •
Empire is already defined'by the Government-of India Ad, 1919.
We would, nevertheless, recall ~hat by Resolution IX of· the
Imperial War Conference, 1917, due recognition was given to the
i~portant position held by India in the British Commonwealth.
Where, in this Report, we have had occasion to consider the position of India~ we have made particular reference to it.
IV.

.

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS PARTS OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE

.

-

.

.

Existing administrative, legislative, and judicial forms are
admittedly not wholly in accord with the position as described
in Section II of this Report. This is inevitable, since most pf
these forms date back to a time well antecedent to the present
stage of constitutional development. Our first task then was to
examine these 'forms with special reference to any cases where
the want of adaptation of practice to princ-iple caused, or might
be thought to cause, inconvenience in the conduct of InterImperial Rel~tions.
(a) The Title of His Majesty the King.
The title of His Majesty theKingis of special importance and
concern to all parts of His Majesty's Dominions. Twice within
the last fifty;,years has the Royal Title been altered. to suit
changed conditions and constitutional developments.
The present title, which is tha-t proclaimed under the Royal
Titles Act of 1901, is as follows:- ·- ' .
1 ""GeorgeV,by the Grace ·ofGod, of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland,and of the BritishDominions
bey~m~ the- Seas King, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of
India.Some time before the Conference met, it had been recognised
that this form of 1title hardly accorded with the altered state of
affairs arisingtram the estaplishment of.the Irish Free State as a
Dominion. It had further been ascertained_ that it would be
in accordance with His Majesty's wishes that any recommendation for _change should be submitted to him as the result of
discussion 'at the .Conference,
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We are unanimously of opinion that a slight change is desirable,
and we recommend that, subject to His Majesty's approval, the
necessary legislative action should be taken to secure that His
Majesty's title should henceforward read:" George V, by the Grace of God, of Great Britain, Ireland·
and the British Dominions beyond the Seas King, Defender
of the Faith, Emperor of India."
(b) Position of Governors-General.
·We proceeded to consider whether it was desirable formally
to place on record a definition of the position held by the
Governor-General 1 as His Majesty's representative in the
Dominions. That position, though now generally well recognised,
undoubtedly represents a development from an earlier stage when
the Governor-General was appointed solely on the advice of His
Majesty's Ministers in London and acted also as their
representative.
In our opinion it is an essential conseque~e of the equality
of status existing among the members of the British Commonwealth of Nations that the Governor-General of a Dominion is
the representative of the Crown, holding in all essential respects
the same position in relation to the administration of public
affairs in the Dominion as is held by His Majesty the King in
Great Britain, and that he i:;; not 'the representative or agent of
His Majesty's Government in Great Britain or of any Department
of that Government.
It seemed to us to follow that the practice whereby the
Governor-General of a Dominion is the formal official channel
of communication between His Majesty's Government in Great
Britain and His Governments in the Dominions might be regarded
as no longer wholly in accordance with the constitutional position
of the Governor-General. It was thought that the recognised
official channel of communication should be, in future, between
Government' and Government direct. The representatives of
Great Britain readily recognised that the existing procedure
might be open to criticism and accepted the proposed change in
principle in relation to any of the Dominions which desired it.
Details were left for settlement as soon as possible after the
Conference had completed its work, but it was recognised by the
Committee, as an essential feature of any change or development
in the channels of communication, that a Governor-General should
be supplied with copies of all documents of importance and in
'general should be kept as fUlly informed as is His Majesty the
King in Great Britain of Cabinet business and public affairs.
1 The Governor of Newfoundland is in the same position as the GovernorGeneral of a Dominion.

I.
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(c) O:feration· of Dominion Legislation.
Our attention was also call~d to various points in connection
with the operation of Dominion legislation,· which, it was
suggested, required clarification.
·
The particular points involved were :(a) The present practice under which Acts of. the Dominion
Parliaments are 'sent each year to London, and it-is
intimated, through the Secretary of State for Doiliinion
. Affairs,.that " His Mafesty .will not be ad~sed to exercise
his powers of qisallowance " with regard to them. \
(b) The reservation of Dominion legislation, in certain circumstances,· for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure
which is signified on advice tendered by His Majesty's
Government in Great Britain. ·
·
(c) The difference between the·legislative •Competen~e of the
· Parliament at Westminster and of the Dominion Parlia' ments in ~hat Acts passed by the latter operate, .as· a
general rule, only within the , territorial area of the
Dominion concerned.'
·
(d) The operation of legislation passed by the Parliament at
Westminster in relation to the Dominions. In this connection ,special attention was called to such Statutes as
the Colonial Laws Validity Act. It was suggested that
in future uniformity of legislation. as between Great
Britain and the Dominions could best be secured by the
enactment of reciprocal Statutes based upon 'consultation
and agreement.
i

We gave these matters the best consideration possible in'the
limited time at our disposal, but came to the conclusion that the
issues involved were so complexthat there would be grave qanger
in attempting any immediate p:r;onouncem~nt other than a state" meiit of certain principles which, in .our opinion, underlie ;the
whole question of th~ operatio,p. of DominionJegisiation. We' felt
that, for the rest, it would be necessary to obtain expert guidance
as a preliminary to· further consideration by' His Majesty's
Governments in· Great Britain and the Dominions. ·.
' On the_ questions raised witp. regard to disallowance and.
reservation of Dominion legisla:tion, it was. explained .by the
Irish Free State representa'tiv~s that they desired to elucidate
the constitutiona~, practice in relation to Canada, since it is
provided by Article z of the Articlesof Agreement for a Treaty
of 1921 that " the position of the Irish Free State in relation to
the Imperial Parliament and Government and· otherwise shall
be tbat of the Dominion of Canada."
On this point we· propose that' it should be placed on record

.'
·
·

·
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that, apart from provisions embodied in constitutions ~r in specific
statutes expressly providing for reservation, it is recognised that
it is t}le right of the Government of each Dominion to advise the
Crown in all matters relating to its own affairs. Consequently,
it would not be in accordance with constitutional practice for
advice to be tendered to His Majesty by His Majesty's Government in Great Britain in any matter appertaining to the affairs
of a Dominion against the views of the Government of that
Dominion.
T~ appropriate procedure with regard to projected legislation
in one of the self-governing parts of the Empire which may affect
the interests of other self-governing parts is previous consultation
between His Majesty's Ministers in the several parts concerned.
On the question raised with regard to the legislative competence
of members of the British Commonwealth of Nations other than
Great Britain, and in 'particular to the desirability of those
members being enabled to legislate with extra-territorial effect,
we think that it should similarly be placed on record that the
constitutional practice is that legislation by ~he Parliament at
Westminster applying to a Dominion would only be passed with
the consent of the Dominion concerned.
As already indicated, however, we are of opinion that there are
points arising out of these considerations, and in the application
of these general principles, which will require detailed examination, and we accordingly recommend that steps should be taken
by Great Britain and the Dominions to set up a Committee with
terms of reference on the following lines :"To enquire into, report upon, and make recommendations
concerning(i) Existing statutory provisions requiring reservation of
',
Dominion legislation for the assent of His Majesty
or authorising the disallowance of such legislation.
(ii) (a) The present position as to the competence of
Dominion Parliaments to give their legislation
extra-territorial operation.
(b) The practicability and most convenient method
of giving effect to the principle that each Dominion
Parliament should have power to give extraterritorial operation to its legislation in all cases
where such operation is ancillary to provision for
the peace, order, and good government of the
Dominion.
(iii) The principles embodied in or underlying the Colonial
Laws Validity Act, I865, and the extent to which
any provisions of that Act ought to be repealed,
amended, or modified in the light of the existing

I
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relations between the various members .of the
British Commonwealth of Nations as described in
this Report."
'

(d) Merchant Shipping Legislation.
•
I
Somewhat similar considerations to those set out above
governed our attitude towards a similar, though a special,
-question raised in relation to Merchant Shipping Legislation.
On this subject it was pointed out that; while uniformity of
administrative practice was desirable, and indeed essential, as
regards the Merchant Shipping Legislation of the variOlfS· parts
of the ~mpire, it was difficult to reconcile the. application, in
' their present form of certain provisions of the principal Statute '
relating to Merchant Shipping, viz., the Merchant Shipping Act
·of r8g4, more particularly Clauses 735 and 736, with the constitutional status of the several members ofthe British Commonwealth
of Nations. ~
In this case also we felt that,' although, in the evolution of the
British Empire, c€!tain inequalities had'been hllowed to remain
as regards various questions of maritime affairs, it was •essential
·in dealing with these inequalities to cons!der the practical aspectsof the matter. The difficulties in the way of introducing any
immediate alterations in the Merchant Shipping Code (which dealt
amongst other matters, w,ith the registration of British ships
all over the world) were fully appreciated and it was felt to be •
necessary, in any review of the position, to take into account such
matters of general cop.cern as the qualifications for registry as
a British ship, the status of British ships in war, the work done
by His Majesty's CoiJ.suls·in the ipterest of British shipping and I
seamen, and the·question of Naval Courts at foreign ports to deal
with crimes and offences on Briti~h ships abroad.
We came finally to the conclusion that, following a precedent
which had been found useful on previous occasions, the general
question of Merchant Shipping Legislation had best be remitted
to· a special Sub-Conference, which could meet most appropriately
at the same time as the Expert Committee, to which reference is
made above. We thought that this special Sub-Conference
sho:uld be invited to advise on the following general lines :" To consider and report on the principles which should
govern, in the general interest, -the praCtice and legislation
relating to merchant shipping in the various par_ts of the
E_rnpire, having regard to the_changein constitutional status
and general relations which has occurred1since existing Jaws
were enacted."
.
·
'
We took note that the representatives of India particularly I
desired that India, in vie:'~' of the importal\ce of her shipping
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interests, should be given an opportunity of being represented
at the proposed Sub-Conference. We felt that the full representation of India on an equal footing with Great Britain and the
Dominions would not only be welcomed, but could very properly
be given, due regard being had to the special constitutional
position of India as explained in Section III of this Report.

(e) Appeals to the judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
Another matter which we discussed, in which a general constitutional principle was raised, concerned the conditions governing
appeals from judgments in the Dominions to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. From these discussions it became
clear that tt was no part of the policy of His Majesty's Government in Great Britain tha,t questions affecting judicial appeals
should be determined otherwise than in accordance with the
wishes of the part of the Empire primarily affected. It was,
however,.generally recognised that, where changes in the existing
system were proposed which, while primarily affecting one part,
raised issues in which other parts were al:w:> concerned, such
changes ought only to be carried out after consultation and
discussion.
So far as the work of the Committee was concerned, this general
understanding expressed all that was required. The question of
some immediate change in the present conditions governing
appeals from the Irish Free State was not pressed in relation to
the present Conference, though it was made clear that the right
was reserved to bring up the matter again at the next Imperial
Conference for discussion in relation to the facts of this particular
case.

' .
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SUGGESTED TRIBUNAL FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
. DISPUTES.
CoNcLuSION.

'PART 11.-0RIGIN AND PURPOSE OF CONFERENCE

General.

' 6. The present Conference owes its origin to a recommendation
.contained.in the Report of the Imperial Conference of 1926, The
' Inter-Imperial Relations Committee of that Conference'made a
recommendation, which was approved by the full Conference,
that a Committee· should be set up to examine and report upon
certaip. questions connected with the operation of Dominion
legislation, and that a Sub-Confyrence should be set up simultaneously to deal with merchant shipping legislation. This
N.S.
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recommendation was approved by the Governments concerned,
and the present Conference was established to carry out those
tasks.
7· The Report of the Imperial Conference of rgz6, in addition
to setting forth the problems which required further examination,
contained first and foremost a statement of the principles regulating the relations of the members of the British Commonwealth
of Nations at the present day. It is desirable to recall these
principles as they establish the basis and starting-point of the
work of the present Conference.
8. The Report of the Imperial Conference declared in relation
to the United Kingdom and the Dominions that
" They are autonomous communities within the British
Empire, equal in status, in no way subordinate one to
another in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs,
though united by a common allegiance to the Crown, and
freely associated as members of the British Commonwealth
of Nations."
The Report recognised, however, that existing administrative,
legislative and judicial forms were admittedly not wholly in
accord with the position as described, a condition of things
following inevitably from the fact that most of these forms
dated back to a time well antecedent to the present stage of
constitutional development.
g. With regard to the position of the Governor-General, it
was placed on record in the Report that it was an essential consequence of the equality of status existing among the members of
the British Commonwealth of Nations that the Governor-General
is the representative of the Crown, holding in all essential respects
the same position in relation to the administration of public
affairs in the Dominion as is held by His Majesty the King in the
United Kingdom, and that he is not the representative or agent
of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom or of any
Department of that Government.
IO. With regard to certain points connected with Dominion
legislation-disallowance, reservation, the extra-territorial operation of Dominion Laws, and the Colonial Laws Validity Actthe Imperial Conference of rgz6, while recognising that there
would be grave danger in attempting in the limited time at their
disposal any immediate pronouncement in detail on issues of
such complexity, set forth certain principles which were considered to underlie the whole subject. As regards disallowance
and reservation it was recognised that, apart from provisions
embodied in Constitutions or in specific statutes expressly providing for reservation, it is the right of the Government of each
Dominion to advise the Crown in all matters relating to its

•
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own affairs ; ancl that consequently it would not be in accord-'
ance with constitutional practice for advice to be tendered tq
His Majesty by His Majesty's Government in ·the United Kingdom in any matter appertaining to 1the affairs of a Dominion
against the view of the Government of that Dominion. It was
also suggested that the appropriate procedure with regard to
projected legislation in one of the self-goverp.ing parts 'of
the Empire which may affect the interests of other selfgoverning parts is previous consultation between His Majesty's
.Ministers in the several parts conGerned; and it was stated. that,
with regard to the legislativ~ competence of members I of the
British Commonwealth of Nations other than the United-Kingdom, and in pa£ticular to the desirability of those memoers being
enabled to legistate with extra-territorial effect, the constitutional
·practice is that legislation by the Parliament of the United Kingdom applying to a Dominion would only be passed :with the '
consent of the Dominion concerned.
II. It was, however, (:onsidered that there were points arising
out of these considtrations, and in the application of these general
principles, which required detailed examination.. In the first
place, there remains a considerable body of law passed by the
Parliament of the United Kingdom which still applies in relation.
to the Dominions and at present cannot be repealed or modified
by Dominion Parliamepts ; secondly, under the existing system
~is Majesty's Government in 'the United Kingdom retains certain
. powers with reference to Dominion legislation; and, thirdly,
while the parliament of the United 'Kingdom can legishtte with
extra-territorial effect, there is doubt as to the powers ·in this ·
respect of Dominion Parliaments. The Imperial Conference
· accordingly recommended that steps should be takew by the
United Kingdom and the Dominions to set up a Committee with
terms of reference on the following lines :'
-·
"To enquire into, report upon, and make recommtndations concerning--;·
" (i) Existing statutory provisions requiring reservation
of Dominion legislation for the assent of His Majesty or
authorising the disallowance of such legislation .
. " (ii) (a) The present position a_? to the competence of
· Dominion Parliaments to give their legislation extraterritorial qperation.
.
" (b) The practicability and most convenient :method of
giving effect to the principle that each Dominion Parliament should have power to give extra-territorial operation
to its legislation in all cases where such operation is
ancillary to provision for the peace, order, and good
government of the Dominion,
'
'\

I
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" (iii) The principles embodied in or underlYing the
Colonial Laws Validity Act, r865, and the extent to
which any provisions of that Act ought to be repealed,
amended, or modified in the light of existing relations
between the various members of the British Commonwealth of Nations as described in this Report" (i.e., the
Report of the Imperial Conference). •
Merchant Shipping.
Position of India.

(Not relevant.)
(Not relevant.)

The Questions before the Conference.
rs. In approaching the inquiry into the subjects referred to
them, the present Conference have not considered it within the
terms of their appointment to re-examine the principles upon
which the relations of the members of the Commonwealth are
now established. These principles of freedom, equality, and
co-operation have slowly emerged from the experience of the
self-governing communities now constituting~hat most remarkable and successful experiment in co-operation between free
democracies which has ever been developed, the British Commonwealth of Nations; they have been tested under the most trying
conditions and have stood that test ; they have been given
authoritative expression by the Governments represented at the
Imperial Conference of rgz6 ; and have been accepted throughout
the British Commonwealth. The present Conference have therefore considered their task to be merely that of endeavouring to
apply the principles, laid down as directing their labours, to the
special cases where law or practice is still inconsistent with those
principles, and to report their recommendations as a preliminary
to further consideration by His Majesty's Governments in the
United Kingdom and in the Dominions.
r6. The three heads of the terms of reference to the Conference, apart from the question of Merchant Shipping which is
dealt with separately, may be classified briefly as dealing with :(i) Disallowance and Reservation ;
(ii) The extra-territorial operation of Dominion legislation ;
(iii) The Colonial Laws Validity Act, r865.
IJ. It seems convenient to give some indication of the origin
and nature of the questions which arise in each case, and then
to state the recommendations of the Conference under each head.
PART III.-DISALLOWANCE AND RESERVATION

(r) DISALLOWANCE
Present Position.
r8. The power of disallowance means the right of the Crown,
which has hitherto been exercised (when occasion for its exercise
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has arisen) on the advice of Ministers in the United Kingdom, to
animl an Act passed. by a Dominion or Coloniali:egisl<~:ture. ;
19. The prerogative or statutory powers of H1s MaJesty the .
King to disallow laws. made by the Parliament of a Dominion,
where such powers still subsist, have not been exercised for many
years, and it is desirable that the position with regard to disallow~
ance,should now be made clear.
'
,
20. Whateyer the historical origin of the power of disallowance
may have been, it has now found a statutory expression in most
of the Dominion Constitutions and accprdingly the power of dis-'
allowance in reference to D9minion legislation exists and is ~·
regulated solely by the statutory provisions of tl!.ose Constitutions.1 ·
21. Section 58 of the New ·Zealand Constitution Act, 1852,
and Section 56 of the British North America Act, x867, empower,
the King in Council 'to disallow any Act of the Parliament of .
either Dominion within a period of two years from the receipt • ·
of the Act from the Governor-General. . In Section 59 Of the ,
Constitution of ille Commonwealth of Australia (xgoo) \and ·
,Section 65-of the South Africa Act, 1909, the period prescribed
is one year after the assent of the Governor-General has been
given. The Irish Free State Constitution contains n:o provision
/
·
,
for disallowance. '
22. A distinction must, of course, /be drawn between tP,e
existence of these provisions .and their' exercise. In the early
stages of responsible government cases of disallowance bccurred
not' infrequently merely for the reason that the legislation disallowed did not comli!_end itself on ,its merits to the .Government .
of the United Kingdom. This practice did not_ however long
S'lU'vive, for it was realised that under .the conditions •of selfgovernment the pqwer of disallowau,ce should only be exercised
'where grave Imperial interests were concerned,. and that such
interVention was improper with regard to legislation of purely
domestic concern: In fact the power of ·disallowance has riot '
been exercised in relation to Canadian legislation since 1873 or .
1 to New Zealand legislation since 1867.; it has never been ~xer
cised in relation to legislation passed by the ·Parliaments of the
· Commonwealth of Australia or the ,Uni<:m of South Africa.
~

Recommendations.

23. The Conference agree that the present constitutional
position is that the power of disallowance can no longer be .
exercised in relation to Dominion legislation. Accordingly,
those DominioBs who possess the power to aniend their Consti.

'

NoTE:.,.-This does not apply'to Newfoundland where the Constitution
is based on Letters Patent and . not on Statute.
.
:·"' '
1
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tutions in this respect can, by following the prescribed procedure,
abolish the legal power of disallowance if they so desire. In the
case of those Dominions who do not possess this power, it would
be in accordance with constitutional practice that, if so requested
by the Dominion concerned, the Government of the United
Kingdom should ask Parliament to pass the necessary legislation.
Special Position in relation to the Colonial Stock Act, rgoo.
24. The special position in relation to the Colonial Stock Act,
rgoo, may conveniently be dealt with in this place. This Act
empowers His Majesty's Treasury in the United Kingdom to
make regulations governing the admission of Dominion stocks
to the list of trustee securities in the United Kingdom. One of
the conditions prescribed by the Treasury which at present
govern the admission of such stocks is a requirement that the
Dominion Government shall place on record a formal expression
of its opinion that any Dominion legislation which appears to
the Government of the United Kingdom to alter any of the
provisions affecting the stock to the injury of\he stockholder or
to involve a departure from the original contract in regard to
the stock would properly be disallowed. We desire to place
on record our opinion, that notwithstanding what has been said
in the preceding paragraph, where a Dominion Government has
complied with this condition and there is any stock (of either
existing or future issues of that Government) which is a trustee
security in consequence of such compliance, the right of disallowance in respect of such legislation must remain and can
properly be exercised. In this respect alone is there any exception to the position as declared in the preceding paragraph.
25. The general question of the terms on which loans raised
by one part of the British Commonwealth should be giv~n the
privilege of admission to the Trustee List in another part falls
naturally for determination by the Government of the latter,
and it is for the other Governments to decide whether they will
avail themselves of the privilege on the terms specified. It is
right however to point out that the condition regarding disallowance makes it difficult and in one case impossible for certain
Dominions to take advantage of the provisions of the Colonial
Stock Act, rgoo.
(2) RESERVATION

Present Position.
26. Rese;_,ation means the withholding of assent by a
Governor-General or Governor to a Bill duly passed by the
competent Legislature in order that His Majesty's pleasure may
be taken thereon.
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27. Statutory provisions· dealing with reser'lation of Bills·
passed by Dominion Parliaments may be divided into (r} those
which confer on the Governor-General a· discretionary power of
reservation and (2) those which specificall)f oblige the 'GovernorGeneral to reserve Bills dealing with particular subjects.
,
28.. The discretioqary power of reservation is dealt with in
Sections 56 and 59 of the New Zealand Constitution Act, r852,
Sections 55 and 57 of the'British North America''Act, r867,
Sections 58 and 60 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Australia (rgoo), Sections 64 and 66 of the South Africa Act,
rgog, and Article 4'r of the Constitution of the Irish Free State.
29. Provisions requiring Bills relating to particular subjects
to be reserved by the Governor-General for the signification of·
His Majesty's pl!(asure exist in. the Australian, New Zealand, and
South African ConstitutiOJ?.S. By Section 65 of the :New Zealand
Constitution Ad, r852, the General Assembly of New Zealand
is given power to alter the sums allocated by the Scnedule to the •
'Act for the Governor's salary, the ·Judges, the establishment of.
the general go\(e{J"lment and native purposes respectively, but
any Bill altering the salary 9f the Govern?r or the sum allocated
to native purposes must ]Je reserved.. By Section 74 of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia (rgoo), it is
provided that the Commonwealth' Parliament may make· laws
limiting the matters in which special leave to appeal from· the
High Court of Australia to His Majesty in Council maybe asked,
but proposed laws containing any such limitation shall be reserved
by the G'overnor-General for the signification of I;Iis Majesty's
,pleasure. ·The South Africa Act, rgog, contains three sections ,
relating to the reservation of Bills dealing with particular subjects. Section ro6 contains provisions similar to those in Section
74 of tht:: Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia .
.Section 64 provides that all Bills repealing or amending that
.. section or any of the provisions of Chapter IV of the Act under
the heading " House of Assembly " and all Bills abolishing
· provincial councils or abridging the powers conferred on them
under Section 85 shall be reserved. By paragraph 25 of th~
Schedule to the Act, which lays down the terrhs and conditions
on which the Governor in Council may undertake the government of native territories if transferred to the Union under
Section r5r, it is provided that all Bills to amend or alter the.
provisions of this Schedule shall be reserved. There is no provision requiring reservation'in either the Canadian or Irish Free
State Constitutions.'
'
30. Provisions relating t.o compulsory reservation are also to ,
be found in the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, r8go, and in
the Merchant Shipping Act, r8g4. These provisions are dealt
with in ano_th~~r sectiowof this Report.
' ·
.
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3I. The power of reservation had its origin in the instructions
given by the Crown to the Governor of a Colony as to the exercise
by him of the power to assent to Bills passed by the colonial
legislative body. It has been embodied in one form or another
in the Constitutions of all the Dominions and may be regarded
in their case as a statutory and not a prerogative power. Its
exercise has involved the intervention of the Government
of the United Kingdom at three stages,-in the instructions
to the Governor concerning the classes of Bills to be reserved,
in the advice tendered to the Crown regarding the giving or withholding assent to Bills actually reserved, and in the forms in
use for signifying the Royal pleasure upon a reserved Bill. Reservation found a place naturally enough in the older colonial system
under which the Crown exercised supervision over the whole
legislation and administration of a Colony through Ministers in
the United Kingdom. In the earlier stages of self-government
supervision over legislation did not at once disappear, but it was
exercised in a constantly narrowing field with the development
of the principles and practice of responsibl~government. As
regards the Dominions, it gradually came to be realised that the
attainment of the purposes of reservation must be sought in
other ways than through the use of powers by the Government
of the United Kingdom. The present constitutional position is
set forth in the statement of principles governing the relations
of the United Kingdom and the Dominions contained in the
Report of the Imperial Conference of 1926 ; and we have to
apply these principles to the power of reservation and its exercise
in the conditions now established.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Discretionary Reservation.
32. Applying the principles laid down in the Imperial Conference Report of 1926, it is established first that the power of
discretionary reservation if exercised at all can only be exercised
in accordance, with the constitutional practice in the Dominion
governing the exercise of the powers of the Governor-General ;
secondly, that His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom will not advise His Majesty the King to give the GovernorGeneral any instructions to reserve Bills presented to him for
assent, and thirdly, as regards the signification of the King's
pleasure concerning a reserved Bill, that it would not be in
accordance with constitutional practice for advice to be tendered
to His Majesty by His Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom against the views of the Government of the Dominion
concerned.

t

.
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Con~puisory Reservatio'n-Principle Governing the Signification of .

the King's Pleasure.
·
,
. '
'
33· \In. cases where there is a special provision requiring- the _
reservation of Bills de?ling with particular subjecfs,the po'?ition ·
would in generalfall within the scope of the doctrine that. it is the
i:ight of the Government of each Dominion to ad\jse the Crowri ·
in all matters relating to its own affairs and that consequently
it would .not be in accordance with constitutional practice for
advice to be tende~ed to His Majesty by His Majesty's ~overn- ;.
ment in the United Kingdom in any matter appertaining to the
affairs of a .Dominion against the vi~ws of the Government of_
that Dominion.
·
""·
34· .The same principle applies to cases where alterations of a
Constitution are required to be reserved.
_
'

~

Abolitio?" of the Power of Reservation (Discretionary or Compulsory). ·
35. 'As regards the continued existence of the power of reservation\ certain· Do~inions posse~s the power 1by amending their
Constitutions to abolish 'the discretionary power and to repeal •
any provisions requiring reservation of .Bills~ dealing with particular subjects, and it is; therefore, open to those Dominions to #
take the prescribed steps to that end if they so desire .
. 36. As regards Dominions that need the co-operation of the_
. Parli~nient of the United Kingdom in order to amend the pro~
visions in their Constitutions relating to reservation, we desire to
place on record our opinion that it Would be in accordanc~ with ..
constitutional practice that if so requested· by the· Dominion
concerned the Government of 'the United Kingdom should ask
Parliament to pass the necessary
legislation.
·
.
.
.. -•

"

'

~

..

(

'

PART IV.-THE ExTRA-TERRITORIAL OPERATION OF DoMINION
•
LEGISLATION
,
"

. THE PRESENT POSITION AS TO THE COMPETENCE OF DOMINION
PARLIAMENTS TO GIVE THEIR LEGISLATION EXTRA-TERRITORIAL
OPERATION.

37· In the'case of all Legislatures territorial limitations upon
the operation of legisJation ap~ familiar in practice. They 9-rise
from the express ten:l;ls of statutes· or from rules of construction
. appliedbythe Courts as to the presumed!intention of the Legislature, regard being had to the comity of nations and other considerations. But in the case ~f the ' legisla~io:t?:, of. Dominion
Parliaments there is also an indefinite range.in which the limitations may exist .not merely as rules of interpretation but as
constitutional limitations·. So fat as these constitution·allimitations exist there is a radicai -difference between the position.'of
I

,, .

..
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Acts of the Parliament of the United Kingdom in the United
Kingdom itself and Acts of a Dominion Parliament in the
Dominion.
38. The subject is full of obscurity and there is conflict in
legal opinion as expressed in the Courts and in the writings of
jurists both as to the existence of the limitation itself and as
to its extent. There are differences in Dominion Constitutions
themselves which are reflected in legal opinion in those Dominions.
The doctrine of limitation is the subject of no certain test applicaable to all cases, and constitutional power over the same matter
may depend on whether the subject is one of a civil remedy or
of criminal 'jurisdiction. The practical inconvenience of the
doctrine is by no means to be measured by the number of cases
in which legislation has been held to be invalid or inoperative.
It introduces a general uncertainty which can be illustrated by
questions raised concerning fisheries, taxation, shipping, air
navigation, marriage, criminal law, deportation, and the enforcement of laws against smuggling and unlawful immigration.
The state of the law has compelled Legislatures~ resort to indirect
methods of reaching conduct which, in virtue of the doctrine,
might lie beyond their direct power but which they deem it
essential to control as part of their self-government.
39· It would not seem to be ·possible in the present state of
the authorities to come to definite conclusions regarding the
competence of Dominion Parliaments to give their legislation
extra-territorial operation; and, in any case, uncertainty as
to the existence and extent of the doctrine renders it desirable
that legislation should be passed by the Parliament of the United
Kingdom making it clear that this constitutional limitation does
not exist.
·
RECOMMENDATIONS

40. We are agreed that the most suitable method of placing
the matter beyond possibility of doubt would be by means of a
declaratory enactment in the terms set out below passed, with
the consent of all the Dominions, by the Parliament of the
United Kingdom.
41. With regard to the extent of the power so to be declared,
we are of opinion that the recognition of the powers of a Dominion to legislate with extra-territorial effect should not be limited
either by reference to any particular class of persons (e.g., the
citizens of the Dominion) or by any reference to laws " ancillary
to provision for the peace, order and good government of the
Dominion" (which is the phrase appearing in the terms of
reference to the Conference).
42. We regard the first limitation as undesirable in principle.
With respect to the second,..we think that the introduction of a
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reference to legislation ancillary to peace; order and·good govern·mentis unnecessary, would add to the existing confusion on the
matter, and might diminish the scope 'of the powers the existence
· · · ,• · . .
of wliich it is desired to recognise. '
43· After careful consideration. of possibie alternatives; y;e
recommend that the clause should be in th~ following forzp :'"Jt is hereby declared and ~nacted that the\Parli~mimt of
a Dominion has 'full power to make laws having extra-ten·~
torial operation."
'
• ·• ·
'
•
~4· In connection with 'the exercise of extra-territoria{lygisla:tive powers, we COlJ.Sider that.provision should be made for the
customary extra-territorial immunities with regard to internal
discipline enjoyed by the armed forces of one Government when
present in the territory of another Government' with the,consent
of the latter. Such an arrangement would be of mutual-advantage and common convenience to all parts of the Commomyealth,
and we recommend that provision· should be made by each
member of the Commonwealth to give effect to such customary
extra-territorial i~munities within its territory as regards other
members of the Commonwealth.
,
PART v.-cowNrAL LAws VALIDITY AcT
PRESENT POSITION

45. The circumstances in which the Col.onial Laws Validity
Act, 1865, came to be enacted 1 are so well known that only a brief
reference to them is necessary in this Report.
46. From an early stage in. the history of Colonial develqpment
the theory had been held that there. was a common law rule that'
legislation by a Colonial Legislature was void if repugnant to ,
the law of England. This rule was apparently 'based on the
assumption that ,there were certain fundamental principles of
English law which no Colonial law could violate, but the scope
of these ,principles was by no means clearly defined.
'47. A series of' decisions, however, given ·by the Supreme
Court of South Australia in the middle of the nineteenth century applied the rul_e so as to invalidate several of the Acts of the.·
Legislature of that Colony. It was soon realised that,. if this
interpretation of the law were sound, responsible Government,
then recel).Jly established by the release of the Australian Colonies
from external· political control, would to a great extent be
rendered illusory by reason of legal limitations on the legislative
p.ower which were then for the first time seen to be far more
extensive than had been supposed. The serious situation which
'

1

.

The .Act is reprinted as an An!!-ex to this Report (see page r65). ··
\

.
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thus developed in South Australia led to an examination of the
whole question by the Law Officers of the Crown in England,
whose opinion, while not affirming the extensive application of
the doctrine of repugnancy upheld by the South Australian
Court, found the test of repugnancy to be of so vague artd general
a kind as to leave great uncertainty in its application. They
accordingly advised legislation to define the scope of the doctrine
in new and precise terms. The Colonial Laws Validity Act,
r865, was enacted as the result of their advice.
48. The Act expressly conferred upon Colonial Legislatures
the power of making laws even though repugnant to the English
common law, but declared that a Colonial law repugnant to the
provisions of an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom
extending to the Colony either by express words or by necessary
intendment should be void to the extent of such repugnancy.
The Act also removed doubts which had arisen regarding the
validity of laws assented to by the Governor of a Colony in a
manner inconsistent with the terms of his Instructions.
49· The Act, at the time when it was pasOfd, without doubt
extended the then existing powers of Colonial Legislatures. This
has always been recognised, but it is no less true that definite
restrictions of a far-reaching character upon the effective exercise
of those powers were maintained and given statutory effect. In
important fields of legislation actually covered by statutes
extending to the Dominions the restrictions upon legislative
power have caused and continue to cause practical inconvenience
by preventing the enactment of legislation adapted to their
special needs. The restrictions in the past served a useful
purpose in securing uniformity of law and co-operation on various
matters of importance : but it follows from the Report of the
Imperial Conference of rgz6 that this method of securing uniformity, based as it was upon the supremacy of the Parliament
of the United Kingdom, is no longer constitutionally appropriate
in the case of the Dominions, and the next step is to bring the
legal position into accord with the constitutional. Moreover,
the interpretation of the Act has given rise to difficulties in
practice, especially in Australia, because it is not always possible
to be certain whether a particular Act does or does not extend
by necessary intendment to a Dominion, and, if it does, whether
all or any of the provisions of a particular Dominion law are or
are not repugnant to it.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

so. We have therefore proceeded on the basis that effect can
only be given to the principles laid down. in the Report of rgz6
by repealing the Colonial Laws Validity Act, r865, in its application to laws made by the Parliament of a Dominion, and the
"
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disc~ssions at the Conference were mainly coric~~ed with. the
manner in which this should be done. Our recommendation is
that legislation be enacted declaring in terms that the f\ct should
no longer:apply to the laws passed by any Dominion.
.
51. We think it necessary,how.ever, that there should also be
a substantive enactment declaring the powers of the Parliament
of a Dominion, lest a simple repeal of the Colonial Laws Validity
Act might be held to have "restored the old common law doctrine.

52. Itmaybe stated in this connection that, having regard to
'the nature of the relations between the several inembers of the
British Commonwealth and the constitutional position of the
Governor-General, of a Dominion, it has not been considered
'necessary to make any express provision forth~ possibility, contemplated in Section 4 of the Colonial Laws 'Validity 'Act, of.
colonial laws assented to by the Governor being held void because
of any instructions with reference to such laws or the subjects
thereof cont;tined ih the Letters Patent or Instrument authorising
.the Gover:nor to assent to laws for the pe~ce, o~der, or goo_d
govermp.ent of tje Colony. ·
·
53· ·.We recommend that effect be given to the prqposals in
the foregoing· paragraphs, by means of clauses in the following
form:-

(r) The Colonial Laws Validity Act, r865, shall cea~e to
apply to any lnwrnade by the Parliament·ofa Dominion.
~
~2) No law and no propision of any law·hereaftedmade by
the Parliament of a Dominion shall ·be void or inoperative
on ;the ground that it is repugnant to the law of England or
· to the provisions of any existing or future Act of Parliament
or to any order" rule or. regulation made thereunder, and the
powers of the Parliament of a Dominion shall include the
power to repeal or q..mend any such Act, order, rule or regulation in so jar as the same is ,part oj-'the law of the .Dominion.
•

f

'

•

54· With regard 1a:stly to the problem which arises. from the.
existenc::e of a legal power in the Parliament of the United Kingdom to legishtte for the Dominions, we consider that the appro. priate method of reconciling the existence of this power with the
established constitutional position is to plaq/f on record a statement embodying the Go~ventional u~age. jV(e therefore recommend ,that a statement m the followmg terms should be placed
on record i'n the pro~eedings·of tl;te nekt 1Imperial Conference:" It 'would be in accord with the established constitutional
position of aU members 'of the Commonwealth in relation to
one another .that no law hereafter made by the Parliament of
; the United Kingdom shall extend to any Dominion o~herwise
than at the request and with the consent of that Domir~rion." ·

~
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We further recommend that this constitutional convention itself
should appear as a formal recital or preamble in the proposed
Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
55· Practical considerations affecting both the drafting of
Bills and the interpretation of Statutes make it desirable that
this principle should also be expressed in the enacting part of
the Act, and we accordingly recommend that the proposed Act
should contain a declaration and enactment in the following
terms:" Be it therefore declared and enacted that no Act of Parliament hereafter made shall extend or be deemed to extend
to a Dominion unless it is expressly declared therein that
that Dominion has requested and consented to the enactment
thereof."
56. The association of constitutional conventions with law has
long been fafnHiar in the history of the British Commonwealth;
it has been characteristic of political development both in the
domestic government of these communities anj in their relations
with each other ; it has permeated both executive and legislative
power. It has provided a means of harmonising relations where
a purely legal solution of practical problems was impossible,
would have impaired free development, or would have failed to
catch the spiri~ which gives life to institutions. Such conventions take their place among the constitutional principles and
doctrines which are in practice regarded as binding and sacred
whatever the powers of Parliaments may in theory be.
57· If the above recommendations are adopted, the acquisition
by the Parliaments of the Dominions of full legislative powers will
follow as a necessary consequence. We then proceeded to consider whether in these circumstances special provision ought to
be made with regard to certain subjects. These seemed to us
to fall into two categories, namely, those in which uniform or
reciprocal action may be necessary or desirable for the purpose
of facilitating free co-operation among the members of the
British Commonwealth in matters of common concern, and
those in which peculiar and in some cases temporary conditions
in some of the Dominions call for special treatment.
58. By the removal of all such restrictions upon the legislative
powers of the Parliaments of the Dominions and the consequent
effective recognition of the equality of these Parliaments with
the Parliament of the United Kingdom, the law will be brought
into harmony with the root principle of equality governing the
free association of the members of the British Commonwealth
of Nations.
59· As, however, these freely associated members are united
by a common alle&"iance to the Crown, it is clear that the laws
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to the ~uccession to"the Throne and the :Royal Style and
Titles are matters· of equal concern to all.
6o. We think that appropriate recognition wQ.uld be given to
this position by means of a convention similar td that which has
in recent years controlled the theoretically unfettered pow~rs of
the Parliament of the United Kingdom to legislate upon these
matters. Such a constitutional convention would be in accord.
with and .would· not derogate from and is not intended in any
· way to derogate from the principles stated by the Imperial
Conference of I926 as underlying the position and . mutu;J.l
relations of the 'members of the British Commonwealth of
Nations. We ther~fore recommend that this convention·sho~ld
be formally put on record in the_ following terms : "In as much as the Crown is the symbol of the free association of the members of the British Com,monwealth of Nations,
_and' as they are united by a common allegiance to the Crown,
; it would be in accord with the established constitutional position
of all the members of the Commonwealth ·in-relation to one
another that ~y alteration in the law touching the Succession · to the Throne or the Royal Style and Titles shall hereafter
require the assent as well of the Parliaments of all the Dominions
as of:the Parliament of the United Kingdom."

·6I. We ~ecom~end that the statement of principles s~t out
in the three preceding paragraphs be placed on record in the
. proceedings of the next Imperial Conference, and that the con~
stitutional convention itself in the form which we· have suggested
should appear as a formal recital or preamble ,in·the proposed
\ Act to be passed by the Parliament of the United· Kingdom .
. 62. The second subject which we considered concerns the·.
effect of the acquisition of full legislative powers l:>y the Parliaments of the Dominions possessing federal Constitutions.
63 .. Canada alone ·among the Dominions has at present no
power to amend its Constitution Act without legislation by the ,
Parliament of the United. Kingdom. The fact that no specific
provision was made for,ef!ecting desired amendments wholly by
Canadian· agencies is easily understood, apart from the special
c'opditions, existing in Canada· at that time, when it is recalled
that the British North America Act, !867, was the first Dominion
federation measlire and was passed over sixty years ago, at an
1e9-rly stage of development.
lt was pointed out that the question of alternative methods of amendment was a matter for
f1,1ture consideration by the appropriate Canadian authorities and
that it was desirable therefore to make it dear that the proposed
Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom would effect no .
change in this respect. It was also pointed out tl}.at for a similar
reason an express declaration was des?-able thatnothing in the ,
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Act should authorise the Parliament of Canada to make laws
on any matter at present within the authority of the Provinces,
not being a matter within the authority of the Dominion.
64. The Commonwealth of Australia was established under,
and its Constitution is contained in, an Act of Parliament of the
United Kingdom, the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution
Act, I goo. The authority of the Constitution, with its distribution of powers between Commonwealth and States, originated
in the first instance from the supremacy of Imperial legislation ;
and it was pointed out that the continued authority of the
Constitution is ·essential to the maintenance of the federal
system. The Constitution of the Commonwealth, though paramount law for the Parliament of the Commonwealth, is subject
to alteration by the joint action of Parliament and the Electorate.
To that extent the Commonwealth rieed not have recourse to
any authority external to itself for alterations of its instrument
of government. But " the Constitution," though the main
part, is not ~he whole of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act ; and the eight sections of that lVhich precede the
section containing " the Constitution " can b~ altered only by
an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom. It will ·be
for the proper authorities in Australia in due course to consider
whether they desire this position to remain and, if not, how they
propose to provide for the matter.
65. The Constitution of New Zealand is to a very considerable extent alterable by the Parliament of New Zealand; but
the powers of alteration conferred by the Constitution are subject
to certain qualifications, and it is apparently a matter of doubt
whether these qualifications have been removed by Section 5 of
the Colonial Laws Validity Act. It appears to us that any
recommendations in relation to the Constitution of the Dominion
of Canada and the Commonwealth of Australia should also be
applied to New Zealand; and it will then be for the appropriateauthorities in New Zealand to consider whether, and, if so, in
what form, the full power of alteration should be given.
66. We are accordingly of opinion that .the inclusi9n is
required in the proposed Act of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom of express provisions dealing with the matters discussed in the three preceding paragraphs, and we have prepared
the following clauses :(I) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to confer any
power to repeal or alter the Constitution Acts of the Dominion
of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, and the Dominion
of New Zealand, otherwise than in accordance with the law
and constitutional usage and practice heretofore existing.
(z) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to authorise the
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Parliaments of the pominion of Canada and the Commonwealth .of Australia to mak.e laws on any matter at present
within the authority of the Provinces of Canada or the St!Jltes·
of Australia, as the case may be, not ·being a matter within
, the authority of the Parliaments or Governments of the Dominion
of Canada and of the Commonwealth of Australia respectively."-,
'

_ 67. Similar considerations db not arise in connection with the
Constitutions of the Union of South Africa and the Irish Free '
State. The Constitutions of both countries are. framed on the
unitary principle. Both include complete legal p'owers of constitutional 'amendment. In the case of the Union of South
Africa the exercise of these powers is conditioned only by the
provisions of Section 152 of the South Africa Act, 1909. cln the
case of the Irish Free State they are exercised in accordance
with ·the obligations undertaken by the Articles of Agreement
for a Treaty signed at London on the 6th day of Decemb~r,
~~

I

.

68. The• Report, of ·1926 dealt only with the, constitutional
,position of tJ;le G~ernments and Parliaments of the Dom~ions.
In recommending the setting up of the present Conference it did
not make any specific mentiqn of the special problems presented
by federal Constitutions, and accordingly the present Con:ference
has not been called qn to consider any matters relat·ing _to the
legislative powers ofthe Provincial Legislatures in Canada or theState Legislatures in Australia. The federal character of-- the ·
Constitutions oJ Canada an'd Australia, however, gives rise to
questions which we have not fo~d it possible to leave out of ·
account, inasmuch as they concern self-government in those,'
Dominions.
.
·
,
-. -.
•
,
'69. The Constitution of Australia presents a special problem
in respect to extra-territoria!- legislative power.' The most
urgently required field of extra-territorialp9wer is criminal law,,
which, in general, is within the State power in Australia. In
Australia the Parliaments of.the St~t~s are not subject to any·
specific territorial restrictions ; ' they differ from the Commonwealth F:arliament only in this, that their laws have not the
extended operation specifically given to the laws'of the Commonwealth Parliament by Sectjon 5 of the Commonwealth'of Australia
Constitution Act, and that the Commonwealth Parliament has
power over certain -specific !llatters which look beypnd the
territory -of ·the Commonwealth.. The question whether the
power of en"acting' extra-territorial laws over matters within its
sphere, to be enjoyed by th6 Commonwealth Parliaillent in
common with the Parliaments of· other Dominions, should be
granted 3lso 'to State Parliaments is a matter· primarily for·
consideration by the proper; authorities in Australia. '
~~

,

M
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70. The Australian Constitution also presents special problems in relation to disallowance and reservation. In Australia
there is direct contact between the States and His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom in respect of disallowance
and reservation of State legislation. This position will not be
affected by .the report of the present Conference.
71. The question of the effect of repugnance of Provincial or
State legislation to Acts of the Parliament of the United Kingdom
presents the same problems in Canada and in Australia. The
recommendations which we have made with regard to the Colonial
Laws Validity Act do not deal with the problems of Provincial or
State legislation. In the absence of special provision, Provincial
and State legislation will continue to be subject to the Colonial
Laws Validity Act and to the legislative supremacy U the Parliament of the United Kingdom, and it will be a matter for the
proper authorities in Canada and in Australia to consider whether
and to what extent it is desired that the principlys to be embodied
in the new Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom should
be applied to Provincial and State legislation in the future.
72. We pass now to the subject of nationali~j, which is clearly
a matter of equal interest to all parts of the Commonwealth.
73· Nationality is a term with varying connotations. In one
sense it is used to indicate a common consciousness based upon
race, language, traditions, or other analogous ties and interests
and is not necessarily limited to the geographic bounds of any
particular State. Nationality in this sense has long existed in
the older parent communities ofthe Commonwealth. In another
and more technical sense it implies a definite connection with a
definite State and Government. The use of the term in the
latter sense has in the case of the British Commonwealth been
attended by some ambiguity, due in part to its use for the purpose
of denoting also the concept of allegiance to the Sovereign.
With the constitutional development of the communities now
forming the British Commonwealth of Nations the terms
"national," "nationhood," and "nationality," in connection
with each member, have come into common use.
74- The status of the Dominions in international relations,
the fact that the King, on the advice of his several Governments,
assumes obligations and acquires rights by treaty on behalf of
individual members of the Commonwealth, and the position of
the members of the Commonwealth in the League of Nations,
and in relation to the Permanent Court of International Justice,
do not merely involve the recognition of these communities
as distinct juristic entities, but also compel recognition of a
particular status of membership of those communities for legal
and political purposes. These exigencies have already become
apparent ; and two of the Dominions have passed Acts defin-
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ing their " nationals " both for national and' for international
purposes.
..
~
.
"
75. The\ members: of tlie Commonwealth are united. by a·
common allegiance to the Crowri. This allegiance is the basis ·
. of the common status possessed by all subjects of His Majesty.
· 76. A common status directly recognised throughout the
British Commonwealth in recent years has been given a statutory
basis through the operation of the British Nationality and Status
'
.
of Aliens Act, 1914·
77· Under Jhe new position, if any. change is made in the
requirements established by the existing. legislation, reciprocal
. action will be necessary to attain this same recognition the
importance of which is manifest in view of the desirability of
facilitating freedom of intercourse .and the mutual granting, of
privileges among the different parts of the Commonwealth.
78. It is of course plain that no member of the· Commonwealth either could or would contemplate seeking to confer on '
.any person a status to be operative throughout the Commonwealth save in »ursuance of legislation based upon common
agreement, 'and it is fully recognised that this common status is
in no' way inconsistent with the recognition within and without
the Commonwealth of the distinct nationality possessed by the
nationals of the individual states of the British Commonwealth.
79· But the practical working out and application of the. ·
above principles will not be ar.t easy task nor is it one which we
tan atte~pt to enter upon iri this Report. We recommend,
however, that steps should be taken as soon as possible by
consultation among the various Governments to arrive at a
settlement of the problems involved. on ·the basis. of these
principl,es.
·
8o. There ·are a number of subjects in which uniformity has
hitherto been' secured through the medium of Acts of the Parlia-··
ment of the United Kingdom of general application. Where
uniformity is desirable on the groUI1d of common' concern or
practical convenience we think that this •end should in the
future be ·sought by means of concurrent or reciprocal action
, based upi:m agreement. We recommend that uniformity of the
.law of prize and co-ordination of prize jurisdiction should agree-,
ably with-the above principle be maintained. · With regard to such ~ubjects as , fugitive · offenders, foreign ~hlistment .and
extradition in certain of its aspects, we recommend that before
any· alterati~:m is made in the existing Jaw there should be prior
consultation and, so far as possible, agreement.
1
81.\ Our .attention· has been drawn to the definition of the
word " Colony " in Section 18 of the Interpretation Act, I88g,
and we suggest that 'the oppqrtunity· should be taken of the
1
proposed Act to be passed
by the Parliament of jhe·· Uni~ecl,
\

.

'
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Kingdom to amend this definition. We have accordingly prepared the following clause :In this Act and in every Act passed after the commencement
of this Act the expression " Dominion " means the Dominion
of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, the Dominion of
New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, and the Irish Free
State or any of them, and the expression "Colony" shall, notwithstanding anything in the Interpretation Act, r88g, not
include a Dominion or any Province or State forming part of
a Dominion.
82. In making the recommendations contained in this part
of our Report, we have proceeded on the assumption that the
necessary legislation and the constitutional conventions to which
we have referred will in due course receive the approval of the
Parliaments of the Dominions concerned.
PART Vl.-MERCHANT SHIPPING LEGISLATION AND COLONIAL
CouRTS oF ADMIRALTY AcT, I~o

(Paragraphs 83 to

I24

are not relevant here.)

PART VII.-SUGGESTED TRIBUNAL FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF DISPUTES

rz5. We felt that our work would not be complete unless we
gave some consideratiop to the question of the establishment of
a tribunal as a means of determining differences and disputes
between members of the British Commonwealth. We were
impressed with the advantages which might accrue from the
establishment of such a tribunal. It was clearly impossible in
the time at our disposal to do more than collate various suggestions with regard first to the constitution of such a tribunal, and,
secondly, to the jurisdiction which it might exercise. With
regard to the former, the prevailing view was that any such
tribunal should take the form of an ad hoc body selected from
standing panels nominated by the several members of the British
Commonwealth. With regard to the latter, there was general
agreement that the jurisdiction should be limited to justiciable
issues arising between governments. We recommend that the
whole subject should be further examined by all the governments.
PART VIII.-CoNCLUSION

.

rz6. It will, we trust, be apparent from the recommendations
of our Report that we have endeavoured to carry out the principles
laid down by the Imperial Conference of rgz6. The recommendations submitted have been framed with the object of

/
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. carrying into full effect tlie equality of status established as. the
root-principle governing :the relations of the members, of the
Commonwealth, and indicating methods for maintaining and
strengthening the practical system of free· co-operation which is
its instrument.
·
._.
·
(Paragraphs 127 and 128 (lfe not relevant~here.)

ANNEX.
AcT, 'ri
(28 &' 29 Vic. c. 63.)
· -

CoLONIAL LAw's VALIDITY

' . .

.(

An Act to remove Doubts as to tlie Validity of
·
#
. Colonial Laws~
[2gth ljune, I865.]
\

'

Whereas Doubts have been entertained respecting the
Validity of divers Laws enactect or purporting to have been
enact~d by the Legislatures of cerhtin of Her. Majesty's
_Colonies, and respt<cting the Powers· of such Legislatures,
and it is expedient that such D01;tbts should be removed :
Be it hereby, enacted by the Queen:s most Excellent
Majesty, .by and with the Advice and Consent of the •Lords
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Parliament' assembled, and by the ~uth~rity of the _same,
as follows :.
, ,
.

•l

(1) T4e Term "Colony"· shall in this Act include' Definitions,;
all of Her Majesty's Possessions abroad in which there "Colony:
shall exist a Legislature, as hereinafter defined, except
the. Channel Islands,. the Isle of -Man, and such
Territories as may for the Time being be vested in
Her Majesty under or by virtqe of any Act of Parliament for the Government of India : ~
.
The Terms " Legislature " and " Colonial Legisla- "Legislature" shall severally signify the Authority, other than tt;~rf'~"<;olo
the Imperial Parliament-'or Her Majesty in Council, ·~~re ~~s
competent to make Laws for any Colony :
The Term "Representative Legislature·~' shall " Represen- .
Legis-signify any Colonial Legislature which shall comprise tative
latllre:"
a Legislative Body of which One Half are· elected by
, inhabitants of the Colony, :
I

-

·"

.
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"Colonial
Law:"
Act of
Parliament,
&c. to extend
to Colony
when made
applicable to
such Colony:
"Governor:''

"Letters
Patent."
Colonial
Law when
void for
Repugnancy.

Colonial
Law when
not void for
Repugnancy.
Colonial
Law not void
for Inconsistency with
Instructions.

Colonial
Legislature
may establish, &c.
Courts of
Law.

The Term" Colonial Law" shall include Laws made
for any Colony either by such Legislature as aforesaid
, or by Her Majesty in Council:
An Act of Parliament, or any Provision thereof, shall,
in construing this Act, be said to extend to any Colony
when it is made applicable to such Colony by the
express Words or necessary Intendment of any Act of
Parliament :
The Term "Governor" shall mean the Officer lawfully administering the Government of any Colony :
The Term "Letters Patent" shall mean Letters
Patent under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland.
(z) Any Colonial Law which is or shall be in any
respect repugnant to the Provisions of any Act of
Parliament extending to the Colony to which such Law
may relate, or repugnant to any Order or Regulation
made under Authority of such Act Qi Parliament, or
having in the Colony the Force and Effect of such
Act, shall be read subject to such Act, Order, or
Regulation, and shall, to the Extent of such Repugnancy, but not otherwise, be and remain absolutely
void and inoperative.
(3) No Colonial Law shall be or be deemed to have been
void or inoperative on the Ground of Repugnancy to the
Law of England, unless the same shall be repugnant to
the Provisions of some such Act of Parliament, Order
or Regulation as aforesaid.
(4) No Colonial Law, passed with the Concurrence of
or assented to by the Governor of any Colony, or to be
hereafter so passed or assented to, shall be or be
deemed to have been void or inoperative by reason only
of any Instructions with reference to such Law or the
Subject thereof which may have been given to such
Governor by or on behalf of Her Majesty, by any
Instrument other than the Letters Patent or Instrument authorising such Governor to concur in passing
or to assent to Laws for the Peace, Order, and good
Government of such Colony, even though such Instructions may be referred to in such Letters Patent or
last-mentioned Instrument.
(5) Every Colonial Legislature shall have, and be
deemed at all Times to have had, full Power within its ,
Jurisdiction to establish Courts of Judicature, and to
abolish and reconstitute the same, and to alter the
Constitution thereof, and to make Provision for the
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Administration of Justice therein ; and e¥ery Repre- 1 Representasentative Legislature shall; in respect to· the Colony tlve Legtslature may
· un d er 1"ts JUns a·1ctwn,1h ave, an db e d ee:rped a t a liT"1mes alter
Constito have had, full Power to make Laws respecting the tution.
Constitution, Powers, and Procedure of such Legislature ; provided that such Laws shall have been passed
in such.Manner and Form as may from Time to Time
be required by any Ad of Parliament, Letters Patent,
Order in Council, or Col<;miaLLaw 'for the Time being
)
in force in the said Colony.
(6) The Certificate of the Clerk
other proper Certified
Officer of a Legislative Body in any Colony to the Copies of
Effect that the Document to which it is attached is Laws to be
Evidence
a true Copy of any Colonial Law assented to by the that they are
· Governor of such Colony, or of any Bill reserved for properly
the Signification of Her Majesty's Pleasure by the s;:tid· passed.
GDover.m:r, shall ·~fie dpr~ma f~cieC EvidefnctyhthLat the ;~~1~:~~
ocument so certl e 1s a true opy 0 -sue
aw or Evidence of
Bill, and, Cji the Case m~y be, that such Law has.been. A~sent and .
duly and properly passed and assented to, or that such DisallowBill has been duly and properly passed ando:-presented anc,e.
, to the Governor ; and any Proclamati0n purporting to
be published by Authority of the Governor in any
Newspaper in the ,Colony 'to whiCh such Law or Bill·
.shall relate, and signifying Her Majesty's Disallowance
of any such Colonial Law or Her Majesty's Assent to
any, such reserved Bill as aforesaid, shall be prima
facie Evidence of such Disallowance or Ass~nt.
· And whereas Doubts are 'entertained respecting the ,
Validity of ,certain Acts enacted or reputed to be ·
enacted by the Legislature of South Australia: Be it
further enacted· as follows : .
.
(7) All La\)"s or reputed Laws enacted or purporting Cettai~ Acts
to have been enacted by the said Legislature, or by enacted by
Legislature
Persons or Bodies of Persons for the Time being acting of
'South
as such Legislature, which have received the 'Assent Australia
of Her Majesty in CounCil, or which have received the to be vali\l.
Assent of the Governor of the said Colony in the Name
and ori behalf of Her Majesty, shall be and be deemed
to have been valid and effectual from the Date of such
Assent for all P,urposes whatever; provided that
nothing herein 1 contained shall be deemed ~o give Effect to any .Law or reputed Law which has been
disallowed by Her Majesty, or has expired, or has been.
lawfully repealed; or to prevent th'e lawful Disallowance or Repeal of any Law.
0

0

I

0

or

APP~NDIX

III

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL
CONFERENCE, 1930
(Cmd. 3717)
Vl.-INTER-IMPERIAL RELATIONS

It was found convenient, after preliminary discussion by the
Heads of Delegations on the various points involved, to refer
many of the questions on the Agenda affecting Inter-Imperial
Relations to a Committee under the chairmanship of The Right
Honourable Lord Sankey, G.B.E., Lord Chanc~or. This Committee did most valuable work in exploring the various issues and
the following section is based largely on its work. Lord Sankey's
Committee was, in turn, aided by special Sub-Committees that
were set up to deal with particular aspects of the questions
involved and by a drafting Sub-Committee under the chairmanship of Sir Robert Garran, K.C.M.G., Solicitor-General, Commonwealth of Australia.

(a) Report of the Conference of 1929 on the Operation of
Dominion Legislation.
The Imperial Conference examined the various questions arising
with regard to the Report of the Conference on the Operation of
Dominion Legislation and in particular took into consideration
the difficulties which were explained by the Prime Minister of
Canada regarding the representations which had been received
by him from the Canadian Provinces in relation to that Report.
A special question arose in respect to the application to Canada
of the sections of the Statute proposed to be passed by the
Parliament at Westminster (which it was thought might conveniently be called the Statute of Westminster), relating to the
Colonial Laws Validity Act and other matters. On the one hand
it appeared that approval had been given to the Report of the
Conference on the Operation of Dominion Legislation by resolution of the House of Commons of Canada, and accordingly, that
the Canadian representatives felt themselves bound not to take
any action which might properly be construed as a departure
from the spirit of that resolution. On the othet hand, it appeared
that representations had been received from certain of the
r68
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Provinces of Canada subsequent to the passing of the resolution,
protesting against action on the Report until' an: opportunity
had -been given to the Provinces fo determine whether their rights
-would be adversely affected by such action.
'
Accordingly,.it appeared necessary to provide for two things._
In the first place it was necessary to provide an opportunity for
His Majesty's Government in Canada to take,such action as might
be appropriate to enable the Provinces to present their Views.
In the second place it was hecessary to provide for the extension
of the sections of the proposed Statute to Canada· or for. the.
exclusion of Canada from their operation after the Provinces had ·
been consulted. -To this end it seemed desirable to place on
record the view that the sections' of the Statute relating to the
Colonial Laws Validity Act should be so drafted as not to extend
to ,Canada unless the Statute was enacted, in response to, such
requests as are appropriate to an amendment .of the British·
North Anierica Act. It also seemed desirable to place on record,
the view that the sections should not subsequently be extended
to Canada exce11t by an Act of the Parliament orthe United
Kingddm enactt!a in response to such requests as are appropriate
to an amendment of the British ,North America Act.The Conference on the Operation of Dominion Legislation in
rgzg, recommended a draft clause ,for inclusion in the Statute
proposed t:o 'be passed by the Parliament at Westminster to the
fo1lowing, effect :.
·
·" No Act of Parliament of· the" U~ited Kingdom· passed
after the connil.encement of this Act shall extend, or be
9,eemed ,to extend, to a D01:p.inion unless it is expressly
declared in that Act that that Dominion has.requested, and
consented to, the enactment the,reof.."
' ·
At the present Conference the delegah:\§ ·of
Majesty's
,Government in the United Kingdom were appr~P,ensive lest a
clause in this form shoilld have the effect of preventing an Act
of the United King~om Parliament passed hereafter from ha'ving
the, operation which the legislation of one State normally has in,.
relation to the territory of another. To obviate this, the following.
9-mendment was pr_oposed :~
"'
"No Act of Parliament, of t~e United Kingdom passed
after the' commencement of th1s Act shall extend, or be
deemed to ·extend, to a Dominion as part of th~ law in force
in that Dominion, unless it is expressly declared in that:Act
tliat that-'Dominion has requested, and con?ente_9. to, the
enactment 1hereof."
'
· '
1
The Delegates from some of the Dominions were apprehensive
lest the acceptance of the_ above amendme:q.t might imply. the \
recognition of a righ~ of the Parliament ofthe'United ~ingdom

His
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to legislate in relation to a Dominion (otherwise than at the
request and with the consent of the Dominion) in a manner which,
if the legislation had been enacted in relation to a foreign state,
would be inconsistent with the principles of international comity.
It was agreed that the clause as amended did not imply, and was
not to be construed as implying, the recognition of any such right,
and, on the proposal of the United Kingdom Delegates, that a
statement to this effect should be placed on record.
The Conference passed the following Resolutions :(i) The Conference approves the Report of the Conference
on the Operation of Dominion Legislation 1 (which is to be
regarded as forming part of the Report of the present
Conference), subject to the conclusions embodied in this
Section.
(ii) The Conference recommends :(a) that the Statute proposed to be passed by the
Parliament at Westminster should contain the provisions
set out in the Schedule annexed.
(b) that the rst December, 1931, shttt1ld be the da,te
as from which the proposed Statute should become
operative.
(c) that with a view to the realisation of this arrangement, Resolutions passed by both Houses of the Dominion
Parliaments should be forwarded to the United Kingdom,
if possible by rst July, I9JI, and, in any case, not later
than the rst August, 1931, with a view to the enactment
by the Parliament of the United Kingdom of legislation
on the lines set out in the schedule annexed.
(d) that the Statute should contain such further provisions as to its application to any particular Dominion
as are requested by that Dominion.

ScHEDULE.
CLAUSES IN PROPOSED LEGISLATION.
I. In accordance with the recommendation in paragraph 43 of the Report of the Conference on the Operation
of Dominion Legislation, a clause as follows:It is hereby declared and enacted that the Parliament of
a Dominion has full power to make laws having extraterritorial operation.
z. In accordance with the recommendation in pantgraph 53 a clause as follows :1

Cmd. 3479·
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(1) 1he Colonial Laws Validity Act, 1865, shall not
apply to any law made after the commencement of this Act
by the Parliament of a Dominf,on. .
.
.
(z) No' law and; no provision of any laZR) made after the ,
commencement of this Act by the Parliament of a Dominion
shall be void or inoperative on the ground that it is repugnant to the law ·of England, or to the provisions of any
existing or future Ac~ of Parliament ofthe United Kingdom,
or to any order, rule or regulation made under any ·Such
Act, and the powers of the Parliament of a Dominion shall
include the power to repeal or amend any such Act, order,
rule or regulation, in so jar as the same is part of the law
of the Dominion.
·

3· In accordance with the recommendation in 'para~
graph 55 a clause as follows :- •
'

.

No Act of Pa_rliament of the United Kingdom passed
. after the commencement of this Act shall exlend or be deemed
,to extenj to a Dominion as part of the law in'force in' that
Domimon unless it is expressly declared in that Act that
tpat Dpminion has requested, and consented to, the enactment thereof. f
.
•
1

.

'

4· In accordance with the. recommendations in .paragraph
66 clauses
as follows:· : ·
'
.
·Nothing in this J!ct shall be deemed to confer any power
to repeal or alter the Constitution or the Constitution Act
ofthe Commonwealth of Australia or the Constitution Act
of the Dominion of New Zealand .otherwise than in
accordance with the. law existing before the commencement ·
of this Act.
·
·
·
'
Nothing in this Act shall be deemed td authorise the
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia to make
laws on<a1;ty matter 7.pithin the authority, of the States of
Australia, not being a matter w'ithin the authority of the
Parliament or Government . of' the Commonwealth of
Australia.
·
' ·

.i .

•

'

.

.

Note.-In view of the doubts that have arisen concerning the interpretation of.the draft section in paragraph 66 in Us application to the Canadian Constitution the words " Dominion of Canada " and
'' Provinces " have been deleted. It is intended
that a section dealing exclusively with the Canadian
position will be inserted after the representations
_of the Provinces have received consideration ..
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5· In accordance with the recommendation in paragraph 8r a clause as follows :,
Notwithstanding anything in the Interpretation Act,
r88g, the expression " Colony " shall not, in any Act of
the Parliament of the United Kingdom passed after the
commencement of this Act, include a Dominion or any
Province or State forming part of a Dominion.
6. In accordance with the recommendations in paragraph 123 clauses as follows :Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing provisions of this Act sections .seven hundred and thirty-five
and seven hundred and thirty-six of theMerchant Shipping
Act, 1894, shall be construed as though reference therein to
the Legislature of a British possession did not include
reference to the Parliament of a Dominion.
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing provisions of this Act section four of the ~olonial Courts of
Admiralty Act, r8go (which requires certain laws to be
reserved for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure or
'to contain a suspending clause), and so much of section
seven of that Act as requires the approval of His Majesty
in Council to any rules of Court for regulating the practice
and procedure of a Colonial Court of Admiralty, shall
cease to have effect in any Dominion as from the commencement of this Act.

7· A clause to deal with the position of New Zealand
as follows:No provision of this Act shall extend to the Dominion
of New Zealand as part of the law thereof unless that provision is adopted by the Parliament of that Dominion, and
any Act of the said Parliament adopting any provision
of this Act may provide that the adoption shall have effect
either as from the commencement of this Act or as from
such later date as may be specified by the adopting Act.
CERTAIN RECITALS IN PROPOSED LEGISLATION.
I. In accordance with the recommendation of paragraph
54, a recital as follows :And whereas it is in accord with the established constitutional position that no law hereafter made by the Parliament
of the United Kingdom shall extend to any of the Dominions
as part of the law in force in that Dominion otherwise than
at the request and with the consent of that Dominion.
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2. In accordance with the rec~mmendation hi par~~aph
6o;. a reCital as follows :~
'
"
·
.
I
.
And whereas it is meet and proper to set out by way of
preamble to-' this Act, that inasmuch as the Crown· is the
symbol of the free association of theMembers of the British
Commonwealth of Nations, and as they are' united by a
common allegiance to the Crown, it would be in accord with
the established constitutional position of all the Member~
of the ·Commonwealth in relation to one another that any
alteration in the law touching the Succession to the Th'rone
or. the· Royal Style and Titles shall hereafter require the
assent as well of the P'arlig,ments of all the 1Dominions as of
, the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
1

•

'

, II

.

\

.

(b) Nationality.
(Not relevant.)
•

(c) Nationality of!ifarriei Women.l
\.
I
(Not relevant.) .

, (d) Commonweg.lth Tribunal.
The Repert of the Conference on the Operation of Dominion·
Legislation contains the following paragraph (paragraph I25) :.
.
•
.
I
.
,
'
"We felt that our work would not be complete unless we .
gave some consideration to the.questiop of'tll,e establislimeht
of a tribunal as a means of' determining differences land
disputes l:Jetween members of the British Commonwealth.
We were impressed with the advantages which might acerue
·from, the establishment of· such a' tribunal. It was clearly
impossible in the time· at our disposal to do more than collate
various suggestions with regard first to the constitution of
such a tribimal, and secondly, to the jurisdiction which it
might exercise. With regard to the former, the 'prevailing
view was that any such tribunal should take the form of ;:tn'
ad hoc body selected from standing panels nominated by the
, several members of the British Commdnwealth. With
'regard to the latter, there'was general agl-e~meri.t that the
·jurisdiction should be limited to justiciable issues arising '·,
between governments' We recommend that: the whole
subject .should be further examined
by-all the governments."
:
This matter was examined· gy the Conference and they found
themselves able to make certain definite recommendations with
·
· ·
· ·'
· ·
regard to it. .

•

J

./

I.

.

I
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Some machinery for the solution of disputes which may arise
between the Members of the British Commonwealth is desirable.
Different methods for providing this machinery were explored
and it was agreed, in order to avoid too much rigidity, not to recommend the constitution of a permanent court, but to seek a solution
along the line of ad hoc arbitration proceedings. The Conference
thought that this method might be more fruitful than any other
in securing the confidence of the Commonwealth.
The next question considered was whether arbitration proceedings should be voluntary or obligatory, in the sense that one party
would be under an obligation to submit thereto if the other party
wished it. In the absence of general consent to an obligatory
system it was decided to recommend the adoption of a voluntary
system.
It was agreed that it was advisable to go further, and to make
recommendations as to the competence and the composition of
an arbitral tribunal, in order to facilitate resort to it, by providing
for the machinery whereby a tribunal could, in any given case, be
brought into existence.
As to the competence of the tribunal, no doubt'vvas entertained
that this should be limited to differences between governments.
The Conference was also of opinion that the differences should
only be such as are justiciable.
As to the composition of the tribunal it was agreed :(r) The Tribunal shall be constituted ad hoc in the case
of each dispute to be settled.
(z) There shall be five members, one being the Chairman;
neither the Chairman nor the members of the Tribunal shall
be drawn from outside the British Commonwealth of Nations.
(3) The members, other than the Chairman, shall be
selected as follows:(a) One by each party to the dispute from States
Members of the Commonwealth other than the parties
to the dispute, being persons who hold or have held high
judicial office or are distinguished jurists and whose names
will carry weight throughout the Commonwealth.
(b) One by each party to the dispute from any part of
the Commonwealth, with complete freedom of choice.

(4) The members so chosen by each party shall select
another person as Chairman of the Tribunal as to whom they
shall have complete freedom of choice.
(5) If the parties to the dispute so desire, the Tribunal shall
be assisted by the admission as assessors of persons with
special knowledge and experience in regard to the case to be
brought before the Tribunal.
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It was thought that the expenses of the tribunal itself in any
given case ·should be borne equally by the parties, but that each
party should bear the expense of presenting its own case.
It was felt that details as to which agreement might be p.ecessary might be left for arrangement by the gov~rnments concerned.
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